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THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
WASHINOTON 95, D.C. 

CM- 140-64 
5 October 1964 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PARTICIPANTS IN SIGMA II-64 

SUBJECT: Game Documentation 

Enclosed is the final documentation of the politico-military 
game, SIGMA 11-64. It is being provided to all participants in 
order that those who contributed to its development and execution 
may have a complete file of all memoranda published during the 
exercise as well as comments made at the Critique. 

EARLE G. WHEELER 
Chairman 

Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Enclo sure 

Regraded Unclassified 
When Separated From 
Classified Enclosure 
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'\m- NOFORN 

SiGMA II-64 

GAME DIRECTOR'S REMARKS 

This report contains general information regarding the 
conduct of SIGMA 11-64, as well as copies of the scenarios 
used and messages generated during that exercise. It also 
includes the remarks made at the final Senior Critique, a 
Game Summary and a Game' Commentary. It is hoped that the 
report will prove useful to planners and other government- 
al officials who have responsibility for formulating or 
executing United States policies applicable to Southeast 
Asia. 

For the best understanding of the game, close examination 
of the basic documents used duringthe exercise is recom- 

/ mended. However, the reading of the Director's Remarks, 
the Game Summary,and the Game Commentary will provide an 
overview to the highlights of the exercise. 

Although actual data used for the game was the best 
available, and every effort was made to assure realism,.no 
claim is made that the actions taken by either side during 
the exercise would lead, if taken in real life, to the 
same results depicted in the game. At the same time the 
exercise did serve to isolate questions and problem areas 
that appear to be of continuing interest. A number of 
these questions by area follow: 

. 

Level of Provocation - Should policy planners sup& 
port a large scale deployment of US forces to SEA in the 
absence of some specific provocation by either the DRV 
or Communist China? What kind of act on the part of Com- 
munist China or North Vietnam should it take to trigger a 
significant US deployment of forces in SEA; is a general- 
ly deteriorating situation enough? Or should "nibbling" 
tactics result in continued "piecemeal' US buildup? 

Public Opinion - Is it politically feasible to 
launch US air and naval attacks against the DRV/CPR prior 
to overt military actions by these nations? On a tit-for- 
-tat basis under our own judgment of severity of strike 
appropriate to "hostile act'? What preparatory measures 
could be taken in advance of the attacks to "pin" support 
of the VC insurgency on Hanoi/Peking? Is a White Paper 
required? Can such attacks be undertaken without any 

. more preparation than US and world public opinion have 
now? Must the attacks be-sharp 'and highly successful to 

-T - - NOFORN . iv * 
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lessen adverse reaction? 

Massive Deployments - If we deploy a large force to 
SE Asia, what do we do with these forces if the provoca- 
tion for deployment subsides and the DRV/CPR return to a 
"nibbling" posture, follow a policy of non-confrontation, 
and of continued guerrilla warfare? Does the defensive 
deployment of forces in this area set up an impossible 
military situation if faced with communist "nibbling" and 
guerrilla warfare? Would offensive actions better sup- 
port US objectives? Might overt threats of escalation 
have the desired deterre:xt effect on Hanoi/Peking if ac- 
companied by obvious military moves (SAC deployments, 
naval harassment, overflight, the deployment of US logis- 
tical forces to expand bases, airfields, etc.)? If not, 
is dLsengagement/negotiation the answer? What is the 
Minimum politico-military situation that should be attain- 
ed before going to the conference table? 

Response to Air Strikes - One of the most interest- 
%g questions coming from the game was how to judge the 
::ffect of air strikes on North Vietnam. Would Ho order 
+/he suppre ssio:n or the stopping of Vie-t; Cong operations? 
rlould the Vie-t Gong respond to Ho's direction if told to 
cease operations in SVK? Would industrial bombing of NVN 
have real effect on a primarily rural agrarian popula- 
tion+ Would North Vietnam be politically stable after a 
bomb:ing campaign? Would the regime gain or lose support 
+.Yom the people, including the armed forces? (Historic 
examples, ex-Germany, Italy and Japan in WW II.) Would 
US air attacks against Communist China, if accompanied 
?:y public statements tha t no effort would be made to over- 
throw the communist government of the country, result in 
USSR support for the Chicoms? If so, what form would 
this support take? Materiel only? Troops and materiel? 
Nuclear? , 

Logistic Capabilities - Can the US provide the com- 
bat and service support units that would be needed in the 
event of a Presidential decision to deploy, on a crash 
basis, large ccntingents of US armed forces to SEA? How 
might this aff ect commitments to a NATO emergency? Could 
the required transportation and necessary logistical sup- 
port be provided? Would a declaration of national emer- 
gency be required? 

Command Relationships - When and how should agree- 
mentsbe made regarding -command arrangements for co-mbat 
operations undertaken by the US - " zma G,,",~ rs ) but outside 
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the SEATO framework? 

In summary, the discussions summarized in the commentary 
represent the professional opinion of a broad cross-sec- 
tion of military and political officials. Control inputs 
represent judgments as to the interplay of opposing team 
strategies and may or may not have been the most probable, 
since they were influenced by the need to further the 
purpose of this study. 

vi 
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UNCLASSIFIED 

SIGMA 11-64 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

1. GAME SCHEDULE 

a. Dates of Play: 

Senior Policy Teams - 10, 15 and 1'7 September 
Blue and Red Action Teams - 8, 9, 10, 15 and 17 

September 
Control Team - 8, 10, 11, 15, 16 and 17 September 

b. Place: Room BC9.!+2A, The Pentagon 

c. Daily Schedule: See Tab B, Procedures 

2. SECURITY 

The over-all security classification for the play 
of t& game is TOP SECRET. However, to ease administra- 8 
tive handling, it is desired that message originators 
keep the classification to SECRET - NOFORN and below 
insofar as practicable. 

b. All documents generated during the play of the game 
will be treated as classified working papers. None are 
to be removed from the game rooms At the conclusion of 
the game all documents will be reproduced and incorporat- 
ed in a final game documentation volume. Each pratici- 
pant will be issued a copy of the final game documenta- 
tion. Distribution of this volume will be in accordance \ 
with appropriate security regulations. 

The JWGA gaming rooms,are..within.-:an.arealthatis 
sea& at the end of the day (Red Seal Area). Therefore, 
classified maps and other classified material can be left 
in place at the termination of each dayts play. In 
addition, combination safes are available for safeguard- 
ing TOP SECRET matter that participants may desire to 
leave in the JWGA area between periods of game play. 

39 TELEPHONES 

During the 
ticipants may 
57683. 

b: 
onduct of the game and the critique, par- 
reache d on Code 11, Extension 79860 or 

UNCLASSIFIED A-l 
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GAWIE QRGANIZATION ,, 
’ - 

AND . . 
, -. . - . ; . .- ; L ,., * ,* *_ PROCEDUREi I ' 

. 
I  I ,  

w 
9. . 

BASIC S,CHE& 
: * . 

i . 

,:‘ 3. em s~GMci‘11-63 4s a poiiticoaibtary game involving a - , "I cirfsis sityationin SoutheastAsia, The-Chairmanof the Joint Chiefs of Staf?-is the game sponsor; the Joint War ' ' , 
Games Agency is prov'idingnecessary f&ilitiesand.ove& _ em 
all supervisioti'fo-r theexercise. The game will enable' 

" senior p~l$cjt makers,: of the Uqited States Goverdent toI a. ,! 
. study a pQtentia1 futurecrisis situation concerning South2 "- 

eakt Asia~for.the-'purpose of: _ 
a. Determining Unite&tates objectives in.-&& &a, 

and the +‘t;rategy'-ihich should be'foliotied to achieve tho$e 
ob'je&tives; . ,_‘- **- 

. 
c b. Estimating probablk CHICOM and DRV objectives in ' 1 

' Southea,qt~',AsX'a'and thestrategy which those c&nt$i& c& '*, Y. . 
I b6 expecte$:i:to follow-in pursuing their objectives; i t. “ 

d 

I  I  3’ I *  A I  

I  

1 * I c, C&i&& -those ma,jor.politicaland miiit&ytion- 1 , strain%,s,'$pfil&abbe to‘&a& side-which *iii, k&d %d &%pb’: . * 
md inf1uen.y~ strategy; .< , _ . . t . -. > 

. -i , - d, Doter&ning action&ha-$ should be taken by the' 
i 
i 

United States ‘ti the event-that large scale, overt 
;A 
L 

- -1' &ggression'*by'the DRV and/or the CHICOMs is imminent or 
I 

a+ual,1y.ocdtirs; ' x . . 1 ', *! I '. 4 
' 6% ,,e, Considering the*.majdr political and &litary-&es; 

- * ' *iohs. that sho'uld be answered prior to making the: d&i&n ' * ' - . \ .I. . _ . . i . $0 &&mit-substantial contingents of US Armed Forces-to 
':combat in Southeast Asia. 

hqt limited to: 
These., questions include but are .* 8 t';. 

' ,!I,,' -t  ̂ I'\ 
. * ', . I 8 \ .'. (1)What are possible.,USSR &d,,,C,&ICOM reactions? 

. ' 
:, r (2) Should the US act withi; th'e SEATO'framework or.. ' ' 

. ** unilaterally? ! , >- k * . ". I : * ',I - I ' 
B-$4 $1 .,;,* ; ' 

. * 
, . . 
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(3) What should the US do regarding this issue in the 
United Nations? , . 

(4) Can the US Armed Forces in being'halt enemy ag- 
gression or is partial or totalmobi~ization required? 

-I 
(5) What commitments c& the US logistically support 

with present logistic capabilities? . . . -. ..!. 
- (6) Will CINCPAC be authorized to employ tactical 

nuclear weapons in the event of, overwhelming attack?. _ . 
- (7) Should CHINAT troops- be employed on the mainland? 

The organization for play of the game is as-indicated on - 
the following chart: ", . r. 

- 1. 

I -Blue 
Action I 

Team 1 

CONTROL 
TEJ+ ' 

. . -- . . 

For game purposes the teams represent the following: -.- . . . - 
a. BLUE - The governments of the United States and the 

Repul@ic of VietnZtm j except Fa.2 highest executive authority. 

The governments of the:Democratic-Republic of - b. RED - 
Vietnam and the Peoples Republic of China, except for high- 
est executive authority. , - 

. - The Viet Cong. 
- The Pathet Lao. 
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: 
i 

; 
c. CONTROLS- The highest executive authority inthe 

countries represented bg'theJUue,ayld Red Te&ns, 
- All cotitriesother than those represented 

by Blue and Red Teams- * *, . * .* . l  . 

- SEATO and the UN, . 
- Other representation as required. 

: 
;* 

I 

. 

. , 

‘. 
l  * 

*se ~ ’ 
: I  *  

The starting "probl&m time" for the game-is 22 April 
2.965. A scenario,has. been prepared which,.depicts the 
events which are &s;ilwred to haveboceurred betweenI Sep- 
tember lg6& and J April 1965, These*events provide the 
basis for the crisis-situation and furnish a fr~~~ork :a< 
whe'rein plausible;- challenging actions can be taken by,', 
each team; These-actions and the team deliberations and 
estimates whie&preoedG -their adopt9on play a major! part 
in'the accorap~~s~lent--of-the game*objectives. . . 1 I 3' 4 

In addition to the initial scenario, Fact, Books have 
been prepare.d:to*provide bplayers with brief; pertment in- 
formation rega~ai~~-the.:co~tries and geographic area that 
are central to'%he game, * Pl&yer?s are alsolinvited $0 bring 
any papers, studies,. "or memorzknda from their offices which :' 
they may, desire to'use during'%he game!. Secure storage " 
kWi.'be prov-ided for suchdocuments &thin the gae rooms. 
P&ye-rs-are'reqtiested to be familiar ~5th the Southeast 
&szL~ objectives, policies, and directives of their re- 
'$~ective,.agencies:. *Players should also be famS&iar with 
the:.nuniberand*'type of personnel which their agency has 
@&mWk&d in $out&ast Asia an&the finaxial outlays 
.t;h&@e being .made'in the area, , G ,-* . . 8 --. \ I .-:'d .A.. ' .** ;-' The& success ef the game depends, i3, a large extent* oti . 

*the '&biM.ty'of the player teas to devise strategemsand 
tb take p$axkLble real$stic acybio,,,J qb in the-interest of the . 
g&?mmen‘ts* and gmmy$ '-that the;jt mpres'est,i Although .,, . e 

mxtralf C~xttrol 5s vitally intere&+.d in insuring ;t;hat - 
g&‘k’Qbj@Zves +,re $?UX.lled, Theref,ore, Control: k&l1 
attfxnpt‘$o gi&de.-the .game along J;ixmf v+szh,,claarZy' con-- 
,$ril$be Fo g%&objectiye;. ‘.; 1. ' , I+ * . d . * CL ' . * ,.I. ** . * 0 .I. ,.. l -.mdi&du& $&&rs’ ,u;2’ ea&“ie& a~>; be -&&* p&@s;.,&& * 
%h& broade&'sonse. I-t is hot &x6ended that action *p&y&rs 
kssume the'kole of an'ageky head, or that they limit their 

-Bxpres&ns of opinion to the subject or the area in which 
they have particular "expertise';" Instead5 each player is 

-.exp'eated to serve.a@.'&~gener8l~s.t, butto also g-We- expert 
, , ad~i.c.~,.,is,t~.aff.~~,~~~~.:,~~~.~~ JmJq~ ,$$q$$;L. qu@.-~i@.~q$+ - , 

'I ., I, .' . . . ,D *- _ .a::':.J:> ,. . b,.',  ̂ s _ ..: ,*- II . * 1 ,,- - ' r.,- . c The sedurity level' f,r' play 
. . 4 ,.. . . ! . <:. - ~ 

of 'th,~"~~e 9s TOP SECRET; 
4 . ..- . . . 

. 
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however, it is hoped that written communications can be 
held to the SECRETlevel. 

DOCUMENTATION OF GAME PLAY 

RLquired resorts from the Blue and Red Action Teams are 
held to a minimum in order that participants may have the 
maximum time in which %b discuss the situation‘depicted in 
the scenario and, based on their analysis, to arrive at the 
specific actions which they believe the countries they 
represent would take under similar circumstances, It is 
not desired that the game become a "message writing exer- 
cise." Instead, it is desired that messages prepared by 
action teams and forwarded to the Control Team b.e limited 
to those, necessary for accomplishment of game objectives. 
Three types of messages will be used during the exercise. 
They are:. 

a, Broad Objective and General Strategy Message. On 
Thursday, 10 September, as part of Move- I -each action team 
must turn in to the-Control Team after discussion with 
their respective Senior Policy'Team, a final "Broad Objec- 
tive and General Strategy Message." This message states in 
succinct terms the broad objectives which the reporting 
country has with respect to the area of crisis and the 
general strategy which the country plans to follow. in 
achieving its broad objectives. For example, the Red Team 
based on the initial scenario might include the following' 
statements in its message: 

'!RED BROAD OBJECTIVE AND GENERAL STRATEGY MESSAGE, 
***** 

"a. Broad Objectives: . . 

Peking. 
(l), Bring all of Southeast Asia under the control of 

(2) ***** 

"by General Strategy; 

(1) Covertly support indigenous national liberation 
movements, answerable to Peking, 
within Southeast Asia. 

in each non-Communist $t&te ., 

(2) * * * * *” 

. 
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Subsequent to 10 September, player teams do not need 
to submit another "Broad*Objective and Gengral Strategy 
Message" unless there are changes, additions or deletions, 
to the originalmessage. 
chwge need be reported. 

In such an instance? only the 
The purpose of the 'Broad Ob- 

jective and General Strategy Message" is to insure that 
the Control Team has a firm understanding of each team's 
'obj&?tives and strategy so that in evaluating opposing 
actions9 it can provide realistic projections. 

game *developments, 
17 September, If a third move is indicated the Game I W 
Director will make an announcement of the fact. A.pre- 
liminary "Move Message;i'" together with the Broad Objective 
and General Strategy Message," is first discussed with its 
respective Senior Policy Team. A final revised "Move 
kessage" is the medium through which each action team in- 
forms the.Control Team of the specific actions that it is 
taking-tiith'respect to the crisis situation. In addit;ion; 
it includes the actions that the team desires to have 
taken in the event that certain enumerated contingencies 
occur, *Each action listed in the message must include , 
information as to who, what, when, where, how3 and why, if 
the why of the action is not self--evident. When a team 
desires to take covert actiotis, such actions must be so . 
$$W,ified-to permit Control to properly handle the in- f 

. telligence aspects of the action. &n example of specific 
acti&s~ by the Blue Team is shown below: . . 

' . , ', ;. * : ','; I m.. , ,I - . _.- . . _ 1 ' *. ,,. I : ,.\-.\,..' ,,<-* -., 1.. . ,.*- . $$u'j &)I& ' MESSAGE : .. - 
. . . *. . 

* -I+ * % * t 
.,f 

-' :;, I :'..' .:-I ,. - . * ,_ LA. 8. )* - : . ' II ','. I .,I.. I*. * .*r _I a, .,, ..m J *- . a a . . . . ,* 
v% Pc~lakd that US air- 

. . I. * . 
a. Advise the PRC Ambassado* . 

craft will pursue &B destroy any PRC aircraft that'vio-* 
satethe airspace of the 'RW, 1 a ti . . . - L.4, a - : I 

"b. Instruct 
. 

bba$sador Stevenson to request an imme- 
d$ate meeting of the UN S,ecurity'Council to d%s,cuss the 
~RC'ac~~ian.of..~oving comb-at forces into Laos in violation 
of the.Geneval Accord. * The, objective- of the SecurityCoun- 
cilmeeting Gill be to, cause T{orld attention to focus'on 
the,Comm&iSk aggx%r;$ion occlx~%ing in*'SWxtheast Asia and : 
to' by-J-&: ,p+&kape : Qj$3'?Ee - mc'"Ts ~~i&&f& 'v~~~~$ 2bm&t forh@s 
-from: Laos. :‘:-- F 

"c..Direct CIWP,fK to bring his forces to DEACON 1, at a 

/ 
. 

a-5 . . - . . I 
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once." (PRIVILEGED ~OMMUM~ATION) 
***** 

c. Miscellaneous Message, Thzis type message may be used 
by action teams-to pose questions to Control and, in ex& 
ceptiona$.cases, to address 
cellaneous Messages'* 

other action teams. AiLl "I&is- 
*will be processedthrough Control ev& 

though addressed to another team. 
below: 

An example is shown 

ti:,-;[,i,j.:., j’;:;.!iC ) BLUE!.!M2Xi5CELLANEOUS &~&SAGE . 
Request information as to exact date on which the US 

discovered that PRC was moving combat forces into L8os." 

DETAILS. OFGAME PLAY 

The game will be conducted in Room BC$QA, the Pentagon. 
It will start at 1300 on 8 September. All members of the 
Blue and Red Action,T&ms as well as the Control Team are 
requested to assemble in their respective game rooms at 
that time. The Senior Policy Team& do not meet on either 
8 or 9 September; they assemble fdr'the first time at 1700 
on 10 September. Sigma II-64, unlike most games previously 
conducted by the JWGA, provides intervals between the meet- 
ing dates of the action level participants. Due to these 
intervals and to the varying requirements for the several 
groups of participants, a detailed description of the ac- 
t$vity on each day is provided below: 

. 

a. Tuesday, 8 September, 1300 to 1700. The action and 
Control Teams meet in their respective game rooms to study 
and d%scus's the initial situation,. There is no meeting I 
with the S&&or Policy Teams on this date and no require- 
ment for written input from the action teams. SimiJarly, 
the Control Team does not prepare a scenario projectfon. 

(1) Blue/and Red Action Teams, The purpose of this 
meeting is to permit the action level participants to 
study in depth the implications of the crisis situation in 
Southeast Asia; @so, to insure sufficient time prior to 
first meeting with the Senior Policy Teams for participants 
to discuss the existin& plans and polizies applicableto 
the situation depzcted in the scenario. 
discussions, 

Following these 
the action teams start work to determine 

logical broad objectives for the countries that .they repre- : 
sent and a realistic stra"cegy to accomplish those objec- 
tives. After deciding o&the obJectives and strategy to 
be recommended to the Senior PolScy Teams, the action .'. ,, :; 

---s-w=-m ~-6 , 

.' 

. 
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;x>ecific actions whgch they think their teams decide on the r 
side shnlll d adn~k, 1% is not exnected $hat this“@ork will 
be c&m 
9 %A.*+.- 
on 10 uvp"Y 

z nrenared ir: 

------ ---Jr - - 
-- 

4,-_.,pleted on 8 September,; '"tim; h&s been provided on both 
-snfi 10 Se@ember for these tasks. However, prior to 1700 

q-*ember the Blue a&$: X$&d Action Te&ms should have 
a-- -.I?--- -- J draft form their,..@itial "Broad Objbetf;ve and 
flanarn.1 St;r&egy ~ess~g~l:.and.:,t'heir,."Move Message. .BY _ -. - I 
"1&U " " CII.V ;eam captains. mtist be pP&pared to brief 'their _ 
Senior Pol'icy Tez?n on the situation and on the action 
team% reco&endations. 

(&>' Con%rol. Teaxn, The Control Team, under the supsrot 
vision of the Game Director, is orIented on its duties. 
The te~@m studies the initial situation and exchang;;cstt;as 
with reg&rd to the i.mplicationG of&th?e' scenario. 
ing these discussions, team Iri'tI'fzrzb'ers monitor the discussions 
of the Red and Blue Action T&s." 

b. Wednesday, 9 September. 

(l$;$lue and Red Action Tea%&. T-he action teams 
meet at%imes specified by the team c'pptains. Work on ob- 
jecti%&, strategy and specific actions is continued. 
. . 
. (2) Control Team. 
ly qe.etl 

The Contr,&i*,,Team does not formal- 
However, team members ma-y monitor discussions of 

the"Red ana Blue A&ion Teams if they so desire. 

e, Thu.&day, 10 September. 

. (1) i3bb-i700. 3 
(a) Blue 'and Red Action Teams complete work on 

obJectives strategy, and specific aczions; prepare the 
"B?%&d Obj&ti;fe aqd Gene,ral;, Strat.sgy wd "I4oveMe~sage" in $$aft'- -fb.$m:." ~&"tm'd$M.ns“prepere" 'to brief .the members 
of their Senior Policy Team. 

(b) Control Team. Team members assemble at 1300 
for a brief meeting with the Game Director and thereafter 
monitor the action tern discussions. 

I  ”  
I  (2) 1700-1830. 

(a) Blue and Red Action Teams. Brief senior 
l . 

( ! ;; ‘ ” *,; ‘a* ” j@&j.Q”ip&l,n*~’ &f’#i~&M.~YY &@&btX% nifi Wie’ wefiario akid’ i5ti ” ’ ’ ” ’ ’ 
team recommendations. asto objectives, strategy and speciy 
fit actions. Insure th& Senior Policy Team makes positive 
decision with regard to action team recommendations and 
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that necessary guidance is provided as to future action to 
be followed. 

(b) Blue and Red Senior Policy Terns, Based on 
the brief'$ng and'reoommendations of the act$on team captain, 
the &n&or participants make necessary decisions and pro- . I- 
vide guidance as to future action. 1 I, 

-I 
(c) Control Team. 

Blue and Red.,Teams. 
Monitor the meetPngs of the - . I -.c.. e. . ._. . ., - .- * I 

(3),.1830-1930. 
- 

(a) Blue and Red ActSon Teams. Based on de- 
cisions and guidance provided b.y the Senfor Policy Teams 
the acti'on' teams rev&e and turn in to JWGA Monitors their i 
fIna "Broad Objective and General Strategy Message" and 
"Move Message.!' 

: 
'h 

(b) No requirement for other participants. 
. . 

d, Friday, 11 September, WJIO-1200. 

(1) Control Team. The Control Team studies the%- 
opposing-actions and makes necessary decisions and deter- 
minations regarding the probable outcome~.of such actions;4 
Concurrent&y, decisions are made regarding probable third 
country react2on; the attitude of public opinion and-the 
paor$d.pres's and the general developments that could be 
expected. to occur, The Control Team then establishesthe 
datethat will be used in the scenario projection!for the. 
St$r$ of the .next secjuence of actions and.provides the. 
seenaH. writers'sueh other guidance as may be re&ired; 

(2) No requirement for other participants. . I 
e,, Tuesday, 15 September. 

. . 
a* t 

.- 0. 
. 

. ’ 

(1) 1300-1700. . 
. . 

(a) Blue and Red Action Teams 
(’ , . . 

Based :on their 
anilysis of the scenario projection, the teams dBcide*'on 
theaspecific actions that they will recommend to,.the& t 
S&d.or Policy Team. , ' , .I i 1 

(b) Control Team+, The Control Team mor&tors the. 
discu@.ons of, the a&Ton teams. 

$, 
. .- . .T- - . 
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(2) 1700~1830. 
(a) Blue 'and Red Action Teams. Briefsenior 

participmts on the situation and present recommend&tiohs 
as to specific actions to be taken. 

.I- k.' ' -- 
'(b) Blue .-and Red Senior ?olicy Teams.' Each 

team meets with its action le~&.team and follows the 
same procedure and performs the same function as on 10 
September. 

i 
(c) C&&i T&n. Monitor the meetings of the 

Blue and Red T,eain's. -,*, 
(3) 1830-19i‘~. . '. ' d, 

(a)Blue and Red Action Teams. Based on de- 
cisions and guidance provided by the Senior Pblic v Teams, 
finalize and turn in to JWGA Monitors the team's 'Move 
Message." 

(b) Control Team. The Control Team meets brief- 
ly to discuss the actions being taken by the opposing 
teams and to determine if a second scenario projection is 

'b required in order to accomplish game objectives. Con? 
currently the Control Team will decide whether or not a 
third move by the player teams is to be scheduled. If a 
second scenario projection is required the Control Team 

.wilJ. me@ on 16 September to decide on its content. . 1'. 
f. Wednesday, 16 September, 0900-1200. 

'1. 6 'S : (1) Control Team. If a decision is'made.to prepare 
aUFsacond scenario projection, the Control Team will per- 
fora=the same functions during this period that it did on 
11 September. a 

(2) No requirement for other participants. 

Q, Thursday, 17 September. 

(1) 1300-1430. 

(a) Blue and Red Action Team. If a third move 
is to be made the action teams will.determine during,this 
period the specifi'c -asQons that 'k45eti country will adopt. c . 
If.a %hird.move isnot indicated the action teams will be 
given this':&~me tp~~+~&dyand .discuss. opposing actions * 
taken* du&g.tbe: gm and developments of the exerczse. 
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(b) Control Team. Monitor action team discus- 
sions. Discuss critique points with Game Director. 

(2) 1430-1600 (Action Level Critique). 

(a) Blue and Red Action Teams. Team captains explain final moves if a third move was made. All team members participate in the critique. 

(b) Control Team. Participate in critique. 

(3) 1700-1830 (Senior Level Critique). Active par- 
ticipation in this critique is primarily by the members 
of the Senior Policy Teams and by the team captains of the 
Blue and Red Action Teams. However, 
authorized to attend the critique. 

all participants are 

(4) 1830. Exercise terminates. 

Gum ADMINISTRATION 
Personnel from the Joint War Games Agency will be. ’ present throughout the play of the game to assist players 

and to provide administrative support. A JWGA officer 
will be present in each action team game room as a Monitor 

to provide information needed by players, to accept com- 
municatio,ns directed to Control or other teams, and to 
generally help the players in the mechanics of the game. 
All- outgoing messages. should be given to the respective 
Monitors,to insure that they are properly logged and are 
expeditiously reproduced and distributed. 

To ra‘cilitate documentation of the game, the following 
color code will be used with respectto written documents: 

White Paper - All communications from Control to 
. include scenario projections, 

'Blues Paper - Messages originated by the BLUE team. 

Pink Paper - Messages originated by the RED team, 
Message blanks in the above colors will be available in 

each game room, The blank forms are in sheafs of ?our 
carbon-prepared sheets, to permit making an original and 

three copiesti of each message. Drafters of messages are re- 
quested to keep one copy of each message prepared and to 
immediately deliver the ariginal,and two copies to their 

. * JWGA Monitor. Typewriters are provided in game rooms. 
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However, hand-written messages, if legible, are perfectly 
acceptable. During the play of the game players will reb 
ceive copies of only those"messages affecting their teeslml 
To..prevent players from becoming inundated, With ‘ap&?s, 
only two master files of m&s&&'s,:will be maint$L n& .in 1 
each game room-- one for the T&n G&ptain and one for the 
Monitor, An exception t~~'thj,;~~'$ill be that each action 
play&? will -receive a copy ofeach. of'his 'team's daily 
'Move Message" and a copy of the scenario projection. 

t’.. . - - . . _. 
t _ 

I . 
Message blank headings should%@ f&lled in completel$. 

The '"FROM" and "TO" blanks should indicate the orig,inat$ng 
team and the team to whom the message is to be delivered. 
For exmcX'e:: Blue to ContYol. The.,daily "Move Message," , 
&L4 'incor$'orate in diff6&n-t p,&ragraphs of the single..mes- 
sage e-each of the &tions,. directives '%nd queries that the 

team desires to'announce to Cont%ol at the end. of the day. 
The date shown should be the actual calebdar d&te in, Sep- 

I tember, The message niihzbers.,$.ll run in'bequence for each 
team for each move. For exbmple, there will be for BWEr: 
a Message No. l--Move I, Message No. 1--Move.II, etc. If 
continuation shee'ts /tire necessary, -the qessage number 
should be entered on e&h continuatipn &Gee% lfollowed by "1 (Con% I d) , 11 'yi The "Reference" blank shou.9 be completed 
if the me&age is @eferring to a ptirticular previously 
i;jrit+en~query or statement. The reference should be 
identified by its message+nove number. 

-Bia&kboards and easel-tee-chart $ldh$ together &th 
chart pa'per and colored flow pens (PI&@.6 barkers) will be 
available in each of the game rooms for use by partici- 
pants i These items are valuable in recording ideas that; 
arir?e duuiing the. discussions. In addition, they should be 
utili'ie8 by the Team-Captains to pr&are visual aids for 
tise in briefing the Senior Policy Teams. . 

At the conclusion of the game, copies of all game- I,._ . 
generated documents to include messages, scenario projec-I 
tione and such other memoranda yhich inight have,been prey 
p&red 16ilLL be provided to each player as a.package.i A:, &. 
Final Report will be published which will include a complete 
game tiessage section. :: 

, I .I 
. ( 3. 

I . 
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FORM OF 
DOCUMENT 

111 report 

FILE LOCATION 

WITHDRAWAL SHEET (PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARIES) 

CORRESPONDENTS OR TITLE 

pages C-l thru C-3 only sanitized entirely. 3P 

NATIONAL SECURITY FILE, Agency File 
JCS -- War Games, Vol, II 
Box 30 

DATE RESTRICTION 

RESTRICTION CODES 

(A) 
(B) 

Closed by Executive Order 12356’governing access to national security information. 
Closed by statute or by the agency which originated the document. 

(Cl Closed in accordance with restrictions contained in the donor’s deed of gift. 
---e-...;_ edI____ ._ 
NATIONAL ARCHIVESAND RECORDS ADMINiSTRATION 
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UNCLASSIFIED 

SIGMA II-64 

CONTROL TEAM: 

JWGA GAME STAFF 

Rear Admiral C. J. Van Arsdall, Jr., 
USN, Game Director 

Co1 Wyley L. Baxter, USAF 
Lt Co1 Thomas J. McDonald, USA 
Lt Ccl Paul J. McClure, Jr., USA 

BLUE Team Monitor: Cdr Harold A. Willyard, USN 

RED Team Monitor: Cdr Russell E. Brown, USN 

Secretariat: Maj LeRoy A. Wenstrom, USAF 
TSgt Haywood Vaughn, USAF 
SP5 G. F. E. Mysel, USA 
AlC Curtis T. Clark, USAF 
Mr. Amos Good 
Marion Boland 
Lee Brooks 
Cecile Evans 
Ann Hilgenberg 
Carolyn Kercheval 
Donna Reno 
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SUMMARY OF SIGMA II-64 

During the period 8-17 September 1964, the Chairman, 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, sponsored aninter-agency politico- 
military game titled SIGMA 11-64. The game provided 
senior policy makers of the United States Government an 
opportunity to: 

a. Re-examine United States objectives in South- 
east Asia and the strategy which should be followed to 
attain those objectives; 

b. Estimate probable CHICOM and 
that area and plaus ible strat egy whi ch t 
might follow to att ain their objecti ves ; 

DRV object ives 
hose count ries 

in 

c. Consider those major political and military 
constraints applicable to each side which will tend to 
shape and influence strategy; 

d. Explore actions that should be taken by the 
United States in the event that large scale, overt 
aggression by the DRV and/or the CHICOMS is imminent or 
actually occurs; 

Consider the major political and military 
questio:s that should be answered prior to making the 
decision to commit substantial contingents of USarmed : 
forces to combat in Southeast Asia. 

The game structure provided for two teams consisting 
of both senior and action level participants, and a 

. control team. The governments of the United States and 
the Republic of Vietnam,less the highest executive 
authority, were represented by the Blue Team. The Red 
Team represented the governments of the Democratic 
Republic of Vietnam, the; Peoples Republic of China, 
except for the highest executive authority; plus the 
Viet Cong and Pathet Lao. TheControl Team represented 
the highest executive authority of the governments'played 
by the Blue and Red Teams plus all other countries, the 
UN, SEATO and provided other required representation. 

The initial scenario assumed Viet Cong insurgency 
in South Vietnam and Pathet Lao insurgency in Laos 
was supported and directed from Hanoi and Peking. 
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During the early fall of 1964, the numberof RVN 
air, naval and ground raids on targets in NVN mounted 
with mixed results, The Viet Cong was reinforced from 
the DRV to a level of 40,000 PAVN regulars in South 
Vietnam. The Chinese Communists established a military 
mission in Cambodia and increased the level of support 
to Hanoi and to the Pathet Lao. The introduction of 
Chinese materiel and technicians into North Vietnam 
strengthened North Vietnamese air and air defense 
capabilities. Road construction was stepped up from 
the Chinese border into Northern Laos. 

The political situation in South Vietnam was shaky. 
Premier?:Khanh accomplished little to stiffen the war 
effort; programs to boost troop strength, improve adminis- 
tration and streamline the **oil slickrt effort lagged badly. 

Premier De Gaulle stated the only hope for South- 
east Asia was in negotiated neutralism. 

Peking was attempting to influence the Japanese to 
curtail US ties and it was implied that the Japanese 
Communist Party could interdict the US lire of communi- 
cation from Japan to southeast Asia. In Burma, the 
Chinese were attempting to coerce the Ne Win govern- 
ment into a policy of passive cooperation. 

While attempting to decide how far it was ready to 
go in Southeast Asia, the US was sending more advisors 
and Special forces personnel to South Vietnam in the 
face of increasing numbers of Americans wounded or 
killed in action. The US allies were, at the best, 
providing only token contribution of non-military aid 
to Southeast Asia. Chiang Kai-shek offered a force of 
up to three divisions for use on the mainland, on offer 
which was rejected for the time being. US/RVN air and 
ground strikes were being conducted against the Viet 
Cong lines of communication in the Laos Panhandle and 
several arms caches were destroyed. Interrogation of 
DRV prisoners captured in SVN resulted in the identi- 
fication of their parent PAVN units. 

During the winter of 1964-65 (as presented in the 
initial scenario) the Chinese introduced MIGs, flown by 
~~volunteer" pilots, into Laos and North Vietnam; and 
three brigades of PAVN infiltrated into the six northern 
provinces of South Vietnam. In November, announcements 
of joint Chinese-North Korean maneuvers were followed 
by a series of division size exercises south of the Yalu. 
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In December, in a major ground engagement,.ARVN forces 
supported by US air were seriously defeated. .On Christ- 
mas day the Viet Cong shelled Saigon for half an hour. 
In January the National Liberation Front announced the 
establishment of a Provisional Peoples Government in 
South Vietnam, which was immediately recognized by all 
Socialist countries. The UK blocked action by the Poles, 
Russians and Indians for a reconvened Geneva-type con- 
ference. 

The US increased the tempo and scope of actions in 
the Laotian Panhandle and in North Vietnam and additional 
US antiaircraft units were brought into Thailand and 
South Vietnam> In early February the RVN high command 
announced the mining of three harborsin North Vietnam 
with delayed action mines, (an action which was carried 
out by the US Seventh Fleet);O' 

Despite the warning, a Polish freighter sank in 
Haiphong harbor following an explosion in the entrance 
channel. 

In late February a US destroyer was sunk by a DRV- 
planted mine while entering Saigon harbor. i -'y 

On 26 February, in the face of these developments 
the President of the United States announced the debarka- 
tion of a US Marine expeditionary force and the estab? 
lishment of permanent US base facilities at Da Nang 
together with the planned airlift of otie US Army 
Brigade to the Mekong River in Thailand. He also . 
stated that in the future the United States would strike 
selected industrial, as well as military targets in North 
Vietnam in retaliationfor major Viet Cong terrorism  ̂
and sabotage in South Vietnam. He stated intelligence 
showed that Chinese Peoples Army Forces were building 
up in the vicinity of Nanning and that extensive road 
and airfield construction in hTorthern Laos was paving 
the way for Chinese 9.nvasion.T~ He also stated US 
intelligence had reports that a Chinese light division 
was moving into Laos surreptitiously, (This was, 
erroneous intelligence never denied by Red.) The 
President also stated that, Chinese bomber aircraft 
were being moved to fields in South China and six 
Whiskey class Chinese submarines were in waters off 
Hainan Island. 

The United States immediately commenced a build- 
up of logistics support personnel in Saigon and Bangkok, 
and construction of a POL pipeline from Bangkok to Korat. 
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The Soviet Ambassador to the US stated the Soviet 
Union had no alternative but to provide moral and some 
materiel support to Hanoi. 

A joint Soviet-East German announcement on 15 March, 
of a full scale peace treaty sometime in May, was 
followed by anulbricht statement that the GDR would 
assume control of the Berlin access routes on 1 May. 

On 1 April, Buddhist rioting in South Vietnam 
precipitated a sharp division among, the-military; 
and Minh demanded Khanh resign his powers. 

1 The President, based on a potential threat to US 
access to Berlin, dictated a hold on three STRICOM 
divisions and appropriate supporting units to permit 
rapid deployment to Europe if this becomes necestiary. 

The Blue Team was confronted in the scenario with 
several specific proposals for consideration in their 
first move: 

That the President announce that the defense 
of free&m in SVN was a shared responsibility of all 
free peoples, that Saigon and Berlin be declared co- 
equal symbbls of Western determination and that the 
United States was undertaking partial mobilization, 

b. The immediate and rapid deployment of addi- 
tional US logistical support units to Thailand and South 
Vietnam to prepare for further combat deployments. 

The immediate alert of the 11th Air Assault 
Divisioi'for deployment to SEA. 

d. The authorization of CINCPAC to use limited 
tactical nuclear weapons to preclude the destruction 
of major US or friendly forces in an emergency. 

e. The US objective in SEA will be to compel 
the enemy to cease support of insurgencies, to assist 

local forces as necessary in the elimination of the 
insurgents who thereafter persist, to reunify Vietnam 
and to achieve the independence and security of 
friendly nations in the area. 

Based on the initial scenario, the Blue Team 
reacted strongly. They determined their objective was 
to maintain the independence and security of allied 
and neutral nations in Southeast Asia. They agreed 
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privately they would accept a divided Laos which would 
keep the Communists out of the Mekong Valley and deny 
continued use of the Laos Panhandle for the support of 
the Viet Cong in South Vietnam to the Communists. 

The Blue strategy included use of political, 
economic and military measures against NVN and the Chicoms, 
They would, assisted by the GVN, undertake punitive 
strikes on military and industrial targets in NVN to 
cause the NVN to make a political decision to cease 
support of the insurgency in Laos and SVN. 

Specifically, the Blue Team presented their case 
against the North Vietnamese and Chicoms to the UN 
Security Council and SEATO Council in an effort to 
secure international support for their actions, while 
proceeding with a Presidential declaration of a national 
emergency and large scale military deployments to South- 
east Asia. They determined the US would not go to an 
international conference until the Communists complied 
with the Geneva Accords of 195& and 1962. Efforts 
were continued, and intensified where possible, to 
bolster the Khanh regime in South Vietnam while a US 
Army Task Force was deployed to the Saigon area to help 
provide stability to the government there. Force deploy- 
ments included commencing to move three US divisions 
plus one Fighter Interceptor Squadron and two Tactical 
Fighter Squadrons to Thailand. These division forces 
were, together with Thai Divisions, to take up positions 
along the Mekong River. A US army Airborne Brigade and 
an Infantry division plus a full Marine Espeditionary 
Force consisting of a division/wing team and appropriate 
Air Force units were started towards South Vietnam with 
an outside closure date of D+60e An additional attack 
Carrier Group and an ASW Carrier Group were deployed 
to the western Pacific, The Commander in Chief, Pacific, 
requested delegation of authority for use of tactical 
nuclear weapons if necessary; however this delegation 
of authority'was denied. 

The Red Team's primary objective was to insure the 
security of mainland China. They also wanted to elimi- 
nate US presence and influence in SEA. 

Their strategy was two-pronged and was designed to 
attain their objectives at least cost to themselves. 
They planned to avoid direct US confrontationwhile 
collapsing the South Vietnamese political base and 
at the same time apply pressures on the Thai government 
in an effort to weaken US/Thai relations. 
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The Chicoms planned to move one infantry division, 
three AAA regiments and two fighter regiments into, 
North Vietnam by 10 April. Three additional Chicom 
divisions were alerted f.or possible movement to NVN. 
An additional DRV division was to infiltrate into SVN 
by 1 May. Viet Cong and Pathet Lao insurgency and 
sabotage of US forces would be intensified but acts of 
terrorism were to be avoided. Direct confrontation 
with US military fforces'against US perSonne1 was to 
be avoided. Strong pressures were to be applied against 
Thailand through Burma and within Thailand itself. 

A mission was sent to the Soviet Union in a effort 
to obtain communist support for their actions and to 
procure military supplies if possible. 

At the direction of Mao, the RED' Team prepared 
an operation plan designed to seize Southeast Asia 
and to establish pro-communist governments in the 
countries of that area. 

After US airstrikes on North Vietnam airfields on 
2 April, enemy air was no longer seen in that country. 
COMUSMACV assumed the title and functions of COMUSSEASIA 
with headquarters in Bangkok on 3 April. In the UN 
Security Council, the US was only able to reiterate its 
objectives in Southeast Asia. SEATO talks were equally 
unrewarding but Australia and New Zealand agreed to 
furnish assistance up to their SEATO commitment if 
satisfactory command arrangements could be worked out. 
Souvanna was reluctant to agree to US/Thai/ARVN forces 
moving into the Laotian Panhandle and the Thais would 
not cross the Mekong until after US forces had closed 
Thailand. Chiang Kai-shek reiterated his offer of 
forces for employment in either Southeast Asia or against 
the Chinese mainland and apparently was stepping up 
his raids against the mainland. 

On 6 April, the USSR, through the British Ambassador 
told the US that the Soviets had no alternative but to 
support both the DRV and the Chicoms, Viet Cong and 
Pathet Lao operations were stepped up with at least minimal 
degrees of success. Sabotage operations against the US 
Army depot in Korat, Thailand were partially successful. 
US naval air attacks in North Vietnam destroyed nearly 
90% of the POL storage tanks at Hanoi and Hai Phong. 
Viet Cong shelling of the Da Nang airfield and airfields 
at Tan Son Nhut and Bien Hoa resulted in destruction of 
12 aircraft on 10 April. US and GVN air attacks were 
contunued against'viet Cong military targets in the 
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Laotian Panhandle with varied results, Shipping continued 
to use North Vietnameseports which had been mined, however 
a second Polish ship was damaged on 13 April after deto- 
nating a mine. On 14 April the US launched a major'air 
attack against military and industrial targets in North 
Vietnam, Within South Vietnam, Khanh appeared to be 
gaining control and morale of the GVN troops was improving, 
however, there was turmoil beneath the surface. The 
situation in Germany was relatively quite. The Soviets had indicated they would provide materiel support to the 
Chicoms and North Vietnamese. 
Chicom division 

In addition, to the 
deployed north of Hanoi, the Chicoms 

had commenced deployment of forces (2 divisions each) 
to positions in proximity of the DRV, Laotian and Burmese 
borders, in accordance with contingency plans for rapidly 
overrunning those countries,, 

The Blue Team reassessed the situation of 15 April 
and decided to continue its efforts to bolster its 
position in the international arena through contacts 
with individual friendly governments while continuing 
its deployment of four army andtwo marine division 
forces and stepping up military operations. They restated.. 
their objectives in Southeast Asia wherever and whe.never 
possible, while continuing to study and resolve their 
logistic 'problems which were becoming more pressing. 
They also prepared contingency plans for a division 
size landing around Vinh and a Corps landing in the 
Haiphong-Hanoi area. 

The Red Team, after reassessing the situation, 
also thought it was winning. They began infiltration of 
another DRV division into South Vietnam, provided 
augmentation for air defense forces in North Vietnam 
and solicited more concrete support from the Soviet 
Union. 1 

By 25 May (final scenario projection) it appeared 
both sides were moving about as before. US force 
deployments had proceeded generally according to plan. 
Transportation problems had plagued the US but the 
international situation permitted deployment over an 
extended period of time. US strikes against military 
and industrial targets in North Vietnam continued. On 
21 April, fighter aircraft bearing DRV markings were 
encountered over North Vietnam, but with the passage of 
time it b,ecame apparent they were not violating the 
air space of other countries although they were coming 
from.airfields in South China and on Hainan Island. 
The US continued to restate its objectives in Southeast 
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Asia and'the Thais finally agreed to joint operations east of 
the Mekong, wi,th or without S ouvanna's concurrence. Viet 
Cong activity in South Vietnam continued and US air attacks 
on North Vietnam resulted in destruction of all targets of any 
consequence. Despite the damage, the North Vietnamese govern- 
ment retained control of the populace. 

On 23 May two ChiCom light infantry divisions crossed the 
border into Northern Laos and other ChiCom units continued 
to move towards the Laotian and Burmese borders. US/Thai 
operations east of the Mekong, which commenced on 15 May . 
resulted in ambush of/and severe losses to a US Infantry 
battalion in the Tchepone area on 24 May. By this time the 
Soviet Union was providing substantial aircraft, SAM units 
and POL to the ChiComs. Earlier, sabotage acts in northwest 
Thailand forced the Thais to deploy a regiment to that area. 
During 20-24 May the Viet Cong were increasingly successful 
in their efforts in South Vietnam and the people were openly 
discussing neutralization. On 25 May, the French Government 
announced the convening on 5 June of an International Conference 
in Paris to arrange a cease-fire and negotiated settlement to 
the problems of Southeast Asia. ,On the same date, Premier 
Khanh informed Ambassador Taylor that he thought the situation 
in SVN was hopeless and he wanted to leave. Ambassador Taylor 
persuaded him to remain as Premier'for the time being. 

The Blue Team, after again assessing the situation, saw 
only three courses of action available to it. They could go 
to the conference table but had little to bargain with so did 
not recommend that move. 

Another course of action was to bolster the Khanh regime 
by every means available and take military command in South 
Vietnam. 
operations 

Then the US could step up coordinated military 
in that country, using US military forces as 

nec'essary when GVN forces were engaged by PAVN units. 
Also, military operations could be undertaken by the US/Thai/ 
GVN to engage ChiCom forces in Laos and air strikes could be 
conducted against military 'and industrial targets in China 
using either conventional or nuclear weapons. The earlier 
planned landings at Vinh and in the Haiphong/Hanoi area 
could be undertaken. 

A third course of action was to execute general war 
plans against Communist China with conventional or nuclear 
weapons. 

The Blue Team did not understand why the ChiComs were 
willing to risk strikes on their mainland since Blue had 
made every effort to communicatetheir objectives in South- 
east Asia to the Chinese communists. 
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The Red Team, after again assessing the situation, 
decided to continue their previous efforts. They would 
continue the southern advance of the two divisions in Laos 
towards Vientiane, 
of US/Thai advance. 

instructing them to retire in the face 
The Pathet Lao/DRV were also instructed 

to avoid direct confrontation with US/Thai forces while 
harassing the flanks of those forces. They would move two 
divisions of ChiCom forces into northern Burma and continue 
covert sabotage operations in northeast and northwest 
Thailand. They would press for an international agreement 
for neutralization of the entire area guaranteed by all 
participants of the conference convened by the French, 
withdrawal of all foreign forces from the area, immediate 
cease fire and freezing of present areas of administrative 
control. 

The game was concluded at this point with a critique 
attended by all participants. An account of the remarks 
made at the critique is contained in Tab G. 
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m NOFORN 

SIGMA II-64 ' 

GAME COMMENTARY 

Background and Introduction 

As a part of continuing studies of the situation in SEA, 
the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed an 
analysis of logistics aspects of military operations under 
conditions of overt Red Chinese aggression. To obtain re- 
quired political and military insights into possible US/Red 
Chinese objectives and strategies under this situation and 
especially the constraints which might limit decision-making, 
a national level politico-military game was prepared with 
help from interested agencies. This-included Headquarters, 
Pacific Command. 

By casting political, operational and logistic planners 
on both Red and Blue Teams, and by obtaining assistance of 
knowledgeable officials in preparation of the game scenario, 
it was hoped to obtain a variety of useful opinions including 
possible third country political reactions. 

The over-all-game approach focused on development of a 
credible Red Chinese strategy for overt aggression within 
their economic/logistic constraints while concurrently 
examining future US military planning. 

The politico-military game was preceded by a J-4 analysis 
of recent studies bearing on logistics in and to SEA. This 
analysis identified certain assumptions upon which military 
contingency plans depend. These assumptions were directly 
or indirectly introduced into play of SIGMA II. 

It was recognized that it is impossible to completely 
validate or invalidate assumptions through an exercise of 
this type. However it was hoped that further insights 
might be derived into the degree of plausibility associated 
with each assumption. 

Although unstated as a specific objective of the game a 
further expected benefit was the exchange of ideas between 
individuals and agencies during preparation and play. 

Finally, it was hoped that the SIGMA II politico-military 
game would provide a logical and useful frame of reference 
and point of departure for a possible follow-on military war 
game or staff study to thoroughly explore logistic and 
operational problems in a SEA war. 
@KY ru D-10 
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Game Setting 

SIGMA 11-64 initially was a partially guided game in that 
it assumed a level of overt military belligerence in the Red 
Chinese attitude which exceeded that found in real life or 
.in any US intelligence estimate. This was done purposely ' 
to assure a look at situations involving high levels of Chicom 
intervention (although very few members of the Red Team seemed 
to feel that such escalation would be necessary to achieve 
Red China's strategic ends). 

In order to assure high conflict levels, Control 
exercised the highest level of national authority over the ', Red and Blue TTgovernments.Tr The initial scenario began the 
game after'border crossing operations, "tit-for-tat" US air 
raids against military targets in the DRV, aerial mining of 
DRV ports, diplomatic threats and persuasion, and further 
beefing up of the internal RVN "oil slick" program. All 
these efforts ha'd failed to halt VC insurgency, and the DRV 
was stated to be infiltrating major PAVN units into SVN. 

SIGPJIA II confronted Blue with the question of what to 
do since escalation of the war into NVN had failed to achieve 
desired results in S,VN, and the enemy appeared to be raising 
the ante toward major ground warfare. 

Objectives, Strategies and Constraints 

The majority of officials assisting in development of 
the initial scenario or playing the game as Reds, felt that 
Communist China would probably avoid commitment of her own 
military forces in SEA, and would continue the present 
TTnibblingTT process through proxies; that the VC, DRV and 
Pathet Lao would present serious enough military problems 
for the US without overt Chicom intervention. The 
theoretical rationale provided in the script for overt use 
of Chicom forces was TTMaoTsTT decision that large Chicom 
ground intervention in Burma, Laos and Vietnam, coupled 
with the deteriorating political situation in SVN, would 
convince the Americans of the futility of further escala- 
tion in the air and naval war. *'MaorT considered this 
would influence the US toward a negotiated solution even 
as it forced Khrushchev into either following the Chicom 
lead--in effect allowing Soviet foreign policy to be 
shaped in Peking-- or of failing to support a "fraternal 
socialist nation in its death struggle against capitalism.TT 
Either position could lower MOSCOW~S prestige in the 
communist and neutral camps. 
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There was some opinion among participating officials 
that the Red Chinese recognize clearly the prospects of 
US attacks again,st Red China itself if provocation be- 
came too high or Peking's machinations became too trans- 
parent. There seemed to be at least as many on the Red 
Team who felt Peking would accept the dangers of US air 
attacks on mainland China (hopefully iron bombs rather 
than nuclear), instead of knuckling under, and that they 
would sacrifice the embryonic industrial structure of 
Vietnam with even less reluctance. 

Nevertheless to assure availability of a logical Red 
strategic plan for a follow-on war game and for possible 
use if Gontrol decided to push the game to higher levels, 
the Red Team was required in their first move to draft 
a plan for overrunning SEA with ground forces. I - .-/- 

In spite of such unsubtle pressures from Control, 
the Red Team could see very little to be gained by 
involving Chicom forces overtly in the conflict. They 
regarded the progress of their programs as satisfactory 
and saw little profit in directly provoking the United 
States. They felt that Burma could be coerced into a . 
more passive (and perhaps actively useful) role in their 
strategy and that political pressures on Thailand could 
be raised to a level where Bangkok would become less 
willing to cooperate with the United States. Red move 
messages indicated that they would be prepared to move 
their round forces over the border into Laos if United 
States Thai 7 elements crossed the Mekong,but thrmovement 
of Chinese divisions into Laos was actually ordered by 
Control (in the capacity of Mao), In short, the Red 
Team felt events in SVN were moving in the right direction. 
They.continuGd to resist direct confrontation with the 
American forces because they felt they didn't need to and 
it would destroy their %over.71 

A question was raised during the critique as to the 
impact the commitment of US ground forces made on Chinese 
strategy in this game. The answer appears to be "not very 
muchJ This perhaps resulted from the Red strategy of "no 
major push, TT the relatively modest strength of the American 
force (six plus divisions), and the massive Chinese ground 
capabilities should they be used. Further, Red recognized 
that both weather and terrain would severely handicap US 
deployments in Thailand and Laos. Red assumed other limita-' 
tions on the use of US forces in SVN such as reluctance to 
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use US troops as counterinsurgents, or "white" western 
forces against "brown men." But, had Red planned to 
overrun SEA, the American divisionfiould have con- 
stituted an important deterrent. From a Red ptandpoint, :, 
it appeared that the US capability to deploy one or more ' 
divisionsinto SVN and/or Thailand in fairly short order 
would preclude the possibility of swiftly overrunning the 
penir-zula. Movement time for Chinese divisions advancing 
to Bangkok through Laos was roughly estimated at ninety 
days during the rainy season and it was felt that United 
States ground forces could be in defensive positions in 
strength within sixty days. 

The Red strategy as it appeared in team decision- 
making was to continue along present lines, i.e., hope 
that the US would not attack mainland China, but if such 
raids did occur, that the damage could be absorbed. The 
Reds felt that there were 'a numb-e-r of' reasons why the 
US would refrain from using nuclear weapons against China. 
These included (hopefully), the protective umbrella of 
'Soviet nuclear force as well as US domestic and world 
revulsi.on:l toward the use 'of nuclear weapons. It was 
pointed out that the Red Chinese leadership had sustained 
and expanded their power under the most adverse conditions 
for a generation including a major invasion by the Japanese 
and could probably maintain its well established control 
over China's vast population. 

. . 

Considerations mentioned to support Soviet encourage- 
ment of a SEA war were the tremendous costs to the US in 
the event the United States did become involved in ground 
conflict and the consequent drain on the USeconomy. The 
length of the ocean lines of communication, the difficult 
terrain and weather conditions in SEA, and current costs 
of military operations might require as high a percentage 
of the US GNP as prevailed during the fighting in Korea 
(in the neighborhood of 15%) at a time when (unlike 1950) 
there is little slack in the US production base, 

From a Soviet viewpoint US commitment to a major war 
in Asia might weaken Western European confidence in NATO, 
accelerate pressures on US allies toward compromise with 
the USSR, and reinforcethe image of US colonialism among 
neutrals , particularly underdeveloped countries. 

Blue sttiategy was:.influehtied.by the scenario toward 
higher military commitments which reflected US frustration 
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with the chaos in SVN. Several Blues felt further 
annoyance during the game that the air attacks against . 
the DRV had not yielded more positive results and voiced 
resentment against the scenario and Control. Since this 
was the "name of the game,' (SIGMA II was a look at the 
situation if such measures fail to work) Control accepted 
the commen. philosophically. 

A few Blues (and they did seem to be in the minority), 
were anxious to continue trying to force the DRV out of 
the war through air attack, but the majority of players 
and Control tended toward belief that industrial and 
military bombing in the DRV would not quickly cause 
cessation of the insurgency in South Vietnam. There 
were several reasons stated for this, including US in- 
ability to win the war in Korea despite air strikes 
against North Korea (albeit therewere none against the 
source of supply in Red China), &d th&%endency for air. 
attacks under some conditions to stiffen civilian determi- 
nation, i.e., the Battle of Britain, and the bombing of 
Germany in WW II. The fact that the French had an air 
monopoly in their struggle with the Vie-t Minh was mentioned 
but apparently this was close support of ground operations 
rather than a serious bombing program (no appropriate 
targets). . . - .I.- .I...' . .,I . 

Neither the stoic attitude of a regimented oriental 
population with its philosphic view toward life and 
death, nor the racial undertones of war in which US 
pilots kill women and children was over-looked in 
estimating the effect of a major bombing program. It 
was also recognized as most unlikely that US game 
participants had a real insight into probable reactions 
of a country where self-immolation is practiced to "sell" 
a point. Cited were more than a few historical examples 
of oriental determination in the face of Western pressure, 
including the Kamikaze defense of Japan in WW II. 

Most important perhaps, was the feeling that the Vie-t; 
Cong might well be able to continue operating in SVN for 
a considerable period of time using existing stockpiles, 
captured stores and weapons, and levies on the country, 
despite destruction of major military and industrial 
facilities in NVN. Cited were examples of VC provisioning 
from the larder of RVN villages. The fact that US air 
attacks on military and industrial targets in SIGMA II 
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might have but minimal effect on the (low) living 
standard of the people also contributedto this 
opinion. It might be noted this was an opinion of 
Red and Control Teams on the SIGMA I and IOTA games 
as weil. 

Blue followed through with the scenario decision 
to deploy troops and marines to SEA, influenced largely 
by the intelligence report concerning Chicom forces in 
Laos. Red did nothing to dissuade them from this effort. 

' The Blue Team ordered deployments and military actions 
which closely parallel those in existing contingency plans, 
in line with Blue statement of national objectives. They 
rejected the objective of reunifying Vietnam, settling 
for maintaining the independence of friendly nations-- 
(and possibly a partitioned Laos-) although the JWGA 
monitor with the Blue Team feels that they really deferred 
consideration of the reunification idea until the situation 
had developed further. (The final statement of options 
which Blue evolved at the end of the game did include the 
possibility of amphibious landings in North Vietnam.) 

Actually, Blue's attention to possible alternate 
strategies such as to negotiate or to continue at current 
conflict levels, was minimal. They followed through with 
escalation of pressures against North Vietnam to include 
wiping out all DRV industrial targets. Blue was well on 
the way to deploying six plus division forces (the lst, 
2nd and 25th Infantry Divisions and the 82d Airborne 
Division into Thailand; a Marine Division Wing and an 
airborne brigade into SVN; another airborne division headed 
out to Hawaii; and a second Marine division moving toward 
Okinawa). They extended division size US/Thai ground 
probes eastward into the Laos Panhandle to reduce PAVN/VC 
movements from the DRV to SVN and prepared to take on 
Chinese ground forces which seemed to be heading toward 
Vientiane.. 

On the subject of constraints, both Red and Blue 
were impressed with the massive difficulties presented 
by terrain, weather (the SW monsoon was beginning), 
and distances from their support bases. Red decided 
after reviewing the transportation nets in South China 
and North Vietnam that only eleven divisions (six of 
which were Chinese) could be effectively supported 
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during the next several months and had little interest 
in ground offensive action. (The JWGA monitor felt that 
this subject could have been profitably discussed at 
greater length.) 

Red constructed a plan for invasion because it was 
requested by Mao (Control), and finally did decide that 
one division of the PLA should enter the DRV with accom- 
panying AA and air support..(The air support was quickly 
pulled back to Chinese bases under the impact of American 
air attack. That decision was actually:made for Red in 
Control but seemed to be acceptable to them.) This 
confronted. Blue with the question of air sanctuaries 
similar to those during the Korean conflict and no 
decision was made by Blue during the game to adopt a 
policy of "hot pursuit." Blue apparently accepted the 
enemy's interpretation of the **rules/ 

There were several members of' the Red Team who felt 
that the use of massive numbers of CCF divisions might 
become important at some later point in a major Sino-US 
confrontation; that the six hundred million or more 
Chinese population (150 divisions) could easily sustain 
such an effort; that massive ground campaigns might be 
an important counter to US air strikes against the main- 
land. Although transportation from southern China into 
Burma, Laos, Thailand and Vietnam was difficult and would 
offer many serious problems, a really determined Chinese 
effort which preceded‘ major US deployments might create 
a psychological climate in the target countries which 
would facilitate Chinese penetrations and impede imple- 
mentation of US plans. Ifthe Chinese moved first the 
US might only be able to commit a few divisions before 
the peninsula was overrun: 

This raised once again the question of possible US 
air strikes against Red China and the effects such 
strikes would have if many PLA divisions were already 
well on their way south. It highlighted the need for 
possible quick decisions regarding the timely use of 
tactical nuclear weapons against the mountain passes ,. 
and principal defiles from China into SEA. 

On Blue's side the question of airlift, sealift, POL 
and lighterage received some attention as did the problem 
of obtaining adequate numbers of combat and logistics 
support units to accompany the divisions being deployed. 
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Considerable discussion ensued during action level 
meetings but little of thi 's was carried into the Blue 
Senior discussions. In fact-during the Action and Senior . 
critiques, the Blue Action Team Captain indicated that 
the US forces portrayed in SIGMA II could be deployed 
and fully supported under the game conditions based on a 
study just completed by the Army. It was noted that game 
conditions and the study assumed a Declaration of National 
Emergency and at least partial mobilization. 

There were a number of participants, particularly 
logistics planners, who had grave reservations on this 
particular point based on studies and appraisals in which . 
they had been involved. They were concerned that the new 
study may have dealt with reduced levels of weapons, 

h materiel and backup units, and voiced particularly strong 
feelings that major transportation and logistics short- 
comings would exist and would likely be limiting factors 
in a fast-moving situation involving present units and 
their TO&Es. 

The problem of communicating from one team to the 
other a determination not to give in, or of intent to 
escalate the conflict, was evident in SIGMA II as it is 
in all games (and in real life). Blue attempted to convince 
Red of its total commitment by mobilizing forces and wiping 
out all available air targets in the DRV. Red kept signaling . . its undaunted determination to prevail by continuing the 
fighting in SVN and Lao s and by various political gambits 
aimed at Burma, Thailand and third nations. "Both sides 
felt that they were making themselves clear to the opposi- 
tion in such a way that the futility of the opponent's 
action should be evident. In the limited time of game 
play, neither seemed to 17read7T this message. 

It was evident that some Blues firmly believed that 
US air, sea and ground forces equipped with modern weapons 
could be moved rapidly from present locations into action 
against an enemy in SEA and could, while the enemy was 
moving and particularly when he had stretched his logistics 
support capabilities to the maximum, inflict murderous 
punishment on his forces. The ground forces that were being 
shifted into SEA exceeded the present strength of the US 
Army in Europe and amounted in effect to a small field Army. 

The US forces were distributed widely in Thailand, the 
Laos Panhandle and Vietnam. Only one division was actually 
committed to combat. This raised questions of just what so 
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large a force would do if the enemy were reluctant to 
become engaged. The Red Team in SIGMA II certainly 
didn't want to confront US forces and give the US an 
excuse for bombing China. 

A question was raised regarding how long the American 
public, with the current flavor of press coverage, would 
support the commitment of ground forces in such strength. 
One possible answer suggested by a Blue Team contingency 
plan was an amphibious operation against the DRV itself, 
as perhaps a better use for conventional forces than 
fighting in areas dictated by the Enemy. 

Propositions 

Phase I of the logistics study requested by the Chair- 
man, JCS, resulted in the formulation of five assumptions 
bearing significantly upon current contingency plans. 
Stated as propositions, they are as follows: 

a. The President will declare a national emergency 
prior to or concurrent with the introduction of major US 
forces in Southeast Asia; authority for implementation of 
selective or partial mobilization will be granted, based 
on the Presidental declaration or on special legislation 
by the Congress. 

b. Conditions short of general war will exist. 

c. Allied and communist blocks will remain "as 
isIf and neutral nations will remain neutral. 

d. The US objective in Southeast Asia will be 
to eliminate the communist aggressors from Southeast - - 
Asia, to 
pendence 

-- 
reunify Vietnam, and to establish the inde- 
and security of friendly nations in the area. 

e. The use of tactical nuclear weapons in the 
event of overwhelming Chicom attack will be authorized 
from the outset. 

With regard to proposal a, the Blue Team with some 
influence from the initial scenario proceeded to take 
emergency measures to include mobilization of necessary 
units, including civilian air and maritime fleets. 

In general discussion, it seemed a concensus that a 
decision to take military actions of the magnitude stated 
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in the game would most certainly be paralleled with a _ I 
decision to declare a national emergency. There was no 
thought that the US should engage in a war, declared or 
undeclared, with Communist China with only'our present 
peacetime capabilities. (Control noted that there was' 
no discussion by Red of possible mobilization or emergency 
measures by either Hanoi or Peking..) 

An important par t 'of mobilization and deployment seemed 
to be its anticipated psychological impact upon Hanoi and 
Peking. These actions were designed to be a message of. 
US determination and resolve which hopefully would settle 
the issue short of actual military engagement. It is 
interesting that the Red Team proceeded as if it was not 
impressed by this raising of the ante--hoping Blue would 
soon come to the conference table. 

This raised the question of whether a more effective 
"signaling "-'device is required to impress Peking with US 
determination than those proposed--deployment of several 
ground divisions, possibly the shift of SAC wings to 
Pacific bases, the introduction of surface-to-surface 
missile units to Taiwan, or escalatory air and naval L' 
actions in Chinese coastal waters. 

Proposition b, dealing with the question of general 
war, was touched on several times by both teams and 
revolved around probable Soviet strategy. Control, 
which represented the USSR,. determined that under game 
conditions the Soviets would provide moral and material 
backing to the Red Chinese and other Communist forces 
in SEA but would seek to avoid direct involvement of 

'Soviet ,forces.. How this would have worked out in real 
life if Soviet and Bloc shipping continued to run &he 
mine.fields is problematical. In the game two Polish 
ships only were sunk by mines; while in probability the 
mining effort should have effectively closed the ports. 
The cover under which US aircraft laid these mine fields 
was comparatively thin and it seemed inevitable that 
dangerous emotional forces would build up in the USSR 
and East European satellites if these losses continued. 

In SIGMA II the Soviets avoided reiterating previous 
' reai life statements indicating that an attack on Red 

China would. be regarded as an attack on the USSR. 

There seemed to be general agreement that any Soviet 
actions would be carefully tailored to, avoid,danger of 
escalation to general war. 
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Proposition c, regarding the status of allied or 
neutral powers under game conditions, was handled 
primarily in Control, Based on past experience, it 
was assumed the Thais would demand concrete and major 
military commitments and considerable material assist- 
ance before cooperating fully or even allowing major 
US deployments into Thailand. 

Cambodia was portrayed as vacillating a bit as US 
forces began moving, and of resisting CPR pressure 
for establishment of the PPG government in Phnom Penh. 
As US forces arrived at their widely scattered points 
'of deployment and Red Chinese force deployments appeared 
imminent, Sihanouk was judged not to deviate from his 
pro-Red Chinese neutrality. . 

Control depicted Japan as being cooperative with the 
US in spite of serious pressures from internal leftist 
groups. (This may be optimistic.) It was recognized 
that serious disorders in Japan could be a major handi- 
cap in the event of a SEA war since important stocks of 
US ammunition, vehicle replacement and industrial back- 
up are centered there. A Japanese embargo on shipments 
to SEA could have a damaging effect. In this game there 
was an implied Chicom threat to Korea which might well 
have stiffened Japanese governmental support of the US. 
Probably this attitude would be less cooperative without 
the Korean danger. (It would appear useful to examine 
the game situation with an assumption of strict Japanese 
neutrality in order to explore alternative US logistics 
means.) 

Control had France and Pakistan oppose SEATO action 
in SEA with France taking the lead in calling a major 
conference to halt the fighting. Blue proceeded with 
military operations without actually using SEATO's 
apparatus, although indicating that the command structure 
should be generally patterned along agreed SEATO frame- 
work. 

Proposition d, dealing with US objectives was dis- 
cussed above under "Objectives, Strategies and Con- , 
straints.** .- 

Proposition e, on the subject of nuclear authority 
was discussed at length by Blue Seniors and Action level 
players. The indication seemed clear that it is,: extr.emely 
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unlikely that the'president would authorize the employ- 
ment of nuclear weapons in advance, unless the most 
critical circumstances exist and the psychological 
climate is drastically different from that prevailing 
today. 

From a strictly military standpoint, it seemed. . 
evident that the prompt use of nuclear weapons against 
the CCF might be the only means available to prevent 
a major overrun of much friendly territory even with . 
several US divisions deployed in key defensive 
positions. 

There was no general discussion regarding the impact 
on the world political scene of using nuclear weapons, 
the distinctions between low yield weapons versus 
larger ones, or battlefield versus strategic bombing. 
Several players voiced opinions that recent top level 
US policy statements regarding nuclear restraint in- 
dicated that their use for any purpose was extremely 
unlikely. Other players felt that the loss or threaten- 
ed loss of major US forces engaged in SEA would be 
decisive in favor of Presidential authority. 

These discussions indicated that present policies 
in contingency planning are correct; i.e., plans should 
be militarily and logistically feasible based on no use 
of nuclear weapons, 'but with alternate plans which assume 
authority for t'heir use. . 

On balance, the odds favor a lTno-nuclear*r decision under 
all conditions examined in the game. 

In addition to the propositions discussed above, 
a number of additional items were inserted in the 
initial scenario to provoke discussion and focus 
attention on problem areas. 

These were addressed by the teams with varying 
degrees of interest. One, the suggestion that the Pres- 
ident himself publicly assert that Saigon and Berlin 
were co-equal symbols of Western determination was re- 
jected by.the Blue Team on the basis that Saigon was 
vulnerable to enemy capture or internal take over by 
dissidents, and this strong a US commitment would lead 
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to greaterprestige loss if negotiation became net- 
essary. Further, the great difference in the solidarity 
of Berlin with West Germany and NATO versus the muddy 
situation in Saigon makes Saigon a questionable symbol. 

The proposal that US logistical units be immediately 
deployed to SEA was picked up by Blue as part of their 
overall deployment rather than as a signal to the enemy 
that major force deployments were in the offing. 
Whether the move of engineer, transportation, signal 
and other supporting forces into Thailand and the RVN 
would indicate Blue determination to Red as effectively 
as a major tactical deployment was never seriously 
discussed. 

A scenario suggestion that the US Army's 11th Air 
Assault Division be alerted for deployment to SEA was 
rejected by the Blue Team. The suggestion had been 
made in view of the apparent suitability of this organi- 
zation for rapid deployment over extended distances (its 
total cubage is four million cube feet compared to six. 
million cube feet; 9.5 thousand short tons versus 38.4 
thousand shorttons for a ROAD infantry division; 
equipped with 459 aircraft rather than the infantry 
division's 103 aircraft; and only 1,150 wheeled vehicles 
versus the ROAD infantry division's 3,200). Proponents 
of itsuse feel that it would have an added measure of 
mobility against a numerically superior enemy in the 
face of adverse weather and terrain conditions during. 
the SW monsoon. However,, since this division will 
not conclude its unit tests until November, Blue did 
not consider a deployment in "game time" advisable. 

In the Blue Team Captain's summary to the Critique 
it was apparent that the forces he visualized being 
deployed would be tailored Army forces similar to those 
projected in the current STRATMOVE Study. These forces 
would undoubtedly lessen the logistical requirements 
now under study based on current TO&E formations, which 
pose a formidable lift problem, particularly with out- . 
size equipment. 

Other Problems Recognized 

Should Red China adopt a policy of overt aggression 
in SEA with little warning, using over thirty PLA divik' 
sions to back up DRV, Pathet Lao and VC forces to invade 
Burma, Laos, Thailand and South Vietnam, the situation 
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mightbe quite different than that depicted in SIGMA . 
II. In this game Blue had ample time to make unopposed ', ; 
deployments on a fairly extended schedule. It would 
not be sound to predicate actual contingency planson 
so favorable..a set of conditions. 

Should a score of enemy divisions make deep pene- 
trations along the main avenues of approach, they may 
be extremely difficult to find or to stop. This is 
particula?ly true during'the periods' when motor vehicle 
movements are halted by mud, air operations are 
complicated by poor visibility, and amphibious landings 
could be prevented by turbulent seas. A sudden Chinese 
air attack has a good probability of knocking out key 
logistics centers such as the pre-stockage at Korat; 
the sinking of a ship.in Saigon harbor is within Viet 
Cong capability. The rapid movement of Chicom and DRV 
divisions along carefully'prestocked routes could force 
the piecemeal commitment of US Army and.Marine units 
under conditions similar to Korea in 1950. The initial 
confrontations ,would probably consist of a series of .;: 
small meeting engagements. Studies and assessments in- 
dicate a steady US withdrawaluntil a large part of 
Thailand and RVN are overrun before firm defensive 
lines can be established and forces in contact effec-:. 
tively equalized. Certainly the logistics limitations 
on the enemy would mount tremendously the further his 
columns. progressed toward the south, but until he was 
forced to'expend major quantities of ammunition against 
really significant defenses, his light infantry, 
supported by draft animals and porters could probably 
continue moving, fanning out and by-passing pockets 
of resistance, taking advantage of the poor visibility 
to reduce losses through air attack. . 

(One planner cited the fact that in 1950-51, the 
Chicoms moved six Army.corps into Korea and penetrated 
250 miles south from the Yalu under continuous USair 
attack; that in October 1952, three Vietnamese Peoples' 
Army Divisions crossed the Red River and in six weeks 
covered 180 miles despite French air superiority-- 
without using roads or vehicles. He stressed this to 
underline the importance of decisions which would per- 
mit strikes against mainland China before such forces 
have been launched.)' 
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A national decision to oppose massive Chicom inter- 
vention with a defensive plan on the ground points up 
the fact that at least partial mobilization would be 
required without delay. There is concern over the . 
current shortage of logistic support units during the 
early period of mobilization. (Realistic tailoring of 
units and modifications in support requirements is an 
active project now.) 

It was also pointed out that the Chicoms may have 
the capability of aggression on a substantial scale \ in two areas such as SoutheastAsia and Korea plus a 
fair-sized.demonstration against the off=shore 
islands. (Assessment of US interdiction capability 
against these contingencies is an active project now.) 

One of the key considerations for planners on both - _ 
sides and for the SIGMA Control Group was that of move- . 
ment speedsfor ground forces, opposed, unopposed and 
under varying conditions of terrain and weather. There' . 
is a wide diversity of opinion on this @int:.between 
knowledgeable planners. It seems certain however, 
that Chicom..forces heavily backed by human bearers. and 
pack animalswill be able to move if unopposed in SEA 
under any conditions that can be visualized, at speeds 
ranging from two or three miles a day through heavy 
mud to forty miles a day under ideal weather and 

They have a limited air supply terrain conditions. 
capability and can use certain inland waterways for 
logistics purposes. 

Excellent data on the effect of weather on different 
areas of SEA is contained in PACOM WID #19-64, 8 May ,. 
1964. It points up graphically the variety ofconcurre 

lmetimes prevail throughoutt . 9 - , A-,- _ weather conditions which s( 
area and underlines such things as the lag oetween tne 
beginning of the monsoon and the actual deterioriation 
of the road net due to clayey soil conditions and the 
consequent delay while the countryside dries out after 
the monsoon had-ended. 

It was suggested that the absence of special dredges 
and skilled port clearance teams could impose frustrating 
delayson the delivery of vitally needed ammunition and 
other supplies. 
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A side-light during discussion dealt with problems 
the US would face in maintaining a presence in SEA 
if Khanh were replaced by another government which 
%nvited us out." This has many ramifications, one 

'of which might be the idea of negotiating some kind of 
"base rights" in return for military aid with the 
present regime as a form of insurance, although the 
public opprobrium that might accompany such a move 
would probably dictate close wraps. 

Health questions were touched on briefly. It is 
significant to mention that there are currently no 
hospital ships on duty with the fleet. One which 
might be used is employed on a UNESCO humanitarian 
mission and would not be quickly available in SEA. 
Related questions involve the effect of extreme 
heat and humidity on stored rations which would be 
a limitation on prestockage as well as fungus and 
other difficulties in maintenance and repair of 
equipment-- especially complex electronic-equipment. 

. The suggestion @as made that the Army consider 
testing the new GOER vehicle family in SEA as well 
as in Europe, as the off-road, muddy country capa- 
bility of this high-payload vehicle could. supple= 
ment the limited airlift available for up-country 
delivery. 

Logistics command and control problems are also 
envisioned .in the event of ground operations by US 

,forces in SEA. Unlike the logistics situation in 
Europe, where a major communications zone is in 
position close behind the tactical forces, the 
logistics position on mainland Asia would be extreme- 
ly tenuous for the first months of a major war. De- 
pendence on bases as far removed as Clark Field, 
Okinawa.;,and Japan would present problems of communi- 
cation and coordination which were hardly touched 
upon during the play of SIGMA II. The early intro- 
duction of logistic commands into Thailand, and the 
RVN as operating elements under a central command, 
functioning directly under the senior ground commander 
might be required in a hurry. Such a move would have 
%ignaling" connotations to Peking however, which should 
be carefully examined. 
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A number of thought provoking ideas were offered 
regarding the kinds of action which would create major 
problems for Blue in the field of operational logistics. 
They included suggestions for: 

Air or sea attacks against the floating depots 
at Subic Bay. These depots might be vulnerable to 
sabotage or attack by frogmen, 

VC mining of critical beaches, harbors and 
rivers. 

Guerrilla terrorist strikes against logistics 
and other support units to impede their operations. 

Other logistics touched upon were: 

Fact that quantities of artillery and other 
ammunition now on hand in.Thailand and RVN are based 
on MAP agreements and quantities available are related 
to current usage rates. If major US forces were intro- 
duced into SEA in a combat environment, the requirement 
for artillery ammunition would vastly increase. With no 
substantial prestockage available, the present lift and 
through-put capacity could result in shortage of ammuni- 
tion in the engaged battle zones. (In Korea the use of 
intense fires to withstand a determined Chicom ground 
assault resulted in the expenditure of fifty thousand 
rounds.of light and medium artillery in one infantry 
division in a little over a day.) 

Lest the foregoing commentary sound unduly pessi- 
mistic it is emphasized that the fundamental purpose of 
this game was to look ahead into a grey future colored 
by assumptions of lack of success in present and inter- 
vening programs in order to anticipate some of the 
situations and decisions which may have to be faced. . . 

The future viewed through Red colored glasses un- 
doubtedly is less than rosy. 
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APPENDIXA' 4 ',. 
HISTORICAL HIGHLIGHTS - VIETNAM 

, , 

Vietnam conquered by the.,Han begins a thousand 
years of Chinese Domination. 

Chinese driven out. 

Vietnam conquered by the Ming, 

Chinese driven out. 
tained with China,, 

Formal suzerainty'main- ,, 
: 

Beginning of period of Vietnamese conquest of - 
the south Loverrunning the Kingdom of Champa 
and parts of Cambodia. . 

. . I 
First permanent Catholic mission established; 

Beginning of period that,saw country divided 
along.almost the same lines as.at present 
the Trinh lords in thenorth.; the Nguyen in : 
the south, The Dutch backed the northern 
regime I The Portuguese backed the south with 

.., 
artillery and advisors, 

Tay-son rebellion leads to defeat of both 
Trinh and Nhuyen but begins period of bloody 

civilwar. Thisends. whenNguyen Anh backed 
by superior' French artillery opens era of. . 

..,Euroepean military and~politica~l'intervention 
in Vietnamese affairs, . 

Begins.period of reunification, xenophobia 
andlpersecution of Christians. 

Extensive massacres, of Catholic priests and 
followers. 

French capture Taurane. 

French capture Hanoi. ! : 
French protectorate established. . " 

End of last effective Vietnamese resistance . 
to France. 

UNCZ?ASS~FIER,. : .:..I ID-A-1 
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’ 1940 France surrenders to Nazi Germany. Request 
. by, French- commander in Indochina to United 
States for release of aircraft and other 
equipment aslready purchased,by French Govern- 
ment denied,, 

2941 
' 

Beginning of Allied assistance to Vietnamese. 
nationalists' and Vietminh in resistance a- 
gainst the Japanese. 

1944. Vo Nguyen Giap.% guerrillas cross from China 
into Vietnam; 

1945 Japanese overrun. Vichy*Frendh.forces in Indo-; 
China with,brutal effectiveness. Requests . . for American assistance 'here not met. 
Channault wrote "The American' government was 
interested in seeing the French forcibly 
ejected from Indochina so the problem of 
..post-war 
be .easier 

separation from their colony would : 
. ..while.:American transports in 

China.avoided Indochina the British flew 
aerial supply missions for the French all the 
way from Calcutta.;." Vietnamese Emperor 
Boa Dai repudiates protectorate agreement with 
the French. 

. . 

1945 . Vie.tminh seize power in Vietnam after Japan- ' 
ese withdrawal. Arrive with victorious . Chinese armies and. American advisors and 

,quickly,collect large quantities of arms and 
" ammunition. A "Peoples DemocracyTr. is estab- 

lished while country is still occupied by 
Chinese Nationalist, British, and French , I 
forcesas well as American observers. 

1946 ' French and Vietminh negotiate fruitlessly, 
Fighting'begins spurred by massacre of several 
thousand civilians by guns of French cruiser. 
Indochina war begins. '?Oil Slick" method of. 
pacification followed. 

194? 
t.1 

Operation Lea launched to destroy Vietminh 
forces and capture Ho Chi Minh. Major mili- 
tary offensive is ineffective and exposes 
countryside to extensive infiltration by p 
guerrillas. 

lJJJ~$A;S SI F.f.ET% .: . D-A-2 . 3 . . 
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1949 Red' China becomes important sanctuary for ? support of .Vietminh forces. 

1950 Major Vietminh offensive l with'well armed, 
trained forces leads to greatest colonial 
defeat for French since Montcalm died at 
Quebec, ' .i 

1951 Series of tactical errors by Giap results in 
defeat by de Lattre and encourages US support 

1 of the French, Vietminh strategy shifts to 
capture of the high.".loads. 

, 
1952 Salan mounts largest offensive of the war at 

Giap's bases but fails, 

1953 Giap invades Laos. Dullespromises major US 
aid and talks about breaking Communist ag- 
gression%y end of 1955 fighting season;?! 
French commander secretly informs: his govern- 
ment that best that could be hoped for under 
circumstances was lTa draw;? End of Korean 
fighting releases CPR resources forcommit .' 
ment in South Vietnam..' 

I 

1954 French commander'in Indochina informs US 
government that defeat is likely unless 
massive US help is provided. Consideration .' 
given to committing US forces in air strikes 
but Congressional views are divided.' Dien 3 
Bien Phu falls. -.Geneva,agreement signed.. '. . 
Country divided along 17th parallel. 

. 1955 United States agrees to provide aid to South 
Vietnam, SEATO organized,, Economic crisis 
in North Vietnam leads to request for aid 
from USSR and CPR. Ngo Din@ Diem comes-to 
powerin RVN* 

1956 

1957 

French withdraw from Vietnam. North'Viet- 
namese intellectuals purged in "Hundred 
Flowers Campaign?! Peasants ruthlessly sup- 
pressed by .DRV troops in Truong Chinh's home 
province. 

French trade with Vietnam has risen sharply 
since military withdrawal in 1956. In 3-939 

.only 32.2g.Vietnamese exports went to the 

UNC~A,@I.FIED *.. . . . 1.. t ; 'i' . D-A-3 
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1957 French franc area while 55.7% of all imports 
were from France. Vietnamese exports to the 
US amounted to.12%; imports 4.2%. By 1957; I 
three years after French 
France amounted-to 50.8% 
exports to US were 13.7% 
Imports from France were 29.@, from the US 

a 22.7%. 

Satisfactory economic progress being made in 
South Vietnam, US'advisory,group building 
powerful conventional force to oppose DRV 
military. 

1958 **Spontaneous T1 liberation movement initiated 
inSouth Vietnam against Diem regime actually 
sparked and supported from Hanoi by the DRV, 
which now seessmall chance for reunification 
under Geneva agreement and needs resources 
of the south. 

1959 

1960 

Viet Cong movement gains strength.controll- .' 
ing several areas of the country, commanding 
important support from peasants; 

USSR-DRV economic and technical assistance 
agreement. 

, 

i . . 
1961 CPR-DRV economic assistance agreement. Mas-. 

sive famine in DRV sees; peasants' storming the 
/*, . granaries and a compromise in rigid govern- 
! . ment policies allowing farmers to'retain 

larger share of their produce. I 

High level US survey groupsrecommend shift 
in RVN military orientation toward 'coping 
with guerrilla-warfare rather than major 
conventional forces. 

1962 
Jan .Hanoi radio announces founding in South Viet- 

nam of Peoples Revolutionary Party. 

Feb 

Jun 

US Military Assistance Command, Vietnam creat- 
ed. 

. 
DRV Central Committee announces lo-year-pro-. 
gram shifting emphasis from agriculture to 
heavy industry. 

. 
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1962 
* Aug 

SeP 

1963 
Jan 

Feb 

,Jul 

SeP 
. . . . . 

act 

1964 
Jan 

I  

2 

Articles critical of Diem regime appear in / 
US press. 

Viet Cong activities continue to,expand in. 
South Vietnam. 

Top level US survey team recommends tighten- 
ing of command structure in RVN, 'effort to 
improve relations between Diem regime and US, 
press . 1 : , .:.:: .: I:. :.. . . ‘. . . :. . : ‘7 -,. ... : :“: : ., * . . . . . . . : : . : : ._ ‘..: :.. . . . . . . . : . . . ._ . . . . . . . . t’ ._ . ~‘. . . . 

, 

IncreasingViet Cong willingness. to stand 
and fight sometimes in battalion'strength. .' 

RVN government forces fire volleyinto Budd- 
hist crowd demonstrating in.Hue.ag$inst : 
religious persecution. ._, 

. 

RVN forces inflict major defeatagainst VC 
514th Bn in northern Delta area. 80 KIAs 
estimated. : , 
RVN Special Forces storm,pdgodas arrest,ing 
'Buddhist monks and students. .' 

President Kennedy makes TV reference to fact c. 
that Diemis losing touch with .people. ._ . . '. . ..:. 
McNamara visit in South Vietnam. e 

Diem government overthrown in coup by mili- 
tary junta headed by Maj Gen Duong Van Minh. 

Khrushchev predicts United States will be 
expelled from Vietnam 
than the French.? 

"with even less ceremony 

McNamara visits South Vietnam, 

Ostensibly to head off a French instigated . 
plot, coup by forces headed by Gen Nguyen 
Khanh. Defense Minister and Commander in 
Chief arrested, Chief of Staff of the.Joint, : 
Staff, the 'Head of the National Police and " 
others. 

. .  
r.’ 

,  

I  )  - .  ,  

. *  
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. 1961, 
Jan The NEW YORK TIM&3 ~ss~w&.s: that a joint US- 

Vietnamese report warned that the government 
should stop relocating people into.hamlets 
because of bitter resentment among the peas- 
ants 

Viet Cong reported to be better organized and 
equipped with foreign weapons, RVN troop morale 
low in wake of coups. 

: : Mar . . . . US Congressmen Laird states that'he favors 
step up in war effort to include accepting 
troops from 'nations willing to contribute!.and 
under same rules as used by North Vietnamese. . 

* 

Khanh assekts that French agents are plotting' 
to assassinate him, overthrow his'government ._ and obtain a neutralized settlement in Viet- 
nam. 

. . NEW YORK TIMES says **The political and mili- 
tary offensive during the last monthhas shown c----.. -' 
just how effectively the Viet Congcontrols 
developments. In a series of battles during 
February, it inflicted defeat after defeat on , . the.government despite Gen Kanh*s urgent, 
striving.to achieve just one.victory that 

I I '. 

/. . 

.would give' his regimethe lift in .morale it ,' * . so desperately needs . ..enemy propaganda is 
. now calling for peace on .basis of ill-defined 

neutralism." "Big Minh" the head of state is 
not wholly supporting Khanh's efforts. 

‘., 
: 

. .:.. 

NEW YORK TIMES article,ouoted Dean Rusk as 
saying **that if President de Gaulle's ad- 
vocacy of 'neutralization! for' Southeast 
Asia meant the eventual independence and 
security of Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos, the 
United States could agree...Talk of neutrali- 
zation which merely implies that the United 
States should withdraw its support from South 
Vietnam tends to undermine the morale of the 
South Vietnamese." 

NEW.Y~RK TIMES says, "US defensetchiefs have 
agreed in principle-to proposal:.by Khanh to 
extend guerrilla harassment to NorthVietnam, 
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1964 . . 
* Mar' qualified sources said today, The degree to 

which the US will.participate isto.be de- 
tided by President Johnson:., An informed .I... 
source said that Mr, McNamatia urged pr,iority 
for (clear and hold)- program in South Viet- 
nam rather than letting enthusiasm be divert- 
ed to action against North Vietnam which he 
said would not decide the.basic issue ,of the 

. . South Vietnamese insurgency? i' 
NEW YORK TIMES saysith~~i,..:;"Communist guerrilla 

A* movement in South Vietnam is,striving to " 
develop its own political 'identity and to ; 
give impression that it. is operating'a full- 
fledged government, High pointwas second 
Congress of South Vietnam,National<Liberation . 
Front in January? . 

: Saigij~ls'..DAILY...NEWS~.s~at~s:r.wac will..be~:won~ 
when the government is able.,to/cqnvince the' 
Vietnamese peasant that, it can give,hima 
better dea'l and protect'him against the. ,], ,, 
Communists. I . 

.  ,’ 

.  
_ :  

.  
.  .  

:  

. 

-’ .  
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Mar "Withdrawal of American forces from.Vietnam would 
be 'a disaster," President Madapagal of the 
Philippines' said in anAssociated Press dispatch. 
Buthe. cautioned the United States against inter- 
vention in: Asian affairs and said the current 
crisis .between'Malaysia and,Indonesia could be 
settled'by Asians. He said that loss or neutrali- 
zation'of SEA could lead to a disaster, especially 
for those 'countries near Vietnam. Asked what the .\ 
United States should do 'his eyes twinkled and he 
said, 

. aid; 
*'There should,be more projection of American 
It' should be made, clear that aid would not 

be used ,as ,aclub, as a weapon to.constrain the 
'secondarycountry to. act as the first country 
desires :? .> . . 2. ,. 

Apr PresidentJohnson told interviewers' that things 
were looking up again in Laos with the re- 
instatement of neutralist Premier Prince Souvanna 
Phouma and expressed.hope for more. support from 
other nations for the war in Vietnam.: Admin- 
istration officials state that Austraiia now has 
a 30 -man mi1itar.y advisory team and Great 
Britain has an eight man unit advising on police 
and counterinsurgency. Malaysia has trained 
some RVN jungle fighters, Canada, Great Britian, 
Australia and New Zealand have provided equipment 
and training for technicians. France is furnish- 
ing economic and cultural assistance and doctors 
for Saigon hospitals. West Germany and Nation- 
alist China are providing some technical or 
economic aid and Philippine techical assistants 
are working under 'US contract. 

. 

. 

Secretary of State Dean Rusk has:lmet with Nation- 
alist President Chiang Kai-shek on problems of 
security in SEA0 Chinese sources said strategy 
for barring Red China from the UN was also discus-. 
sed. It is understood that Nationalist China 
would like to become an active member of SEATO 
but the US feels this is not presently desirable. 

,-- 

it ,’ 

May * Two Pathet Lao columns aided by strong detachments 
of North Vietnamese troops were reported driving 
toward the town of Muong Soui in an effort to trap 
neutralist forces driven from the Plain of Jarres 
Western sources also said that the communists had 

. renewed their offensive 'in the Paksane area, 70 
miles east of Vientiane in a campaign of 
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1964 
May extermination against the Western Meo.tribes- 

men. The communist offensive overran the 
headquarters town of Kong Lets armored regiment. 
Tank forces succeeded in withdrawing and Kong 
Le*s forces were driven off the Plainof Jarres. 

Jun Pro-Communist Pathet Lao troops attacked a 
neutralist position breaking a five day lull 
in the civil war: Vientianne sources said 
that air support from U%suppliedj T-28 aircraft 
could not respond because of bad weather. 
Cloud cover prevented observation and accurate 
targeting. 

Souvanna Phouma stated the US reconnaissance 
flights over Laos and US air strikes against 
Pathet Lao emplacements were perfectly legal ., 
and that his government had agreed to them; 
Kao Yun-peng a Chinese communist official was 
killed in the 11 June bombing of Khang,Khay' 
which Peking alleges was carried out by US 
planes. 

A ranking US military advisor in Vietnam was 
quoted by AP as saying that the.communist t . . .' 
threat in South Vietnam was far more serious 
than it had been when he arrived three ye,ars 
before. He stressed that the biggest problem 
was getting the government of the RVN to ac- 
cept US advice. He said that the Vietnamese 
need dedicated, competent leaders and must 
raise their standards of discipline to levels .' 
the Viet Cong have achieved. Politics, car-. 
ruption and nepotism are the main Vietnamese 
vices he said. Another US officer wasquoted 
as saying that 90% of the weapons used by the 
VC came from US military assistance'to the RVN. 

An article in the Manchester Guardian outlines 
the amazing complacency whichcharacterizes 
most of the thinking in Bangkok. "By Asian 
standards there is a good bit of prosperity 
rooted in peasant ownership of the land 'and 
there is the passivity of the Buddhist people 
who feel that the best way to preserve their 
independence is to act like a rubberball,Tt 
the writer states; There is very little ap- 
prehension apparently over the trend events 
are taking in SEA. 
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Jun The' Washington Post reported: that Washington ' 

is now determined, to keep Hanoi and Peking 
from thinking that their. current policy of 
military force in SEA will pay them.dividends. 
It was'pointed out that the US now has over 
200,000 menin uniform west of Alaska and Hawaii 
and far gr,eater mobility than in past times to 
move them long distances in a hurry. The Johnson administration is attempting to convince the 
enemy that it is as determined to stand up for 
freedom in SEA as it was in Berlin during the 
Blockade. It has been announced that the US 
is boosting the level of combat materiel and 
supplies pre-stocked in Thailand to.meet pos- 
sible contingencies. 

.  

Accusing the Democratic Administration of, timid- 
ity in the Far East, the Republican Critical 
Issues. Council 'has proposed assigning substantial 
armed forces near Asian areas threatened by com- 
munism. The statement was prepared by a number 
of prominent Republicans including Admiral 
Radford. .It said that recent US policy in the 
Far East was "one of timidy, fear or involvement 
and quest. forpopularity in place of respect.'* 

, Reuters quoted Mao Tse-tung as sayingpeking 
wanted the US to subordinate itself to the 
communists before-engaging in negotiations and 
that he had learned much from the American w 
John Foster Dulles whose brinkmanship policy 
was directed against (China). He said that 
"We have learned it and are .using it." 

The Soviet UnionTs drive to oust China from the 
World Communist camp ran into.a snag according 
to another Reuters dispatch when several nations 

. indicated a reluctance to go al.ong,notably Italy 
and the Poles. 

General Harkins retiring US commander in South 
Vietnam said that, "For the last nine. months it 
has ,been almost impossible to wage'an effective 
guerrilla war against communism in SEA." He 
said that up to just recently there had been no 
'effective government in Saigon -but that Khanh 
now appeared to be t,aking hold. The general 
commented that "running a complicated war was 
difficult enough even where there was a'good, ( ' 
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Jun strong government.*t 

US air recce over Laos indicates that com- 
munists have been improving their road: 
network in southern Laos and,have consider- 
ably stepped up the pace of their supply 
convoys there stretching the network from 
Techepone the. previous terminus on to the 
south. This will facilitate the movement of 
large forces across the Laotian border into 
the central Vietnamese highlands while the 
RVN'was busy fighting guerrillas near Saigon. 

, ’ 

, -- 

As US sources emphasized the possibility of 
a major war in SEA if the Chinese and DRV did 
not desist in support of insurgency there a 
statement appeared in Pravda which said' that 
the Chinese leaders could no.longer be assured 
of Moscows~s support in a world,conflict al- 
though anotherversion of the article held.that 
it was the Russians who held they,could no 
longer count on Chinese support. 

The basic disagreement between France andthe 
US was aired following a discussion between 
French President DeGaulle and Under Secretary. 

.of State Ball. It appears that the Fr.ench 
believe that Chinese foreign policy is in a 
consolidating stage and the US feelsthat it 
is in a period of expansion. Nevertheless .' 
there were areas of agreement between France 

'and the. US according to the NEW YORK TIMES.' 

In ending his task in Vietnam .Ambassador 
Lodge concluded that the formula for suc- 

. cess there had at last been found without 
a general war inAsia. He said that there 
were a number of developments which made him 
think things were on the right track and that 
the effort would be successful. 

Speaking at a Swedes Day picnic in Minneapolis . 
President Johnson said that the United States 
-*'when necessary *T would not hesitate **to risk 
war" to preserve the peace. This was believed, 
said the NEW YORK TIMES, to be one of a care- 
fully prepared series of statements designed to 
convince Red China that the US would go to war 

- rather than see SEA overrun. 
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1964 
Jun Marshal Chen Yi the Red Chinese Foreign 

Minister was quoted in an article in the 
NEW YORK TIMES that %obody should have 
any misunderstanding" that the *'Chinese 
will not sit idly by while the flames of 
war spread to their side.** .,. 

A proposal by UN Secretary General for an 
international parley over Vietnam was not 
accepted by the United States in view of 
repeated and continuing violations of the 
existing agreements. Thant thought the af- 
fair should be resolved by revival of the' 
1954 Geneva Conference. 

Jul More than 300 US Special Forces troops are 
being sent to Vietnam to help seal the 
borders .against infiltrators. Another 300. 
are being sent to act as advisors to.the RVN 
accordingto a Washington Post article. 

JackRaymond in a NEW YOUR TIMES special said 
that Maxwell Taylor the new US Ambassador to 
South Vietnam is likely to step softly as the 
US military is wary of getting-..pinned down in 
an Asian ground war. He pointed out that the 
Army felt the same way before WW'II when it 
sought to withdraw the old 15th Infantry from, 
China rather thai2“:become involved ina major, 
struggle there. At that time, General Wheeler, 
the new Chairman of the JCS was a lieutenant in 
thatregiment and U. Alexis Johnson was a young 
diplomatic associate of Taylor, who.wasthen- 
a captain stationed in Tokyo. The 'article goes 
on to point out that the Army has been con- 
sistent in this stand and that Taylor repeatedly, 
has pointed out that the. bombing of the .North 
Vietnamese would not necessarily result in driv- 
ing the Viet Cong from the jungles of South 
Vietnam. Instead he feels the main problem is 
one of security and development in the RVN. 

The article also states' that in recemt years 
the "tiger ** of US foreign policy has been in 
the State Department ratherthan the Pentagon. 

The NEW YORK TIMES says that Viet Cong strikes 
at .US/RVN outposts at the terminus of the Ho 
Chi Minh trail were linked with the arrival in 
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1964 
Jun South Vietnam of Ambassador Maxwell Taylor. 

For many months the main CV attackshad been 
limited to the area south of Saigon on the 
Mekong Delta. 

According to a Reuters dispatch, Chinese 
Communist Premier Chou En-lai promised sup- 
port for Vietnamese guerrilla forces before 
a rally of 100,000 people in Peking. The 
statement obliquely threatened to send troops 
to Indochina if the Americans extended the war 
there, It said that China TfWould not sit idly 
by while the US extends the war of 'aggression 
in Vietnam and Indochina." It went on to say 
that three fourths of South Vietnam had al- 
ready been liberated by the Viet Cong although 
there were no foreign military bases or a 
single foreign soldier in North Vietnam; 

There was speculation in Saigon according to ,. 
the NEW YORK TIMES that theReds may be plan.-.:...' 
ning a major assault to sever the 'northern . 
provinces or to seize the vital city,of Hue. 
Hanoi is reported to be sending more and more 
regular army members into combat beside the ., 
Viet Cong. 

The US announced that it intends to enlarge 
its advisory force in South Vietnam by an .' 
additional 5,000 men, and more military 
equipment. 
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During the summer of 1964 the situation in Southeast 
Asia-wentbadly. The number and size,of Viet Cong.attacks 
mounted, increasing casualties among the RVN and raising 
the level,of Americans killed in rx?t:ion to ?OO PJith- over 
2,000 wounded as well as scores 0-i' non-battle losses; , As 
more civilian and military advise-Lx arrived and reinforce-* 
ments joined US Special Forces upcountry, the grim toll . 
continued to climb. 

Morale 'among the RVN -deteriorated as one baited ambush 
after another pointed up failures of leadership-and moti- 
vation in the ranks while rumors of intrigue plkgukd high 
levels of the RVN hierachy. 

In Saigon, business continued as usual,in spite ol" 
Premier Khanh's efforts to stiffen the wareffort,';! 'pjrograms 
to boost troop strength, improve administration and stream- 
line the "oil slick" effort lagged badly. ' 

It was natural when the Gulf o:f‘ Tonkin incident erupted 
for Khanh to use that oppox%unity to consolidate and 
strengthen his control. Enjoining the Americans to back 
shim in attacking North Vietnam, he tried to rally the frag- 
mented groups constituting the South Vietnamese povrer- 
structure. His elbowing aside of Minh:, curfews and procla- 
mations succeeded primarily in alarming the Buddhists who 
are sensitive to anything smacking of <Diem style autocracy. 
Many Americans were apprehensive t-h& Khanh might take a 
unilateral action which would invol& them in a full-scale 
war with North Vietnam. 

Washington hoped that the US naval air-strikes against ' 
DRV bases would convince the enemy of US determination and 
when a sharp DRV or Chinese reaction was. delayed;there 
were many who felt this signal had :been read and understood. 
There were some analysts who felt withdrawal of US naval 
patrols- from the 'Gulf of Tonkin after :the torpedo boat in- 
cidents had beeninterpreted in Hanoi and Peking as an ad- 
mission that the US had no heart for egpandingthe war and 
,sould be reluctant to.do so regardless. of the level of 
Vie-t Cong attacks. . 

So the argument went in Washington, Honolulu and Saigon 
. as American and European newspaper pundits delivered varied 

'interpretations. 
fields in the DRV. 

Peking responded by shifting MIGs to air- 

While Pentagon discussions went on about the subtleties 
of communicating with an enemy, top American leadership 
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struggled to make up its mind how far it was ready to go;" 
in SEA--considering the sorry state of affairs in the RV,N. 

’ l .  t  

Although the Buddhists riots inspired by fears of re- 
newed persecution were quieted through compromise with 
help from Buddhist and Catholic leaders and something 
approaching stability was achie-ved in the ruling junta, 
time was obviously running out in South Vietnam. Morale 
among the population was extremely low and the next re- - 
port coming in might announce a military debacle. Never- 
theless the internal political picture somewhat straight- 
ened out during September even though KhanhIs power had 
been diluted. 

In Europe, DeGaulle told Lodge thatwm-rn~rn~e-times the 
numberoftrhop;~tbanXhe Americans had in Vietnam, France had 
been driven out of Indochina. He felt that the only hope 
now was negotiated neutralization. 

Estimates by intelligence agencies and by scientific 
organizations indicated that Red China was planning its 
first nuclear test for mid-1965. 

During the fall of 1964 Peking, Hanoi and the Peking 
oriented factions of Communist parties throughout the world 
made a concerted effort to portray the United States as an 
imperialist troublemaker in SEA. While accusations of 
colonialism and exploitation were leveled in the United 
Nations and communist press, the level of Chinese assist- 
ance to Hanoi and to the Pathet Lao continued to rise and 
a Chinese military mission was established in Cambodia. 
Air and air defense capabilities in the DRV were strength- 
ened by the introduction of Chinese materiel and techni- 
cians. Road construction was stepped up from the Chinese 
border into northern Laos. 

In Communist councils the rift between Peking and Mos- 
cow became ever wider, culminating during October in a 
weak show of socialist "solidarity" that lost Peking's 
bid for United Nations membership. The only vestige of 
unity between the USSR and Red China lay in similar calls 
for reconvening Geneva Treaty conferees to deal with the 
crisis in SEA. 

Fighting in Laos diminished as clear weather favored 
the recently expanded Laotian Air Force; the Pathet Lao 
dug in and consolidated summer gains. In South Vietnam 
the Viet Cong continued to receive reinforcements from the 
DRV, swelling the ranks of regular forces engaged against 
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the RVN to some 40,000. The pattern of &attacks, particular- 
ly baited ambushes, continued to favor the Vie-t Cong as more 
and more battalion size VC units were engaged. 

In November, announcements of joint Chinese-North Korean 
maneuvers were followed up by a series of division-size 
exercises south of the Yalu. 

The Indonesian-Malaysian struggle oscillated indecisive- 
ly with Indonesian incursions into Sarawak triggering a 
US assistance program involving weapons, helicopters and 
Stateside training for the Malaysians and an upsurge of 
Soviet arms assistance to Djakarta. 

US/RVN air and ground strikes against VC lines of com- 
munication in the Laos panhandle resulted in the destruc- 
tion of several arms caches and the capture of a number of 
DRV prisoners who identified their parent PAVN units. 

Prior to the American fall elections, the Johnson Ad- 
ministration continued to "signal" its determination to 
Peking that communist aggression in SEA would be a costly 
business. The number of RVN air, naval and ground attacks 
aimed at targets in North Vietnam mounted with mixed re- 
sults. Some succeeded, most failed and a number de-. . 
fected: . '. , 9 

United States leadership in South Vietnam continued try- 
ing to achieve the kinds of changes in direction, attitude 
and organization of the RVN government that would,broaden 
popular support, but political and psychological fragmen- 
tation and Viet Cong terrorism cut deep. The so-called 
"oil slick" program was hampered by fear and inefficiency 
as one administrator after another was executed by the VC. 
One bright spot in an otherwise dismal picture was the 
willingness of leaders in the main political groups to de- 
fer major reorganization of the government and to continue 
temporary arrangementsfor directing the war. 

More American advisors and Special Forces personnel were 
dispatched to South Vietnam and the ranks of civilian tech- 
nicians were augmented by Philippinos, Australians and 
other foreign nationals. The Chinats sent a mission to . . 
assist with development of a political organization within 
the military. An offer by Chiang of three divisions for 
employment on the mainland was considered but rejected at 
the time. Nevertheless disintegration continued in the RVN. 

American efforts to enlist wider support among their 
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allies were met with various forms of indifference ranging 
from suggestions that SEA should be "written off" to mild 
contributions of non-military aid. 

With Johnson's re-election and the emergence of a Labor 
government in Britain , pressures grew for negotiations. A 
trial balloon floated by Peking through the Poles suggest- 
ed Red China's willingness to work out an Austrian-type 
solution separately for both North and South Vietnam. The 

. Americans reiterated demands for restoration of the status 
quo ante the Pathet Lao drive of last summer. 

Pressure was also applied by Peking through Communist 
Parties and front organizations in Japan, Okinawa and the 
Philippines to restrict and inhibit the US use of im- 
portant base facilities in these countries. 

With the upsurge in trade between Japan and China, 
businessmen in the Land of the Rising Sun were becoming 
acutely aware of commercial opportunities in a growing re- 
lationship with Red China. The Japanese were coming to 
realize that if SEA falls under Communist influence even 
their important economic ties in that area would depend 
on Peking's good graces. Althougme Japanese government 
was reluctant to curtail US ties, Red Chinese suggestions 
regarding Japanese logistic involvement in the US SEA 
effort were being carefully examined in Tokyo. 

It is probable that a communist organized strike could 
be employed in Japan to hamper shipment of automotive 
vehicles and parts (most of the RVN military fleet is 
Japanese made). Further, the LST fleet on which the US 
depends in SEA is operated by Japanese contractors. 

In the Philippines, a resurgent Hukbalahap movement 
was believed to be laying plans for widespread disorders 
and sabotage against the government and American facili- 
ties in the event the war in SEA is expanded. 

In Burma, Chinese efforts to subvert and coerce the 
government of Ne Win into a policy of passive cooperation 
with Peking appeared to be bearing fruit. It was increas- 
ingly likely that the Red Chinese Army would be welcomed 
by important members of the Burmese government in the 
event of war in SEA. 

During the winter of 1964-65 developments occurred . 
rapidly in Southeast Asia as Peking countered US/RVN air 
strikes against the Pathet Lao and North Vietnam by the 
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introduction of MIGs into Laos and North Vietnam flown by 
"volunteer" pilots, supported by Chinese technicians. As 
the number of American advisors in South Vietnam increased 
to over 25,000 with ten foreign flags providing token as- 
sistance in Saigon the DRV proceeded with the buildup of 
regular PAVN forces in South Vietnam. Moving across Laos, 
over the DMZ and by junk along the coast, three brigades 
of PAVN infiltrated the six northern provinces of South 
Vietnam. In December a major ground engagement occurred 
in which PAW and VC units employed antiaircraft, light 
artillery and recoilless weapons to inflict a major de- 
feat on the RVN. 

In a pitched battle north of Hue, government forces, 
supported by US air, were forced into a retreat resulting 
in over a thousand casualties and loss of several hundred 
weapons. Concurrent terrorist activity in the southern 
delta region took a heavy toll among district and province 
leaders and American advisors with the RVN. A number of 
RVN and Farmgate air strikes against military targets in 
the DRV were interdicted by MIGs flying from North Viet- 
namese fields. 

On Christmas day the VC used pack-howitzers for a half 
hour shelling of Saigon from across the river. 

RVN leadership continued to be riven by apathy, dis- 
unity and jealousy. An increasing number of intellectuals 
and military commanders favored a negotiated settlement 
and some kind of collaboration with the.National Libera- 
tion Front; the majority of the generals were believed to 
lean strongly toward major US air strikes against North 
Vietnam. 

In January under guidance from Peking and Hanoi, the 
National Liberation Front announced the establishment of 
a Provisional Peoples Government (PPG) in South Vietnam 
which was promptly recognized by the CPR, the USSR and all 
other Socialist nations. Nguyen Van Hieu, the PPG Foreign 
Minister, announced from the PPG Embassy in Prague that he 
was assured of the backing of all responsible factions in 
South Vietnam "except the Fascists" and was prepared to 
sit down at a reconvened Geneva Conference. The Poles, 
Russians and Indians were anxious to convene the meeting 
but the UK blocked action. 

In spite of urgings from the French and many neutrals, 
the United States resisted pressures toward the conference 
table and accelerated the tempo and scope of attacks 
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against infiltration routes and camps in the Laos panhandle 
and against military targets in North Vietnam, mainly 
training camps, storage depots and communications centers. 
At the same time additional US antiaircraft units were in- 
troduced into South Vietnam and Laos, although no communist 
aircraft had as yet been employed against targets in these 
countries. In early February the RVN high command announced 
that mines had.been laid in the approaches to the ports of 
Haiphong, Hon Gay and Cam Pha. These mine fields were sown 
with -t'imea delay mines by planes of the US' SeventhFleet.'; 

Sufficient time was afforded shipping to quit the block- 
aded ports after the warning. Despite the warning, a 
Polish freighter delivering a cargo of machine parts to 
Haiphong sank following an explosion in the entrance chan- 
nel. 

Communist response to this move took similar form. In 
late February a US destroyer entering the port of Saigon 
was holed by an electric mine planted by DRVfrogmen and 
sunk, partially blocking the harbor to shipping. There 
were twenty-two casualties and a tremendous hue and cry in 
the American press. 

On 26 February the President of the United States ad- 
dressed a special joint session of Congress to announce 
debarkation of a US Marine expeditionary force and the 
establishment of permanent US base facilities at Da Nang 
in SouthVietnam, the planned airlift of a US Army brigade 
to the Mekong River in Thailand and the fact that in the 
future ehe United States would strike selected industrial 
as well as military targets in North Vietnam in retalia- 
tion for major VC terrorism and sabotage in South Vietnam. 
He stated that these actions were being taken under 
emergency powers granted him by the US Congress, Article 
51 of the UN Charter and protocol agreements of the South- 
east Asian Treaty. 

The President used aerial photographs to prove that 
Chinese Peoples Army Forces were building up in the 
vicinity of Nanning, that extensive road and airfield 
construction was underway in Northern Laos paving the way 
for Chinese "invasion" and asserted his intelligence had 
reports that a Chinese light division was in the process 
of moving into Laos traveling by night, digging in under 
camouflage by day. He further asserted that the buildup 
of Red Chinese bomber aircraft on fields in south China 
and the recent movement of six Whiskey Class Chinese 
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submarines into waters off Hainan Island were considered 
to be provocative and threatening. 

The United States was beginning a buildup of logistics 
support personnel in both Vietnam and Thailand as well as 
the construction of a POL pipeline from Bangkok north 
using materials which had been previously stockpiled at 
Korat. Lighterage of various types suitable for discharge 
under unimproved beach and harbor conditions was being 
shifted from Okinawa, 
States to SEA. 

the Philippines and the United 

The Soviet position in SEA continued to be ambiguous 
as intelligence from Hanoi indicated delays in the de- 
livery of promised Soviet industrial and electronic equip- 
ment from the USSR. The consensus of intelligence from 
European sources indicated that Khrushchev was planning 
a political move in conjunction with the GDR which would 
reopen the question of control over the access routes to 
West Berlin. This would pose serious problems for the 
United States and its NATO allies. 

It would appear that the Soviets are preparing a series 
of diplomatic moves designed to seize the limelight from 
Peking in the eyes of Communist and neutral nations while 
avoiding direct involvement in the SEA confrontation. In 
private conversations with the American Secretary of State 
the Soviet Ambassador explained that in spite of the schism 
between Moscow and Peking, the USSR has no alternative but 
to provide moral and some materiel support to Hanoi or see 
Ho's government swing even further into Peking's orbit. 
He advised that Moscow could be expected to assume a hard- 
er propaganda line in relations with the United States in 
spite of-recent trade, disarmament and cultural agreements. 
On 14; March a joint Soviet-East German announcement was 
made involving the signing of a "full-scale" peace treaty 
"sometime in May" with the concurrent withdrawal of three 
Soviet divisions from the European satellites. Ulbricht 
stated that the GDR would assume complete control of the 
Berlin access routes on May Day, On 20 March a United 
States military train carrying dependents was halted "due 
to track damage" between Frankfurt and Berlin and the 
passengers held for two days during negotiations. On 
25 March a Pan American passenger flight into Berlin had 
a near collision in the air corridor with a Soviet MIG. 
These incidents served to arouse US public opinion. 

Reactions in the world press are mixed with a mounting 
wave of apprehension particularly in the European area, 
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that the United States may be preparing to embark on the 
hazardous road toward World War III. 

The enemy apparently believes that the buildup of DRV 
forces in the northern provinces of South Vietnam, the es- 

. calation of terrorist tactics by the Vie-t Cong against 
government administrators, US advisors, continued subver- 

. sive efforts among opposition factions within South Viet- 
nam and the threat of Chicom intervention will gradually 
create an environment for fruitful negotiations. The 
United States is under pressure in this direction from the 
French and other Western powers. 

During the early morning hours of 1 April it became 
evident that rivalry and jealousy among the RVN leadership 
and between the countless political factions of that 
country have been exacerbated by the mounting SEA crisis. 
Tensions which have been suppressed since the riots last 
summer have given way to violence and thousands of Bud- 
dhists are again rioting in the major cities. It is rumor- 
ed that Minh has withdrawn from the ruling triumvirate and 
with backing from Khiem has demanded that Khanh resign his 
powers. The military are sharply divided and good prospects 
exist for conflict between the two factions. 

In view of the possible crisis in Berlin the President 
has dictated a hold on three STRICOM divisions and appro- 
priate supporting units to permit a rapid deployment to 
Europe if this becomes necessary. 

Public opinion in the United States seems willing to 
support a more positive commitment by United States forces. 
Prospects for obtaining concessions in SEA through negotia- 
tion which would improve the present tenuous situation 
appear remote. The following proposals have been advanced 
for consideration by the National Security Council: 

The State Department has suggested that the President 
announce that the defense of freedom in South Vietnam is 
the shared responsibility of all free peoples, that Saigon 
and Berlin are co-equal symbols of Western determination 
and call for immediate partial mobilization of US forces. 

A Defense Department suggestion calls for-the immediate 
and rapid deployment to Thailand and South Vietnam of lo- 
gistical units and personnel, particularly engineer units 
to accelerate the development of a logistical base capable 
of supporting Thai, RVN and other national and US forces 
of up to five divisions. 
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A second Defense Department proposal advanced by the 
Army calls for immediate alert and possible deployment of 
the Army's 11th Air Assault Division which is completing 
organizational tests. 

These suggestions all relate to creation of the neces- 
sary psychological and military posture required to con- 
vince friends as well as foe of US determination. 

A Defense Study Group has formulated the following state- 
ment of US objectives in SEA: 

"The US objective in SEA will be to compel the enemy to 
cease support of insurgencies, to assist local forces as 
necessary in the elimination of the insurgents who there- ' 
after persist, to reunify Vietnam and to achieve the in- 
dependence and security of friendly nations in the area." 

The President has requested that this statement be 
reviewed by the NSC with a view to making recommendations 
regarding adoption of this statement as the premise for 
national planning. , 

A message has been received from CINCPAC requesting ad- 
vance authority for the limited use of tactical nuclear 
weapons as may be required in SEA to preclude the destruc- 
tion of major US or friendly forces if enemy ground or 
other forces are suddenly introduced under conditions which 
preclude effective communication with the Washington Com- 
mand Post. 

It is now 1 April 1965. 
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SIGMA II-64 

INITIAL RED SCENARIO 

The following scenario ou$lines events which transpire 
in Southeast Asia between summer 1964 and spring 1965. 
The rationale and actions depicted here are those of a 
Communist China which has surveyed all aspects of its 
position on the world stage and elected a highly aggres- 
sive and dangerous military strategy. 
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During summer 1964 cold war signals from Washington were 
garbled and somewhat contradictory. By shifting the 
leadership in Saigon from Lodge to Taylor and by increasing 
the effort within South Vietnam itself to build a more 
stable base of political support among the population, it 
appeared that the imperialists had foresworn ambitions to 
extend the conflict toward Hanoi. Nonetheless, certain ex- 
treme elements among the Khanh clique in Saigon and in the 
United States, notably among the opposition party, continu- 
ed loud clamoring for escalation of the war. 

In the soul searching which had taken place among the 
imperialist leadership, much.,of it reported and analyzed 
in the US and Europeanpress, it was apparent that many 
American military men were reluctant to risk a ground war 
in SEA which would tie down the bulk of US ground forces 
and consume resources that could be used in other areas of 
capitalist exploitation. Other military leaders felt that 
a few bombs and some salvos of naval gun-fire against . 
North Vietnam would end Hanoi's part in South Vietnam 
permanently. . . . 

By mid-summer it was apparent that the "contain the war 
in South Vietnam" 
ton argument. 

soft-line group was winning the Washing- 
If Washington had been sincere in threats 

to carry the war into Vietnam, the torpedo attacks in Ton- 
kin Gulf provided an ideal excuse and opportunity. In- 
stead, relatively mild US air reprisals only indicated a 
willingness to reply when American ships were attacked. 
Withdrawal of the ships shortly afterward was the clearest 
possible proof of US reluctance to escalate the conflict 
in spite of the innuendoes made in the American press. 

Results within South Vietnam were to stimulate Khanh to 
strident calls for war against the North while attempting 
to seize and extend his personal power, This abortive and transparent attempt almost ended in disaster for the pre- 
mier. Occurring at the anniversary of the Diem oppres- 
sions against South Vietnamese Buddhists, KhanhIs elbowing 
aside of Minh and his grab for dictatorial power stirred 
violent reactions among the Buddhists. Riots and demon- strations caused Khanh to resign as president and content 
himself with a more obscure public role behind the facade 
of a new junta which included Minh as well as KhanhIs 
military henchman, Tran Thien Khiem. 

The Buddhist leader Tri Quang, who was probably the 
prime influence over the Buddhists in this internal 
struggle, is not sympathetic to the NationalLiberation 
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Front and is in fact somewhat pro-American since it was 
the Americans who saved his life from Diem two years ago, 
Urged by the Americans, he sought to quell the disorders. 

By September the internal political picture in South 
Vietnam was precarious at best but it appeared that a 
patched over coalition regime might hold together, giving 
the Americans a chance to bolster Khanh or to groom a more 
effective and reliable vassal. 

It was evident from the speeches which marked the be- 
ginning of the American election %ampaign that Johnson had 
no thought of employing nuclear weapons in SEA or any in- 
tense desire to expand the conflict there while South 
Vietnam was only a few steps from anarchy. 

Although the American Congress provided Johnson with 
emergency powers to deal with the developing crisis, the 
tone of the press provided a better indication of the real 
temper of the capitalist leadership. These articles 
stressed the war-weariness of the South Vietnamese people, 
the mounting momentum of Vie-t; Cong attacks, the dubious 
value of attacking military and industrial installations 
in North Vietnam with air and sea power when these re- 
sources had so little bearing on the actual war in South 
Vietnam. It was equally apparent following the Tonkin 
Gulf incident that the Americans were waiting for a coy- 
munist military reaction. Apprehension was high that 
masses:of'.;Comiunist ground forces would sweep into SEA--a 
development as unthinkable for the Americans as a full- 
scale war with the USSR. 

DeGaulle was rumored to have told former US Ambassador 
Lodgg,who was seeking European support, that the French had 
many morertimes the numberofground forces committed .in the 
Indo-Chinese war than the United States had in Vietnam but 
had been forced to withdraw by the Viet Minh and that the 
west's only hope was for a neutralized SEA. 

On the scientific front, major break-throughs occurred 
in Red China's nuclear development program in late summer 
and plans were tentatively laid for a full scale nuclear 
test during the summer of 1965. If it is successful, two 
or three air deliverable weapons should be produced with- 
in twelve months after the test. 

During the fall of 1964 Peking, Hanoi and the Peking 
oriented factions of Communist parties throughout the 
world made a concerted effort to portray the United States 
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as an imperialist troublemaker in SEA. While accusations 
of colonialism and exploitation were leveled in the United 
Nations and communist press, the'level of Chinese assist- 
ance to Hanoi and to the Pathet Lao continued to rise and 
a Chinese military mission was established in Cambodia. 
Air and air defense capabilities in the DRV were strength- 
ened by the introduction of Chinese materiel and tech- 
nicians. Road construction was stepped up from the Chinese 
border into northern Laos. 

In Communist councils the rift between Peking and Moscow 
became ever wider, culminating during October in a weak 
show of socialist "solidarity TT that lost Peking's bid for 
United Nations membership. The only vestige of unity be-- 
tween the USSR and Red China lay in similar calls for re- 
convening Geneva Treaty conferees to deal with the crisis 
in SEA. 

Fighting in Laos diminished as clear weather favored 
the recently expanded Laotian Air Force; the Pathet Lao 
dug in and consolidated summer gains. In South Vietnam 
the Viet Cong continued to receive reinforcements from 
the DRV swelling the ranks of regular forces engaged 
against the RVN to some 40,000. The pattern of attacks, 
particularly baited ambushes,$ continued-to favor the Viet 
Cong as more and more. battalion size VC units were engaged. 

In November announcements of joint Chinese-North Korean 
maneuvers were followed up by a series of division size 
exercises south of the Yalu. 

The Indonesian-Malaysian struggle oscillated indecisive- 
ly with Indonesian incursions into Sarawak triggering a US 
assistance program involving weapons, helicopters and 
Stateside training for the Malaysians and an upsurge of 
Soviet arms assistance to Djarkarta. 

US/RVN air and ground strikes against VC lines of com- 
munication in the Laos panhandle resulted in the destruc- 
tion of several arms caches and the capture *of a number 
of DRV prisoners who identified their parent ,PAVN units. 

Prior to the American Fall elections, the Johnson Ad- 
ministration continued to WignalTT its determination to 
Peking that communist victory in SEA would be a costly 
business. The number of RVN air, naval and ground attacks 
aimed at targets in North Vietnam mounted with mixed re- 
sults. Some succeeded, most failed and a number of so- 
called *'commandos IT defected to report sagging morale among 
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the RVN government's forces. 

. 

The United States leadership in South Vietnam continued 
trying to achieve the kinds of changes in direction, atti- 
tude and organization of the RVN government that would 
broaden popular support, but political and psychological 
fragmentation and Viet Cong terrorism cut deep. The so- 
called '*oil slick" program was hampered by fear and in- 
efficiency as one administrator after another was excut- 
ed by the VC. 

More American advisors and Special Forces personnel 
were dispatched to South Vietnam and the.ranks of civil.- * 
ian technicians were augmented by Philippinos, Australians 
and other foreign nationals. The Chinats sent a mission 
to assist with development of a political organization 
within the military and there were rumors Chiang had of- 
fered several divisions of troops. Nevertheless disinte- 
gration continued in the RVN. 

American efforts to enlist wider support among their 
allies were met with various forms of indifference ranging 
from blunt suggestions that SEA should be "written off" to 
listless contributions of non-military aid because the 
allies were unconvinced the US is capable of stopping our 
liberation technique. 

With Johnson's re-election and the emergence of a Labor 
government in Britain, conditions seemed to be developing 
for negotiations. A trail ballon floated through the 
Poles suggested Peking's willingness to work out an 
Austrian-type solution separately for both North and South 
Vietnam. The Americans reiterated demands for restoration 
of the status quo ante the Pathet Lao drive of last summer. 

Trade and diplomatic discussions with the Government of 
Japan pointed up the perils involved in allowing the United 
States to use bases in Japan and the Ryukus to conduct 
colonialist activities in SEA. Pressure was also applied 
through Communist Parties and front organizations in Japan, 
Okinawa and the Philippines to restrict and inhibit the use 
of important base facilities in these countries. 

With the upsurge in trade between Japan and China, 
businessmen in the Land of the Rising Sun were becoming 
acutely aware of commercial opportunities in a growing 
relationship with Red China. The Japanese were coming to 
realize that when SEA falls under Communist influence even 
their important economic ties in that area will depend on 
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Peking's good graces. Although the Japanese government 
was reluctant to curtail ties with the Americans, subtle 
Red Chinese suggestions regarding Japanese logistic in- 
volvement in the US SEA effort were being carefully 
examined. 

. It is probable that a communist organized strike could 
be employed in Japan to hamper shipment of automotive - 
vehicles and parts; most of the RVN truck fleet is Japan- 
ese made. The LSTs on which the-Americans depend'in SEA 
are operated by Japanese contractors. 

In the Philippines, a resurgent Hukbalahap movement was 
laying plans for widespread disorders and sabotage 'against 
the government and American facilities in the event the 
war in SEA is expanded. 

In Burma, efforts to subvert and coerce the government 
of Ne Win into a policy of passive cooperation with Peking 
continued to bear fruit. It appe,ars likely that the Red 
Chinese Army would be warmly welcomed by important members 
of the Burmese government in the event it becomes expedient 
to make such a move. Individuals who'might oppose. Chinese 
entry could be quickly disposed of. 

During the winter of 1964-65 developments occurred 
rapidly in Southeast Asia as Peking countered US/RVN air 
strikes against the Pathet Lao and North Vietnam by the 
introduction of MIGs into Laos and North Vietnam flown by 
"volunteer" pilots, supported by Chinese technicians. As 
the number of American advisors in SouthVietnam increased 
to over 25,000 with ten foreign flags providing token 
assistance in Saigon the DRV proceeded with the buildup of 
regular PAVN forces in South Vietnam. Moving across Laos, 
over the DMZ and by junk along the coast, three brigades 
of PAVN infiltrated the six northern provinces of South 
Vietnam, In December a major ground engagement occurred in 
which PAVN and VC units employed antiaircraft, light 
artillery and recoilless weapons to inflict a major defeat 
on the RVN. 

In a pitched battle north'of Hue, South Vietnamese 
forces, supported by US air, were forced into a retreat 
resulting in over a thousand casualties and loss of several 
hundred weapons. Concurrent terrorist activity in the south- 
ern delta region took a heavy toll among district, and pro- 
vince leaders and American advisors with the RVN. Anum- 
ber of RVN/US piloted air strikes against military targets 
in the DRV were interdicted by MIGs flying from North 
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Vietnamese fields. 

i - 

On Christmas day the VC used pack-howitzers for a half 
hour shelling of Saigon from across the river. 

RVN leadership continued to be riven by apathy and dis- 
unity, and the dispute between Buddhists and Catholics 
continued to smolder. An increasing number of intellec- 
tuals and military commanders favored a negotiated settle- 
ment and some kind of collaboration with the National 
Liberation Front; the majority of the generals were be- 
lieved to lean strongly toward major US air strikes 
against North Vietnam. 

In January under guidance from Peking and Hanoi the 
National Liberation Front announced the establishment of 
a Provisional Peoples Government (PPG) in South Vietnam 
which was promptly recognized by the CPR, the USSR and all 
other Socialist nations. Nguyen Van Hieu, the PPG Foreign 
Minister, announced from the PPG Embassy in Prague that he 
was assured of the backing of all responsible factions in 
South Vietnam "except the Fascists" and was prepared to 
sit down at a reconvened Geneva Conference. 

The Poles, Russians and Indians were anxious to convene 
the meeting but the UK blocked action. 

In spite of urgings from the French and many neutrals, 
the United States resisted pressures toward the conference 
table and accelerated the tempo and scope of attacks 
against infiltration routes and camps in the Laos pan- 
handle and against military targets in North Vietnam, 
mainly training camps, storage depots and communications 
centers. At the same time additional US antiaircraft 
units were introduced into South Vietnam and Laos, al- 
though no communist aircraft had as yet been employed 
against targets in these countries. In early February RVN 
high command announcements that mines had been laid in the 
approaches to the ports of Haiphong, Hon Gay and Cam Pha 
were confirmed by observers and intelligence sources which 
indicated that extensive mine fields had been sown from 
the air by planes of the United States Seventh Fleet. The 
mines were equipped with delay fuzes, allowing sufficient 
time for shipping to quit the blockaded ports after 
the warning. Despite the warning, a Polish freighter 
delivering a cargo of machine parts to Haiphong 
sank following an explosion in the entrance channel. 
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Communist response to this new imperialist aggression 
took similar form. In late February a US destroyer enter- 
ing the port of Saigon was holed by an electric mine plant- 
ed byOgvfrogmen and sunk, partially blocking the harbor to 
shipping. There were twenty-two casualties and a tremen- 
dous hue and cry in the American controlled press. 

On 26 February the-president of the United States ad- 
dressed a special joint session of Congress to announce de- 
barkation of a US Marine expeditionary force and the 
establishment of permanent US base facilities' at Da Nang 
in South Vietnam, the planned airlift of a US Army brigade 
to the Mekong River in Thailand and the fact that in the 
future the United States would strike selected industrial 
as well as military targets in North Vietnam in retalia- 
tion for major VC terrorism and sabotage in South Vietnam. 
He stated that these actions were being taken under 
emergency powers granted him by the'US Congress, Article 
51 of the UN Charter and protocol agreementsof the South- 
east Asian Treaty. 

The American President used aerial 'photographs to "prove" 
that Chinese Army Forces were building up in thevicinity ':- 
of Nanning, that extensive road and airfield construction 
was underway in Northern Laos paving the way for Chinese 
Ynvasion" and asserted his intelligence had reports that 
a Chinese light division was in the process of:moving into 
Laos traveling by night, 
day. 

digging in under camouflage by 
The American intelligence is wrong for in fact, only 

Chinese construction units are currently in the area. 
Johnson further asserted that the buildup of Red Chinese 
bomber aircraft on fields in south China and the recent 
movement of six Whiskey Class Chinese submarines into 
waters off Hainan'Island were considered to be provocative 
and threatening, 

Our intelligence indicated that the United States was 
beginning a buildup of logistic support personnel in both 
Vietnam and Thailand and construction of a POL pipeline ' from Bangkok north using material previously stockpiled at 
Korat. There was also evidence that lighterage of various 
types suitable for discharge under unimproved beach and 
harbor conditions was being shifted to SEA from Okinawa, 
the Philippines and the United States. 

There were no signs that the United States had begun 
mobilization of additional ground forces or that any major 
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augmentation had occurred in air or mercantile fleets. 

. 

The Soviet position in' SEA continued to be ambiguous as 
reports from Hanoi indicated delays in the delivery of 
promised POL, industrial and electronic equipment from the 
USSR. Intelligence from European sources indicated that 
Khrushchev was planning a political move in conjunction 
with the GDR which would reopen the question of control 
over the access routes to West Berlin. This would pose 
serious problems for the United States and its NATO allies. 

It appeared that the Soviets were preparing a series of 
diplomatic moves designed to seize the limelight from 
Peking in the eyes of Communist and neutral nations while 
avoiding direct involvement in the SEA confrontation. On 
15 March a joint Soviet-East German announcement was made 
involving the si.Gning of a "full-scale" peace treaty 
"sometime in May with the concurrent withdrawal of three 
Soviet divisions from the European satellites. Ulbricht 
stated that the GDR will assume complete control of the 
Berlin access routes on May Day. On 20 March a United 
States military train carrying dependents was halted "due 
to track damage" between Frankfurt and-Berlin and the 
passengers held for two days during negotiations. On 
25 March a Pan American passenger flight into Berlin had 
a near collision in the air corridor with a Soviet MIG. 
US public opinion was emotionally aroused over the 
incident. 

Reactions to date in the world press have been mixed 
with a mounting wave of apprehension, particularly in 
Europe,,that the United States may be embarking on the 
hazardous road toward World War III. 

This view is not shared by Comrade Mao who is of the 
opinion that the Americans will come to the conference 
table before the danger of general war or even of 
limited war in SEA becomes much greater. Using air and 
naval forces, the United States may well escalate the 
level of attacks against North Vietnam; however, the 
imperialists will cfonsider long and hard before becoming . 
embroiled in a ground struggle against both the DRV/VC 
and the CPR. This is the certainty they face as the level 
of DRV/VC forces rises in South Vietnam and the RVN 
sustain defeat after defeat. 

It is believed that the progressive buildup of DRV 
forces in the northern provinces of South Vietnam, the 
escalation of terrorist tactics by the Viet Cong 
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against government administrators, US advisors and con- 
tinued subversive efforts among the opposition factions 
within South Vietnam will gradually create the environ- 
ment for fruitful negotiations. The United States is 
under pressure from the French and other Western powers I 
who are anxious to develop full commercial relations 
with Peoples' China. 

Nevertheless, recent developments make it appear that 
the criminal elements in Washington and Saigon are 
fascinated with the idea of expanding the civil war with 
a blow against North Vietnam. Reactionary Vietnamese 
interests who direct the conflict have evidently con- 
vinced the Americans that such an offensive policy will ' 
shift world attention away from failures in South 
Vietnam and rally Western support for a crusade against 
Hanoi and Peking. This will turn out to be an unprofit- 
able~enterprise. for.t~e:capit~ll;isS.8f; 

While it is true that the spread of communism is 
inexorable and that eventually the present strategy 
will prevail, it is also apparent that the potential 
gains from a more overt and aggressive military 
strategy outweigh the risks. 

If the imperialists back down in the face of increased 
military pressure rather than risk the commitment of 
major ground forces , possibilities are immediately opened 
for negotiation from strength --thus validating past Com- 
munist gains and strengthening the image of Peking at the 
expense of Moscow and Washington. 

If the United States continues to escalate the war 
centrifugal fears and forces will shake the Western 
alliance; the emerging nations will be alienated from 
the West by such a policy and Khrushchev will be forced 
either to follow Peking's initiative or to expose the * 
full extent of Soviet revisionism, In either case 
Peking will be strengthened in the eyes of communists 
throughout the world. The air and submarine fleets of 
Peoples' China are not improving as they.become older 
and the cadres of battle trained ground fighters are not 
enlarging. 'Adequate petroleum and other resources are 
available to support initial phases of a major ground 
war in SEA if this'becomes necessary. ' 

During the last several days it has again become evi- 
dent that rivalry and jealousy among the RVN leadership 
and between the countless political factions of that 
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country is unresolved. Tensions which have been surpres- 
sed since the riots of last summer have given way to 
violence and thousands of Buddhists are once again rioting 
in Da Nang, Saigon and Hue. It is rumored that Minh has 
withdrawn from the ruling triumvirate and with the backing 
of Khiem has demanded that Khanh resign his powers. It is 
believed that the military are sharply divided and good 
prospects exist for civil war. 

Based on events of the past eight months and the current 
volatile situation,,Mao TseQtung-reached the coficIusion 
that further deterioration of conditions in Southeast 
Asia makes it advantageous for the CPR to overtly inter- 
vene in Southeast Asia with ground, sea and air forces to 
terminate permanently the imperialistic influence there. 
Accordingly, he announced that the current situation 
required a review of Red Chinese objectives and strategy 
applicable to the Western Pacific, particularly Southeast 
Asia and directed on 1 April that the following actions 
be accomplished at once: 

a. Review and record the broad objectives of the 
CPR in Southeast Asia and the general strategy that 
should be followed to accomplish these objectives. 

b. Determine the specific actions that the CPR 
and the DRV should take regarding the existing situation 
in Southeast Asia in the near term. 

c. Prepare for possible future use a broad strategic 
plan for the employment of CPR, DRV, Pathet Lao and Vie-t; 
Cong forces in 'over-running and liberating all of Southeast 
Asia. Also determine the time of year that would be most 
advantageous for the execution of this plan. 

It is now 1 April 1965. 
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SIGMA 11-64 

GAME MESSAGES 

The game messages contained in this Tab are shown in 

chronological sequence by Move and by color team within 

each Move. The Blue Team messages appear first, followed 
' by the Red Team messages. Control Team messages, including 

Scenario Projections, are interspersed among the respective 

color team messages chronologically as they were generated. 

. 
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MESSAGE NO. 1 

FROM BLUE _ TO CONTROL MOVE NO. ? -- 

REFERENCE Blue initi21 scenario DTG 8 September 19~4 
I 

1. Rkquest info concerning numbers a-id categories of 
targets struck by aircraf-i clearly identifiable as US 
during the winker 196b and spring 1965. 

2. If US aircraft ?rere not used, except Farmgate, list 
the use of VNAF 2nd Farmgate aircraft. 

3. We assume the attacks on targets in NVN were 
retaliatory in nature and that those against targets in 
the Laos panhandle were designed to impede the flow of 
supplies into SVN. Is this assumption correct? __ __._ _-- _cL___e_ ___-__ __.-.m---_--~-c---.- ____ -__- I_ _ .- - 

MESSAGE NO. 1 

TO Blue MOVE NO. I 

1. a. During fall 
NVN were flown by 
successful were 

1964 all '15 air strikes against 
Farmgate/RVN. The three most 

(1) HAMRONG and railroad bridge north of Vinh 
i17O 391; 1~060 3PE.) Out of service for three 
weeks. Restored on 50% basis. 

(2) J&U GIA PASS military camp near NVN/LAOS 
border (17O 40'; 105' 46*E). Estimated ten blgs 
destroyed with some personnel casualties and three 
trucks. , 

(3) Tchepone Complex - Damage to outside 
storage, personnel and estimated eight vehicles. - 
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- , - --- -- - -- - _ 
b. During the winter, there were 18 strikes against 

targets in NVN and Laos by RVN and US marked aircraft. 
Principal successes were achieved at: 

Xaun Mai (20' 53 TN; 105' 35rE) 338th Inf 
bldgs numerous personnel casualties. 

Six US air attacks at night against troop 
locations in NVN. 
as US. 

Planes probably not identified 

(3)US sor'-ies 
supportitig PAVb. brigades engaged in SVN i?orth of 

against targets of opportunity 
HUE. 

(1;) RVIU' aircraft continued periodic strikes 
against troop and communications targets in Laos 
with poor to negligible effect. 
lost. ' Three aircraft 

7 )!IIG air defense was relatively ineffective 1 ' RVN%.rCraft was destroyed over NVN, three were damaged 
severely by ground fire. 
aircraft. No US losses. 

Two IMIGs were damaged by US 

3* All attacks except those aimed at tarpets of 
tactical opportunity were in retaliation foF terrorism 
and sabatoge by VC/DRV in SVN. 

, , -. . . 
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MESSAGE KO. 2 

FROX BLUiE TO CONTROL MOVE NO. I 

RIWERENCE Blue initial scenario DTG 8 Sept. 

Request size ol" the US Ka-rine ExDeditionary Force which , 
the Pyesiden t announced had 
announcemen% was made on 26 _ ____ , - 

.̂ - --,-- -  ̂

gone ashore at Da Nang. The , s 
Febrvary . - _ -- 

._ __ _. ,. - -- - - . . . ___-. - .-- .I I. e. 

SECRET - BiC)FOR~ MESSAGE MO. 3 

MOTJE NO. I 
, , ~ROMCONT~OL TO l%UE 

Your Nsg No. 2 
DTG 8 September 1964 

. 
The force ashore at DANANG is a Marine Expedftlonary 

Brigade. It is composed of one regimental.lan$lng team, 
one Marine Air Group and necessary sup?ort+ng broops. 
T?ne tozal personnel strength of the force 1s 12,000. 
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. MESSAGE NO. 3 

FZOM BLUE TO CONTROL MOVE NO, I 

REFERENCE Blue hitial Scenario DTG 9 Sept 1964 

1. - . _.- -- ailti-aircra"" - __ _ HOW many and what kind of US 
ICI units are in SVN and Laos? Where are they? 

3 : what is up zh logisticsupport personnel how many units of what the status of build 
kxnd? Is this continuing according to'a plan? 
the plan? ?f?hat is . 

3. HOW much lighterage of what kind has been, and is 
being sent to SEA? ' 

' -* - _ - .- _- \, 

--SECRgT - NOFORM MESSAGE NO, 4 ’ 

gqO>l CONTROL TO BLUE MOVE NO. I 

DTG 9 Sep 64 

-I Reference page---‘ . - - ~-7 Blue Scenario 
- . - . 

Laos'and substitute Thailand therefor.' line 5 ;.ple&e delete 

2. US antiaircraft units deployed as of 1 April were 
as follows: , 

a. 1 Marine AA Bn (HAWK) to DANANG. 

b. 1 Army AA Bn (HAWK) to SAIGON. 

c. 1 Army AA Bn to KORAT. 
3. The units listed below closed in Thailand by 

1 April +965: -- n - . TQ&s completes the planned deployment', -4 . w -_ -- - as 01 I fql%lL. (See C;ontrol Message IVU J be I, for tactical and support personnel deployed t; Fietn&.) 

1 Terminal Service Company 

1' Engineer Combat Bn 
._ * -_ F--.4. .Blue -----Ip . 

. _ - _ __ 
;- . 

, 
. , 

I 

i a 
i 

I  
-  ___- -  -  

.  ’ 
i 

’ I 
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T-l -7 
wi. - LY 

. .__ _ .., 
i 

-- -r-‘- .____ __ : - ---: --. _-- _______ - --__ 

2 Army Security Agency Platoons " 

1 Hq and Hq Det, Signal Group 
1 #Signal Bn, Corps 

. 1 Radio Relay Platton, VHF ; 

9th Logistical Command Augmentation: 

1 

1 

1 

. 1 

2 

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

Engineer Det, GG, Water Purification 

Provisional Medical Service Unit 

Medical Det, Helicopter Ambulance 
. 

Military Police Det 

Military Police Platoon 

Ordnance Company, Dir Spt 
Ordnance Company, Field Supply 

Ordnance De-i;, _ Explosives Disposal 

QM Co, Division Support 

Sig Bn, Sup and Main-t 

Hq and Hq Det, Sup and Maint 

Signal Co, Fwd 

Signal Co, Depot 

Transportation Corps Light Truck Co 

TC Helicopter Co (H 37) , 

TC Det, Movement Control 

AG Postal Unit 

&. Nineteen (19) LCM 8s closed at BANGKOK prior to 
1 April. Four.(4) LCU 2s closed SUBiC BAY by same date. 
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MESSAGE NO. I!. , 

3, 

pROK BLUX TO CONTROL ~MOVE No. 1: 

REFERENCE' BLUE Initial Scenario DTG 10 Sept 1964 

What Is air order of battle in NVN? 

Io2a-L fields are used? . 
What is control mechanism used? 

. . 

SECRET - NOFORN 

FROIvf Co~ntrol . To Blue 

REFERENCE Your Msg No. 4, Move I 

. , 
I 

MESSAGE NO. 6 
i # 

MOVE NC. 3: , 
I 

DTG LO Sep"c 1964 

1. The air 013 of ,NVN is as listed on page E-5 of -t;he 
Fat-t Book wF-i;h augmentateon as shown below: 

August 1964 - 36 MIG 15s a-i; PHUC YEN 

Winter 1964.5. 36 MIG 17s a-t; CAT Pi Airfield af; ' , 
HAI PHONG . 

2, All airfieldslis-i;ed on the North Vietnam Terrain 
and Transportation Map (28545 CIA 4-60) are being used by 
-t;he GVN plus the new field a-i; PHUC YEN. The fields a-t; 
PHUC YEN and HAI PHONG are the major fields now in use, . 

3* Prior to 1 April -i;he CHICOMs deployed sL?ficienf; TOKEN 
and ROCK C.JUW radars to INVN to provide for minimal re- 
qudrements 
men% at PH6C YEN is adequate for %ac%ical opera-i;ions. 

tiCeXigence indicates that GCI Contr01 equlp- 

i I - " . 

. . . . . , - .- . - , . _ _ Ii . . , 

a... _  __ 
. _  

- . __ 

F-44f31ue _ _ ; - - - .- . 
- - _.----/ 1 ‘  _  . ,,; __ -‘l 

, 
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PiESSAGE NO. 5 .' 

e-r , 

F-+Blue 
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, . .,. . 

d, &w&ted by"the GV&$ 2nd the Lao 2nd Thai Governments 
2s ;2pprop&.te, d&y "Lhe - . 

flotj,r af vc support into SUN. 

F,L&Blue, 
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rnSS~GE NO. 6 - 
: 
1 , 
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-.. -- ._ . . .- -. .- ..- -... . . 
. . . . 

3. UrgC?i?-i;ly SfZek SOL2VZUXl a ’ s support for * introduc*tion of 
US (AWN and Thai) forces (alternatively, an international ,’ . .‘e .L ;;cge’ LLlbO bke Tcheponc area to reduce infiltration into 

4.a Rc’sist au. Pressures for an internatioi2af conference 
arguing that a ne% si-kuation has beefi xreated by Communist , 
ac%ions j that US recourse ,in first instance is to UN and to.. 
existing regional security arrangements, but that Lf necessary 
the US and the GVN will continue to take unilateral action.1 ’ 
Only after intei~national or uniiateral defensive actions have 
cawed Communist side to comply wLth Geneva Accords of 195& 
and 1962 wil.1 US be wi3ling to parti&ate in an international 
conference o 

Te Conduct major diplomatic campai&ns with. US aLlies ai@ 
important i?dI”tECS to convilzce them 02 correctness of US 
case, lbd.ted ~h~.tzacte~ of US objectives3 and need fo&&t’y 1 
in face of possdble majo:- 
Also conduct major 

overt aggression by Comznunists, l 
these 7 +w2s Q 

InlernzLFonal information campaign albni * . 
-me- , 

6 I) Comrmnica-i;e P+ - .dmteiy to the DRV the warning that 
mi,litary jwessures- ~7623. 
stalla~tiok will beg’ 

rise f -that attacks on industrial itiv 
. ceases Lts sup-OOTC 

-m and wi3.1 be continued ‘until the D.RV. 
’ for -i-&z insurgency in Laos and SVN and ’ 

withdraws itsYid.itary forces from the two iouihies. ’ 
7* Communicate privately with Co.mmus?ist China at IVcxw~ . . 

warning against CHICOX introduction of forces into Laos or 
SVN pointing out that ina such ai event it would be most 
unlikely 

: 
that the military struggle would be long confined 

to the Indochina mainland o Point to dangers ‘involved ‘iti 
mounting exchange between DRV and US/GVN which may soon 
involve al.1 major 
China, in a war 

participants in the area, including Communi’st 

mainland O 
of major proportions Lnvolving the Chinese 

Jndi cate that we have noted military exercises ih 
North Korea and warn CHICOMS that in the event of renewal 
of hostilities in Korea they can anticipate that the US 
resgoilse wiZ3 incl.ude utilization of al.1 weapons required ’ 
to kounter the aggressions Warn that if .CHICOMS should 
introduce’ forces ixto Cambodia, US will not stand idly .by. 
In these discussions, and otherwise as appropriate, make * ’ 
clear that *the US cannot accept an iiAustrian-typeTi so?,ution 
for North end South Vietnam. (Such a solution would, preclude 
outside niilitary assistance to the GVL ) ’ 

F-lb-.BltX 
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8, Sead message to USSR reiterating that US has no 
quarrel with USSR in SEA and descx3bkg limited chaxx-ier 
of US objectives. Exp-ressizg ho?e that it will refrain 
.Lt- +om sending its shi?min 9. b in-to mzned DRV 73orts and use 
iinfliience with ocher- &as-h a2ropean coun-tries to do the 
same , Recpes-i; USSR to counse7, DW to cease the daqprous 
course upon v~hich it is enbarl;ed. 

9. Warn Cambodians that if -Lhey pe3iG CHICON military 
forces to be deployed to their territory, US will not s$~nd 
idly by. 
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Actions to Provide Political Stability to SVN Govt. 

1. Conciliate diverse anti-Communist groups by urging 
effective participation of these political elements in 
appropriate government processes. 

2. ACTION: Message to Embassy Saigon, 

Infuse Americans, 
well as acceptable third 

both military and civilian, as 
country nationals more deeply in- 

to the Vietnamese Governmental structure at all levels 
order to improve the efficiency of GVN operations (both in 
military and civilian). These advisors must operate tact- 
fully and behind the scenes, but they should become actual 
partners in the decision-making and implementing process 
at all levels from the central government to the district. 
In addition, they will also serve in an on-the-job in- 
structional capacity. 

3. ACTION: Message to Country Team Saigon and implement- 
ing instructions to Washington Departments; messages to US 
Embassies in appropriate third countries. 

After obtaining from the SVN Government with maximum 
celerity a request for the introduction of US ground com- 
bat military forces into the Saigon area for security pur- 
poses, announce publicly this fact and the US agreement 
to this request. This task force, the 187th BDE, will be deployed to Tan Son Nhut without delay, from Okinawa with 
the use of massed airlift. First elements will arrive on 
D+l and air lifted echelon (1200 men) will close D+3. 
Unit will act as a security and reserve force. In addi- tion, this unit will be available to provide political sta-. 
bility to the government by bolstering the anti-Communist 
forces and politically intimidating any potential neutral- 
ist coup group. 

4. ACTION: 
COMUSMACV.' 

Messages to CINCPAC, Embassy Saigon and 

Secure the lives of the Senior RVN officials. 

Political, Economic and Psychological Actions Within South 
Vietnam, Laos, and Thailand. 

Continue and intensify where feasible, all political, 
economic and psychological actions within South Vietnam, 
Laos, and Thailand to strengthen the prospects for viable, 
stable, pro-Western oriented governments and to insure 
that these governments can control and receive the support 
of the peoples of the respective countries. 

F-12-Blue 
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SUMMARY OF MILITARY ACTIONS 

1. Logistics build-up in SEA. 

a. Prepare base for units now deployed. 

b. Support expanded operations, if necessary. 

2. North Vietnam 

target& 
Increase intensity of air attacks on military 

b, Be prepared to attack selected industrial targets. .a 
c. Continue and increase tempo of Mar Ops. 

3, Laos 

a. Continue FAR/NEUTRAL operations. 

b, Prepare for combat operations in Panhandle. 

4. Thailand 

a. Army forces 8 
One US Abn Div closes D+35 days. 
One US Army Inf Div closes D+30 days. 
One US Army Inf Div closes D+60 days. 
Four Thai Div in place. 
One Philippine BN closes D-t30 days. 

b. Air Force 

One FIS (-) closes D+l day. 
Two TFS close D+2 days. 

5. South Vietnam 

a. GVN forces continue operations as at present. 

b. US forces presently in country will continue 
operations at present scale. 

c, US Army forces 

One Abn BDE 
First echelon closesD+l day. 
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Air echelon closes D+3 days 
Sea echelon closes D-t-20 days 
One Inf Div closes D+60 days 

d. US Marine Corps 

MEF (full) closes D+35 days 

e. US Air Force 

Two TBS close D+3 days 
One TRTF closes D+l day 
Three TCS (M) in place 
One FIS closes D+l day 

6. Hawaii 

One US Army Abn Div closes D-t-45 days 

7. WESTPAC 

a. US Marines 

One Marine Div/Wg Team closes D+50 days. 

b. US Air Force 

Ten TFS close Dtl8 days 
8. US Navy 

a. Conduct ASW operations to search for and track 
six CHICOM subs. 

b. Additional Attack Carrier Gp close South China 
Sea D-t16 days. 

c. ASW carrier group to Japan area closes Dt20 days. 

9. Authority to use tactical nuclear weapons not given 
to CINCPAC. 

MILITARY ACTIONS 
1. On 1 April we would initiate measures through 

the Department of State to explain to our Allies and. ,)I. . 
1 * 

'; 
friends the dangers to us all of 

-ss F-l&Blue 
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232 addition to the ‘oofi’~irlg, 
operaticas of mar0-p 3 

we would intensify 3-h A I _.- 
_ _ psychologlcal‘warfare, incitiding use -'- 

bf sab&kg& and propagai-ida teams as psychologidal~f Port -6 - js 
harass the authorities and cause them to institute harsher 

i control lmeasures o-n the populace. 
an attitude of non-cooperation, 

This might help create 
which could be exploited in : ' 

a passive, disorganized resistance sense. _. - . ^_ . _ _ - - .- .--. -. .- 2 
In regard to the specific cp~eries of the scenario 

p-g, LO), :"e will: 

I?-1643lue 
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FRO34 CONTROL TO BLUE 
we 

KOVE RO. 
J-L 

ACTUAL DATE 14 Sep 64 

BLUE SCENARIO PROJNTION 

It is now 14j April 1965. 

After discussing the planning groups recommendations 
with Congre s s'i onal leaders of both parties, and receiving 
their backing, the Presiden t on the evening of 1 flpril 
approved the group?s recommendations. Concurrently, he 
directed the Cabinet to start taking the actionsre- 
quired for immediate implementation. On the evening of 
2 April he announced his decision to the nation pointing 
out the continuation of the Communist led aggression 
against the free countries of Southeast Asia and the threat 
it constituted to free men everywhere* Me announced the 
declaration of a national emergency and that necessary 
mobilization would be accomplishedu ITe scated that large 
contingents of US air, g- round and naval forces had been 
alerted for early movement to Southeast Asia0 The 
President declared that US naval aircraft were, even 
then, in the process of attacking enemy airfields and 
that such attacks would continue until Hanoi and Peking 
ceased their support and tiiirection of operatkns against, 
their neighbors, 

Based on the PresidenVs deci,sion all elements of the 
government immediately swung into action* Early on 2 April 
CINCPAC initiated movement of the L'Jjd Brigade from Okinawa 
to Tan Son Nhui; o Other movements commenced and plans for 
the movement of other forces were finalized. (See Annex A, 
Deployment Information) 

CINCPAC on being advised of the President's refusal to 
delegate authority for the Mmediate employment of tactical 
nuclear weapons sent the following message to the JCS: 

: lo The movement of CHICON ground forces toward 
their southern border would place them in position to 
make rapid massive cross-border moves4 Should these 
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moves commence, our capability to stop them effectively 
prior to deep penetration into Laos, Thailand or Burma 
lies in the Zimely use of tactical nuclear Tqeapons. I 
will make specific request to you for Presidential 
authorization upon first definite indication of such 
mbvernentO 

Y2, in vie91 of necessity to maintain sui-iable 
general war posture already degraded by movement of 
attack carriers to SE Asia area, feel iti imperative 
that my theater airlift blithheld for general war 
purposes not be committed to SE Asia deployments. 

‘1’3 0 I intend to direct COMUSNACV to assume title 
and functionsof CONUSSEASIA and establish headquarters 
at Bangkok on 3 Ap1-i.1~~~ 

As.announced by the President, aircraft from the US 
Seventh Fleet struck the NVN airfields at-HAL PEOIYG 
and PHUC YEN together \qith their air defense installations 
on 2 April,, The enemy rrJas successful in launching some 
of his aircraft prior to the arrival of US aircraft over 
the target but many VJere caught on the ground* Post-strike 
reconnaissance revealed that 21 MEG aircraft had.been 
destroyed and that major damage had been inflicted on the 
fields, Airfield reconnaissance on 3 April revealed no 
aircraft on any of the DRV fields other than those de- 
stroyed or damaged on previous raids* hFurther reconnais- 
sance was unsnccessful in Locating the enemy air, The US 
lost 5 aircraft during the attacks on 2 April. 

Concurrent rqith its military action the US initiated 
z$+,"zatic actions around the world, Ambassador Stevenson 

-- ' for an ilmmediate meeting of the Security Council and 
sought to have the DRV and the Chinese Communists condemned 
for their aggression in Laos and SVK After several days 
of debating and parliamentary maneuvering the USSR employed 
its veto power to kill the action. The UK supported the 
US in its efforts but France abstained. Although unsuc- 
cessful over-all, the UN action gave the US a platform 
to reiterate its ultimate objectives in Southeast Asia 
and the fact that it; would continue military pressures on 
NVN so long as aggression against SVN and Laos continued, 
Following the defeat of the US motion, the USSR attempted 
to have the SC condemn -Lhe US for its C'deliberatively 
provactive acts against the DRVY The Soviet motion alas 
defeated tnJithout requiring the use of a US veto, Further 
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action within the UN was not considered to have a chance 
for success0 Therefore, tl?e US did not carry the case 
to the WC-A, 

Discussions within SEATO were unrewarding. The US, 
RLG and GVN informal proposal that the SEATO Trea;;ebe 
invoked found both France and Pakistan opposed. 
latter recommended that a formal proposal not be made as 
they would be forced to decline. Both Australia and New 
Zealand indicated a M.llingness to furnish assistance up 
to their SEATO commitment if satisfactory command ar- 
rangements outside the SEATO fr,amerrrork could be agreed 
upon 0 The UK *due to other commitments stated it could 
be of Zittle assistance. _ 

Talks on 2 A‘pril with Souvanna found him reluctant to . 
agree to Thai/Us/ARVN forces moving into the panhandle, 
We stated this:, as a direct violation of Accords, would 
probably result in renewed Pathet Lao activity in all 
areas* He agreed to cross border operations from SVN 
and contirrued armed reconnaissance0 Re requested as-- 
surance of support for holding the existing positions 
in the PDJ area0 

On the same day talks with Thai officials revealed 
that -they were not ready to agree to joint US/Thai 
operations across the Xekongo They would consider such 
actZon onlr_y Lf US deployments and combat operations in 
KVN and Laos were unsuccessful in causing the DRV to stop 
its support of the Viet Gong and Pathet Lao and only 
after US forces deploying to Thailand had closed0 The 
Thais requested support and equipment for new units that 
are to be organized and trained by GOT, 

Following the Presidential declaration and the US air 
strikes against NVN, Chiang Kai-shek advised the US 
Gove r rime n t that he was prepared to place substantial forces 
at US disposal for employT2ent either in Southeast Asia 
or against mainland China. Reports of US advisors during 
the period 3-15 April indicated that Chiang was stepping 
up his raids against the mainland although he gave no0 
i*&2ing of this to the US in his official communications. 

US efforts to obtain international support for its 
actions were embarrassed by France and India as we11 as 
others of the neutralist bloc. The French renewed their 
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earlier demands for a conference on Southeast Asia* AS a first stage the -French, supported by India, proposed 
an immed<ate foreign minister ConfeiwXe *of the 

affected by the conflict in Southeast Asia@ nations most 
conference would be designed This 

to work out a cease fire 
and to make necessary arrangements for a large Geneva 
type conference0 As of 15 April the French proposals had received little support among western countries&but were 
strongly supported by the communist and neutralist blocs. 
The US threat of a possible severing of di relations with countries that recognized t i! 

lomatic 
e 

to do more harm than good@ 
PPG appeared 

Due to the statements of 
resentment which 2oZlowed in its wake, it was not stressed 
in subsequentUS bilateral negotiations. 

US-CHICON discussions at &rsaw during the period 
April produced nothing new. The CHICOXs continued to 

3-6 
label the US the aggressor and to disclaim responsibility 
for events in SBL--US warnings 
sible use of nuclear weapons in 
to the press in &pan and other 
CHICOI% stated this was typical 
they stressed the racial theme* 
discussed in the Japanese 'press - 

with regard to-the pas- " 
Korea were quickly leaked 
countries within Asia. The 
of white imperialists; 

The problem was widely 
Comnxnist and non-Communist,held 

and various groups,both 
public meetings' to 

protest against the US use of nuclear weapons. 
were conducted outside all US bases. Demonstrations 

Within the Diet 
Socialist/Communist elements proposed that US combat' 
forces be required to leave 3apan, A workers strike at 
US bases scheduled for 11-12 April was recognized by ap- 
proximately forty percent of the workers0 On 15 April 
the GO; delivered a note to the US stating that the 
e:mpl.oyment of nuclear weapons in Southeast Asia or Korea 
could place an unbearable-burden on US/GOS relations and 
would imperil US base rights in Japan. 

Reaction from the USSR followed close on L?.,: h.tie3.s of 
the 2 April actions, Pravda on 3 April published a 
lengthy denunciation by Khrushchev of the US action, The 
a&i&e quoted the Soviet Premier as stating that the 
USSR stood side by side with the DRV and would provide it 
assistance in order that it might defend inself, On 6 April, Secretary Rusk was advised by the British Ambassador that 
the USSR had made a secret appeal to the UK pointing outi 
the extreme danger in the SEA situation. The Soviet 
representative stated his country desired to continue 
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advances made betweel- ‘7 East and West but that progress 
was now jeopardized. He stated the USSR had no alternative, 
but to support both the DRV and the CHICOMs. He implied 
strongly that the USSR would prefer not to be forced into 
this closer cooperation. The Soviet representative re- 
quested that the UK intercede with the US in the interest 
of %orld peace and future humanity? 

Following the air strikes of 2 April indicators lyere 
constantly watched for evidence that Hanoi was halting 
its offensive, There were none* On the contrary VC 
activity wi;.hin SVN irxzediately increased and from 
its dormant position the Pathet Lao suddenly came alive. 
On 3 April the. FL renewed operations against the territory 
gained by the rxs '-h-test; Operation Triangle in l%l;. The 
US supported Souvannags Forces by making numerous air 
attacksagainst the ?L. 

In SaQon the VC suddenly changed its -Lactics with 
regard to the passage of POL products and non-attack 
of POL sLorage tanki. On I+ April the VC attacked the 
POL bulk storage tanks at Saigon using mortars, pack 
howitzers and recoilless rifles. Approximately 25 
percent of the storage capacity was destroyed0 
Simultaneously, the VC started attacking and destroying 
both barges and highway tank cars. A temporary dis- 
ruption of POL distribution resulted and after 4 April 
it was necessary for an armed escort to accompany each 
FOL transport vehicle. 

Throughout SVN the VC stepped up its activity with 
emphasis on acts of sabotage against the US forces- 
Th; assqc ,,sination of GVN administrators continued. 
Roads were mined. Ambushes made it increasingly dif- -* 
ficu3-r; for anything to move outside the cities. Company 
and battalion size engagements with GVN forces became 
almost a daily occurrence at widely separated points 
within SVN a On 5 April a GVX battalion was ambushed in 
the Mekong Delta with heavy losses. Over 100 government 
iroops were killed and 150 weapons lost; VC losses were 
light. The tables were turned on 8 April when GVN forces 
engaged a large VC forces in the same area and killed ' 
or captured ‘73 of the enemy and secured a large number 
of weapons. 

Despite its lack of apparent effect on the VC, the US 
action slowed Sihanouk in his flirtation with the CHICONs. 
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On 5 April, Sihanouk leaked to the US Ambassador that he 
had been approached by the CIfICONs with a request to 
permit the Provisional Peoples Government of South Vietnam 
(PPG) I,o establish its headquarters in Phnom Penh. The 
request was refused. Similarly, efforts by the CPR to 
establish a military mission to Burma met with rebuff at 
Rangoon, However , intelligence reports indicate that 
CPR-Burmese talks continue on the subject. 

US photo reconnaissance of NVN picked up evidence of 
substantial vehicular movement from Red China on 7 April. 
Intensive reconnaissance efforts during the period T-15 
April revealed that an estimated CHiCON diviiion had 
moved by infiltration into NVN, The division by 15 April 
was widely dispersed northeast of Hanoi* Enemy AAA in the 
area has been intense indicating the possibility that the 
division was accompanied by CFIICOM AA units. 

Due to the failure of the DRV to halt iis aggression 
the US, on 7 April, launched heavy naval air attacks- 
against the POL storage tanks at Hai Phone and Hanoi. 
The attacks succeeded in destroying approximately 90 per- 
cent of the capacity at each location. Losses of US 
aircraft to enemy AA TrJ'ere heavy tvith 4 aircraft being 
lost at Hanoi and 3 at Hai Phong. 

During the night of 8-V April, the US supply instal- 
lation at Karat, Thailand was the object of sabotage. 
infiltrators eluded the guards and succeeded in destroy- 
ing by fire approximately 10 percent of the POL stored 
in the area. A substantial number of vehicles were made 
Fnoperative by placing sugar, dirt and trash in vehicle 
gas tanks. 

The following: night in Da Nan?. the US Marines' 
air strip was subjected to long range, but accurate, 
mortar fL,-e. The attack resulted in major damage to 
three fighter aircraft and 5 helicopters. i3y the txime 
US Marines and SVi!! soldiers reached the firing site, the 
VC had vanished into the night. The only thing found 
was empty cartons for US 4..2 inch mortar shells. On the 
same night the VC also placed long range mortar and re- 
coilless rifle fire on the air fields at Tan Son Nhut 
and Bien Hoa. A total of 12 aircraft were damaged by these 
attacks. 
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After the second US air strike the watch was again in- 
creased for evidence that Hanoi had P'received the message." 
However, no such evidence was found. Again, the contrary 
seemed to be true. VC activity did not diminish; instead, 
it appeared to increase. Activity in the two northern 
provinces of SVN which bad been heavy for some time now 
became even more in-tense. Interrogation of prisoners 
captured in the area indicated that the'D*RV was infilWat- 
ing a DRV division into these provinces and that it was 
scheduled to close by 1 May. Documents taken from enemy 
dead tended to conf5rm xhese statements. 

During the period l-8 April there were no additional 
developments G&h regard to US access to Berlin. However, 
the East German press continued to gloat over the forth- 
coming. peace treaty and the subsequent power that the GDR 
would have to control traffic through its territory. On 
9 April a Pan American pilot reported zhat he had sighted 
lar,pe quantities of heady construction equipment on the 
autobahn no-rthwest of Nagdeburg. The.equipment was in 
the vicinity of the Elbe River bridge and it appeared that 
pieces of the bridge had been removed although the floor- 
ing was still intact. 

During the entire period the US and GVN have conducted 
repeated air strikes against arms caches, VC camps and VC 
personnel within the Laos panhandle. The effects have 

, 

varied from zero to 100 percent for individual attacks 
but reconnaissance indicates that infiltratFon through 
the area is continuing0 Despite this and the renewed 
activity of the Pathet Lao, Souvanna has not agreed to 
the movement into the Tchepone area of US and Thai ground 
forces He continues 'io request US air support for his 
efforts against the PL and this has been provided. 

intelligence reports and .aerial reconnaissance indicates 
chat shipping; has continued to move into NVilT ports despite 
the US mines The DRV has conducted minesweeping: operations 
but, reportedly, with little success. The previous warn- 
ings as to the mine4 areas were repeated but on 13 April. 
- Polish ship disregarding the warning struck a mine while 
zntering Haiphong. . 

On 14. April the UL) S Launched a third major attack 
against NW. This effort was aimed at the ammunitipn 
depot and barracks at Phu Van and at the power plant at 
Hanoi. Both attacks were successful but again the co~ji; 
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to thk us was high. These attacks, 
ones, were made by naval aircraft, like the previous 
lost to enemy AA fire over Five aircraft were 

Hanoi and two over Phu Van. No enemy air was encountered and, since 2 April, 
craft have been found within NVN. no air- 

The Communist press world-wide screamed of the US 
i’aj--oCities;i following the latest US air raids and the 
damage to the Polish ship. Hsinhua stated flatly that 
the CPR would not stand idly by while the US committed 
open aggression against its socialist neighbor. The CPR representative at Warsaw advised the US Ambassador 
that his government considered the matter to be most 
serious and that i+- C, would not be intimidated by IJS 
demands and ;:fantastic lies!: 
state. He demanded that the 

regarding a poor underdeveloped 
and quit its illegal and 

WS leave Asia to the Asians': 
NVN . 

reckless raids against Laos and 
states 

The Soviet press and the press of other Communist 
also charged the US with aggression and called for 

the US to withdraw from S3A. On 15 April the US Ambassador 
to Poland was given a strong note of protest over the damage 
to Tolish shipping. Reparations TnTere demanded and as- 
surance that US interference with c'peaceful shipping'; 
would cease. 

The press In other parts of the world, 
of the neutralist areas, even in some 

by 15 April was strangely quiet 
with regard to the conflict. In some ways it appeared that much of world opinion had reached the conclusion 

* that the matter had to be settled and that it might 
as ~4.1 be now. 

FYthin s;VN -Lhe domestic situation had quited down 
considerably durin g the period l-45 April. 
period Khanh employed troops Early in the 
tions by both 

to control large demonstra- 
the Buddhists and the Catholics. 

seriousness As the 
of the international situation became apparent 

Khanh b?as successful in having further demonstrations by 
the religious factions cancelled- On the surface there is . 
calm; beneath the surface the turmoil continues. The mcrale of the GVN troops was bolstered by the US actions 
during the period. A propaganda move. by the VC on 10 
April offering amnesty to government forces that joitied 
the VC was met with jeers and had no effect on troop 
loyalty. 
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During the period l-l& April rumors persisted of WFX,"ON 
troop movements in the direction of Southeast Asia. 
US exploited all its resources to determine if such move- 
ments were taking place. By 15 April the fragments 
appeared to have jelled. At a special USTB meeting, 
the Board determined that: 

, a. Elements of the 54th Army, estimated to consist 
of at least one infantry division had closed in the 
YUNG WANG area on the Burmese border. (25°?J;a980E)s 

b. jZlement;s of the l.&th Army, consisiiing of an 
infantry division plus elements of a second division were 
located at SZEMIO on the Laotian border.(22'N; 101"E) 

c. Elements of the 3,31.1: Army, estimated to be 
reinforced infantry division were located in the Kaihwafu 
area on the DIN border. (23'N; 101;"E) s 

d. Previous reports of a CHICON infantry division 
within Laos were incorrect. The only CHICON troops 
located within Laos proper to date have been engineer 
and other construction troops. These troops have been 
engaged on road building and similar construction projects. 

. It is now 1200 on 12 April 1965. 

’ . 
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DEPLO-YHENT INFOR&QTTON 

1 As of 15 April the following deployments have been 
ac&&ished: 

a. Thailand 

(1) Army 
2 Bdes (5 BN) of the 25th Inf Div I 
1 Bde (3 BN) of the 82nd Abn Div 

(2) xix Force 
' One FIS (-) 

Two TFS 

b. South Vietnam 

(1) Army 
3_73rd Abn Bde (Air echelon) 

( 1 2 Earine Corps 
1 RLT/IQG of 3rd Ear Div 

(3) Air Force 
One TRTF 
One FLS 

c. WESTPAC 

Six TFS 

2. The schedule for deployment of the remaining forces 
is as follows: 

a. Thailand 

(1) Army 
25th Div Sea Echelon will complete unloading 

at Bangkok on 5 May 
82nd A3n Div I5 May 
1st Inf Div 30 iviay , 
Spt forces for 1st Inf Div 20 June 

b. South Vietnam 

(1) Army 
173rd Abn Bde Sea Echelon 20 April 
2nd T-i?f Div 25 May 
Spt forces for 2d Inf Div 15 June 
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(2) Narine CorW 
$EQ’ (-) 5 Ray 

c. b.lzSTPAC 

(1) Marine Corps 
One NU3 10 Nay 
One YEB 20 Nay 
One PiEB 20 June 

(2) Air Force 
F0Ui-T TFS 20 April 

d. Hawaii 

101S‘b Abn Div 20 June 

3. To facilitate required movements the following 
augmentation for MATS dnd NSTS was authorized immediately 
after the Presidential decision of 1 April: 

268 Aircraft of Civz- ‘7 Reserve Air Fleet 
(66 availabLe, Stage I kthin 48 hours) 

716 Aircraft 3 l.. f cm USAF Reserve and Air NG -- 

b. ?GTS: 

9 Commercial J massenger shiIX (requisitioned) 
240 Commercial cargo St&- hips ($equisition/charter) 

13 Troop transports (to be activated from 
NDRF - available D plus 60) 

1:. . The following problems- were encountered soon 
after the Presidential deciszon was made and deploy- 
ment to Southeast Asia was initiated: 

a. PrestocI<age o- f PO]; at Wake Island not adequate 
for support of a deployment of the size required by the 
Presidents' decision . 

b* A. shortage of POL in Vietnam due to high 
rate and losses to VC action. usage - 
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c. Lack of space for air units at airfields in 
Vietnam and Thailand. The construction programs under- ' way since fall of 196& have not yet provided space for 
forces allocated. 

d. Shortage of organrzed combat and service support 
'units in bein g within CONUS 
by USARZW and CINC?AC. For 

to meet needs as expressed 
example there is an expressed need for a total of approximately L&O00 Army medical, 

aviation maintenance, engineering and construction, transportation, ordnance, signal and AG troops to support not only US forces but also indigenous allied forces - 
Thai, RVN and Lao. 

e. Outsized cargo shift from airlift to sealift 
found necessary. 
therefore upset,, 

The arrival time for phasing in was 

due 
f. The added time required for some sea movements 

to actual availability of merchant ships for loadino 
and The speed of the ships involved make it appear thatb 
adjustments in closing times will be unavoidable. 

is The shortage of lighterage in the 
area can be a serious problem if the US is 
of adequate civilian lighterage. 

debarkation 
denied the use 
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MESSAGE NO. 

REFERENCE DTG ' 15 ,y,en Ed,. 

- ! 

. The VC during the pe& riod l-15 April' coilducted a number 
of small raids and ambushes within SVN that were very 
close to the Cambodian border. On two occasions dx5ng 
the period SVN forces in "hot pursuit" of the VC crossed 
the Cambodian border and were intercepted by Cambodian 
forces. Each instance resulted in a fire fight between 
KRG and GVN forces with casualties on both sides. 
Sihanouk lodged bitter protests with the GVM over the 
incidents and' hinted at _ regrisals if they continued. 
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MESSAGE NO, 1 

-prom Blue TO hxttrol 

Blue Message #6 
REFERENCEpertains 

l4OVE NO. 13: 

DTQ15 Sept 1961, 

1. Qhat happened to the 2 TSS deployed to SEA? 
Request advice. 

2. What happened to the Navy Deployment? Request 
advice. 

SECRET - NOFORN MESSAGE NO. 4 - 

MOVE 'NO. II 

REFERENCE ' DTG 13 Sept 1964 

. 
Reference your Msg No. 1, Move II. 

lo The 2 TBS in question are located at Tan Son ?Jhut. 

2. Navy deployment is progressing in accordance with 
your deployment schedule. 
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d-ii/i’Llri NOPORK MESSAGE JSO. 2 

FTJ, ()!;I BLUE TO CONTROL MOVE NO. II 

REFERENCE DTG ' 15 Apr 6&. 

Have there been any reactions concerning the impact 
of- ;-' "ne air atcacks on llj, April? 

e. 

SECRET - EOPoRIt 
NESSAGE ?SO. 6 

During tlhe period since the US air attacks ?f 14 April 
there has bee-n no reacTion - from the DRV to indicate a change 
in its previous p0liCleS. 
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CcT;lfl m %s- NOFORN ,>-3YA . NESSAGE NO. 3 . 

FRO&$ Blue TO Control &IO-VE NO 0 11 

REFERENCE DTG 15 September 1961, 

1. In real life, elements of two (2) Chicom Divisions 
already were located in the SZEMAO and INENG-TZU (KAIWAFU) 
areas as of 14 September 1964.. . 

b . . .  7 On page 9 of the Blue Scenario Projection, the 
implication is made that Chicom %roop movements** were 
und e rvs y - c cz towards *SE Asia. 
Chicom inf div plus was now 

The USIB determined that a 
**located at SZEiMAO1? and a 

reinforced inf div was Yocated in the KAIHWAFU area'*. . 
3. Request information as to whether the two divisions 

-U-irl rr-fz-red to in paragraph 2 above are the same divisions 
that have been in these locations for a long period of 
time, or are in addition to them. , 

REASON: Our assessnent of Chicom intentions will 
be 
ing 

governed by the evidence that the Chicoms are redeploy- 
troop units toward SE Asia. If two of the -three divisions 

mentioned on page 9 of the Blue Scenario projection have 
always been in the locations listed, relatively little 
movement has in fact occurred. 

$R O$$ CONTROL TO BLUE MOVE NO p II 

REFERENCE Blue Msg No 3, VIove II DTG 15 Sep 64 

The intent of the scenario was to indicate that the 
CHICOMs have moved the forces in question to the border 
areas during the approximate period l-15 April 1965. , 

. 

. . - 
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XESSAGI.3 NO, Q 

DTG 5-4; September 1964 

a, USSR. We would make three (3) points to the Soviets 
on the ambassadorial or secretaria level both through the 
British al?d US chtinnels. 

b. communis-;; China. i&. would reiterate through the 
us &nbas sad0-r in Ilars ax our basic defensive posi-lion in 
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responding %o CO~I-CXUI~S~ attacks zzd oui- Limi-Led interests 
ii1 J!Rm, i.e, > stopping aggression, 
however, would change L-f NVH Tinis limited objective, 
us to change o'~ir objec-kive, and Chicom policies require 

this 2esul-i; * A.6 --" - ---- 
again, Le., 

They should be advised -- vu* 
or accept the 

S-LOP S%~~Oi+?til?_~ insu.rge,7lcy _i_n S 
consequences + 

a?, &-A l ?,7aila?nd - We should 
m-, - z - Illi;?LS 
the-i 16 

the benefits of join-i; ai 
I- full participation in ti2 

and the US . 
ge-i;'cip-g Thai 240x-e specifical& 
the 

agreeme:& to posi 
Laos panhandle in 5052-t OD 

other troops * 

C 
1, 
.e 
3 
t 
e 

ontinue to emphasize to the 
,i'-iary ac-i;io;?s md encourage 

countries 
d a-i 

ion -i;roops in Laos and in 
rations with the US and 

'0 0 'Laos D Negotiations 
bassador w.rirLh So~vam~a ?homia should con-iinue by -f;he US -4m- 

to underscore the need to 
r00l out Cori2mui.is-i; forces ii2 1 LLi3 tcl desire -i;ha"t his 

the Panhandle, in-line ttrZ-t;h 
izos 3 a?nd 

governnze:nt of Xational U:nion govern al 
iJ.~C~S~&i’y 

gaFn his accpiesence, if not apwova-i, of all 
US and allied military a&ions 1x1 3he Panhandle 

,l ' 

aild 
es 

establislx-nen-k of a US colmaz?,der seek 3heL.r ae;reezen-i; -Lo 
Pmhandle, . Endeavo-r to use 

for operations in the Lao 
Me SEATO command relationships 

as a guide durizlg these -n-egotialions, 

a. S;apaz, The Sapanesekould be+msu?ed diploma-l'-‘ 
Lcally that, as a natter of US national policy, the use of--'- - 
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?7u.Clea% weapons 
course, be used 
-Lo 'pTO-&C-"i -i;he r;lpg t!o~ld aad "ihe "US in s axe extrerce saua- 
-Lion, Tiis s-La-t;emnt would be aimed a-L getki-ilg Japanese 
cooperatio;? in the use of bases in Lkpan xld would ROT ye- 
s-Lr9.c-L any fu"c;ure US nili-kayy decisions on us& of nuclear weapons. 

IS 

da Aus-LralLa e Seek cOZ~XitiX,8ntS from Aus-ixalia, New 

use ii?, Vietnam, Thailaxxd, E?i?d/oT the Laos Patimxdleo 
iil?g 'obese d ~SCUSS~O~S eildes,vo, -f $0 include national logiszzcs 
supp0-r'~ as a par-i; of -Lhe force commitrrLe~2-i. 

- Pip&&~l-y 3 indica-te ‘;; 0 c DxpAc %ha'~ the President x2.11 co=- 
-i;~-~~ Lo reserve his decision 0x1 ezployrfien'; of -nuclear - -q*-lri 
weapons and will nake the decision in the ligh"i, of the - 
si'iua-kion as it evolves o CIWPAC should not,in his plannmg, _ 
assuzse av.-Lo~aILic avaiLabFlity of nuclear weapons m~der 'Gh c 
cixms-kances he describes. 

F &Blue 
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1, Increase the in-tensity of aZr attacks on military ztd 
lines of Communicatio‘ns targets (the # targets less in- 
dus -trial ) in North -vi e+mm; including critical railroad 
bottlenecks and al.1 POL and ~0r-i; facilities as soon as DOS- 
sible,usimg all available asks on a daily s-i;rLke basis, 
Step Up ~TKi'ili~2g Of approaches of all NVN ports. 

SW Using up to 
head-s across the 

t~:ro W/Thai divisims, establish bridge- 
:lelcong from TInakLr;ti?d to see-me the major 

comnunl?,ications centers such as Sava-mQJ-'2 ,-..u et and obtain bases fO;r further tacticzl deployxents a +Tiiis ac-iiiorz would also 
tend to put political pressure on ITIN. , 

!I -&-, From the Me!colng bases conduc-L mobile warfake in the 
Laos Pachendle using baWalio2 and brigade size "task forces 
in mpid, fluid offsmive opsratiorls to disrupt the VC 
supply system into Laos, destroy supplies, and hamper the 
llox of pers Or!!cEl to the BVY. 
-2he -$l?,i*eat of ii7,vas~o0;1 of 

Another objeclive rtould be 
20? 

l!Wfii ai7,d "thus increase the pressure 
an EW political decision, 

5e Con-kinue K!!ROP% iz the Tonkin Gulf and expand their 
scope where feasivble, 

6, Continue su-meillance of Chicom submarines in Tonkin 
Gulf and harass shipping in the Gulf with al.1 measures short 
of bloc!A;ade. 
harass img pla% 

( (-j j--pC~-i&CjjT.T. 
-1 

xiL!. devsloz, the d&ails of the 

8, Speed the arrival OP US forces, i-e,, the US l&y 
-LJyi- t s -Lo Tlhailaa3 and SVN, the remainder of the ME5 to 
zjanai2g, air deploym.ei?ts to EVN and the MEF to Okinawa. As 
sooz as 73racJcicable concentrate amx3hibious lift at Okinawa 
-Lo provie capabLlity for amGhibio& oDerations. Deploy 
one addi-bional C-VA from EASTPAC "i;o Xor%h Pacif3.c area for 

F-.37-i3lu.e 
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decision, 

Solution 

to i-rm2-t; -this si-i;uation. 
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rnSSAGE lso. 1 

rJiovE: NO. III _ 

ACTUAL DATE 16 Sept 64 

The de-oloyment of US forces to Southeast Asia has 
proceeded*generally according to ~3.a~ However, during 
the period ma-ny difficulties have-been experienced, 
particularly with regard to both inter ar?d intra-theater 
transportation rec@.rernents and with respect to fulfilling 
other logistical recpi~ements, Fortunately, the inter- ' 
national situa-Son permitted the US forces to be deployed 
'over a12 extended period of time. If these forces had been 
reauired on a reauired on a crash crakh bc6.s %; much more serious situation 

. s made on 15 .QxQ~, the US 
pressures against North 

c&me-nt plmts a3d its only 
eveled e - Concurrently, earlier 
transportation systerr, and 
coxL5nued. The rail lines 

o Hanoi t,Jexx struck m?eatedly, 
', with emphasis on the critical 

ma%tained a constant watch to 
eased as a result of the action 

taken in the north- II; hid ilot, 

. 

A LLir ksLJ .  .L L.e*-u Y’ -- -er-- -- -- u  

l?or the firsi; time fighter aircraft bearing DRV m&Mngs 
subseouently discovered _-- --. 

Lhc?.'~ the air v- -- - . . -- - --.J * f? -t-.=3 -F-k kd’ere flvinEf fjxm airfields in South China 
ail(j *iI f7~i~l~i~ Tq72Tld _ The~&craft continued to be encount- 
)\%?I\ -$%-I PI - cIv-nn_ 'i .I. i u-b+*-- ” -WV- --- -_ __ 

L’I GU ALI 31LL=ril numbers at iiil J. "-equent intervals. They were not 
effective against the US attacks and many were lost irt their 
attermts to interfere with US*raids, The aircraft flew 
direc%ly from base to positions over NVN but were careful 

F-k-Blue 
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not to violatie the aFrspace of neighboring countries. In 
the same manner, 
WE borders. 

they did not foLXow US aircraft beyond the 

i'ts 
Duri-hg the lakt;e;; half of A3ri-i the US again communicated over-all objectives to the%& the C?R and the DRV 

The USSR, in a rather restrained private reply, reiteratld 
j-t;s da- ' -alre to see the SZA situation brought to a conclusion 
and proposed a reconvening of the 1954 Geneva Conference. 
The latter proposal was also made publicly. 
with the CPR Ambassador Conversations 

to Warsaw resulted in a renewal of 
the previous ChiCom diatribe and accusations of US aggres- 
sion against the "peaceful, 
east Asia. 'I 

freedom loving people of South-. 

Contact Mth the DRV through the Canadians and British 
at Hanoi was equally unrewarding, 
reported 

Both intermediaries 
for the 

that Ho Chi Hinh refused to admit responsibility 
1y c i-f-j1 war il in progress in South Vietnam. Ho 

deplored the ?;acts of aggressionl' committed by the US 
against NWN and asked that the Canadian and UK repre- 
sentatives use their influence to have the US halt its ' attacks against his ';peacefuL country/ 
-&he US had replaced Ho charged that 

the French as the coloniati ruling 
power in SIN and was now intent on extending its rule to 
the north Q 

E&e in k-pril. -me it became evident that the CPR was 
putting cons:derable pressure on Burma to accept the CPR 
military mission which it had previously refused, At the same time the CPR published a ifhite paper regarding the 
continued threat to China9 security posed by the KNF 
irregulars based on Burmese soil, The implied threat to 
enter Burma with CPR forces to dispose of these irregulars 
was clear. On 1 Nay, Rangoon announced that it had re- 
quested the CPR to establish a military mission to Burma 
for the purpose of assistiul 
Fo-rces e 

-g in training Burmese Defense 

Discussions with the Thais resulted in agreement for 
combined operations east of Wie Mekong, with or without 
Souvanna's concurrence, 
wi t h Souvanna regarding 

Concurrent, private conversations 
the movement resulted in agreement 

that he would not oppose Ihe move nor would he publicly 
approve it e Preparations were finalized prior to the 
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1 . 
I 
I 
i 

, 

closing of the 25tll Inr" D~v ii2 Thailand 
was agreed that one ThaL Division would 
cities in the area and the 25th Xnf Div 

on 5 May. It 
secure the major 
would operate _ - from the Savannakhet area. It was further agreed that 

+hiLe the divisions would closely coordinate their 
activities that, for the im-mediate future, the-re would 
not be a single commander. _- q7s0, initially, each nation 
would be responsible for the logistical support of its 
division. By 15 Xay the two divisions had crossed the 
Mekong and were in position. The US division immediately 
initiated mobile operations in the Laos Panhandle to 
disrupt the VC supply system and to halt the flow of ' 
personnel into SVL 

Despite ihe protestations of Ir'o Chi Minh, the VC 
a&ivj.Jiyy i-f? SVi\s continued c In the same manner, evidence 
was found tha"t the infiltration of elements of DRV 
reg-ular units ?r,rz1s still in 'progress. Emboldened by their 
successes, the VC expanded their operatgons and seemed 
determined to eliminate all local administrators and to 
completely disrupt transportation, Assassinations con- 
tinued and it became increasingly difficult to find a 
corn-3eten-i; person willing to accept a government position. 
The"VC directed most of Lts effort against the GIVN but 
did esuloit opportunities to attack small American units. 
The US-base at Da Xang was ha--- Ic;ssed by long range mortar 
and recoilless rifle fire but with little damage. Other 
US bases were subjectxd to similar harassment but due to 
s-i;~-ingent security measures casualties and materiel 
-1 ,:,xes were negligible. 

During late April and early May, air attacks against 
?ZVi\;i continued on a regular basis. Although hampered by 
torrential rains, the prepared target list of 94 targets 
was exhausted and new targets were located and struck. 
DLlring staggered raids the DRV*s single chemical plant, 
its two phosphate plants and its remaining power plants 
were destroyed. The %how-Casey1 steel mill was leveled 
before it could be completed. The ilirVM 3ndustrial base'; 
VKSS by ilo w destroyed, Similirly s railroad bridges, POL 
stocks and troop installations xere left in shambles. 
Kever-the-less, the insurgency in SVN continued. . 

The North Vietnamese made every effort to disperse 
their supplies and eouipment and profitable targets became 
progressively more difficult to locate. The AAA fire, 
gspecially in the vicinity of majo-r cities, increased 
steadily and losses of US aircraft mounted. Early in 
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Nay, SigiS of the construction of SAM sites at Hanoi, 
Heiphong and Yen Bay was observed. 
sites were att2cked and 

The prospective 

become operational, 
neutralized before their could 

Reco:zxalssance of these and other 
possible sites was made a conXAx~ous operational require- 
ment . Attacking US aircraft encountered DRV air defense 
airCraft 0% infrequexb ocC2!sFOix3 o 
having little 

The enemy air, while 
effect ag2iils-t ‘zlhe US aircraft, did serve 

to make the US at.i;acks less effective, 3~ 25 142~~ l!.o us 
aircraft hc?d been lost or damped by enemy air and AAL 
The DRV had lost at least 90 aircraft and probably many 
more. During the entire period the lPDRViii &craft 
religiously 
SVM or Laos, 

avoided violabon of the air-space of either 
They con-i%m.ed to fly from fields in South 

China and on, Hainan Island, Comb2.i; with US aircraft 
tias initiated 021~ over the territory of the DRV - never 
over Znternational waters e 

!!.s us mobile operations k-I the Laos Pg-nhandle became 
more effective the PI, stepped up their ac’i;ivi-ty, The 
US continued to support S%vanna?s forces with air 
attxkS; however, the PL made progress o Continuks 
reconnaissance was maintaked &’ Northern Laos and on 
39 Nay conclusive evidence of the existence of substantial 
supply installations was discovered o 
indicated that the supplies 

htelligence reports 
had been positioned by the CPR 

and that they were far in excess of the needs of the 
Pathet I.20 o On 23 Nay evide:nce was obtained that two 
ChiCom divisions were crossing the border into Phong Saly 
province w Subsequent poor flying weather in the area 
precluded visual or photo reconnaissance of %heir progress. 
On 24 Nay, other int&X.gence sources reported that the 
divisions had definitely closed into Laos and were stil.1 
moving south. 

Simultaneously with the 
garding 

receipt of information re- 

received 
the CPR movement into Laos, intelligence was 

thzi; confirmed further massive movements of 
ChiCom forces toward -khe borders of Burma, Laos and NVN. 
Firm evidence of the movement of at least six divisions 
toward these borders was received by the night of 23 Xi&y 
with unconfirmed evidence of additional movements in the 
same direc-kioz o , 

Early in May acts of sabotage began to occur in north- 
west Thailand y After the Thai US forces entered Laos these, ‘7 
acts increased and small gucrrila bands began to range the 
2re2 l As a consequence, -the GOT l’oulrd at necessary co move 
2 reinforced regiment into the area to secure the Inhabitants. 
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Operations by-the US/Thai forces in the Laos Panhandle 
have inhibited action by the FL toward the southeast;, 
However ) in the Operation Triangle area they were successful 
in retaking the terrailz captured by the Rightists in 7964. 
The US mobile patrols were successful in disrupting the 
&nooth flo w of mei? and materiel fro= NVN into Laos and 
SVN. As the patrols progressed they met successively 
heavier resi.s%ence and US casualties 3b while not heavy, did 
mou.ilt 0 On 24 Xay this changed, 
battalion task 

That morning, a US 
force WAS ambushed on the highway aboul 10 

miles west of TchepoEe, It was a disaster o Approximately 
350 men were killed before the survivors were able to 
regroup and break out, I.eavFng the buLk of their wounded 
a-r;,d maiiy weapons D A relief force found that the enemy had 
murdered approximately 25 of the US wounded and had desecrated 
their bodies e The enemy secured the 
then faded into the hi1 -I s I, 

abandoned weapons ar,d 
M---i 

During the afternoon of 21!- May a US destroyer operating 
in the South Ch?iaa Sea about 50 miles east of Da Nang 
observed 2 CFR ‘, 7’ ,..&LE aircraft approach from direction 
Hainan IsLazd, The aircraft, 
5,000 feet, 

operating at approximately 
changed direction to over-fly the destroyer. 

Fearing a bombing run the des-kroyer cap-Gain ordered a . 
TARTAR missile fired at the aircraft. -The aircraft VJas . 
desiroyed o 

During the period 20 -2L; May, GVX forces took a pOiX2ding 
from the VC . N-ditary leaders became more and more de- l. 
pressed and 
troops. 

reported deterloratiDg morale amoizp their 
Earli& elation at the increased US u?esence and 

the US air raids against H’VN was EO longer apparent. 
xany senior officers requested diplomatic posts abroad I 
saying they could see no end to the fighting within SUN 
and that they desired relief o The Deople, in many instances, 1 
gave the amearaxe of de jectioil r ?‘ublicly , for the firs% i 
time there-kas opeil talk axong the people and among the e 5 
religicus leaders that neutralism was perhaps the best course ’ 
of action for the CVN, 

i 
i 

On T/he n0riGIl.g of 25 May two highly significant actions 3 
4 

took place in widely separated parts of the world. In Paris, 
the French Foreign Office annou.nced that an international 
Conference rtrould be held on 5 June in the Preach capital 
for the purposes of arrangizs a cease fire and a negotiated 
se-i;-llement of the SEA problem. The az~ouncement stated 
that the French rr,rere acting at the request of the USSR, CPR, 
DRV, Cambodia, Bu:rma and Poland all of whom had expressed a 
desire for the conference, France also expressed a desire 

, F-=@--Blue . r 
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for the conference * The Foreim Off 
that the US, Canada, - --c;j-- -2ice expressed the hope 

India would ini -G t-.h.e 
conference .and rqould assis-t -&he eff0-iit-, k-.n .S&TF~ ,7 m 
that was a direat to tsorld m~eacc 4 

- -  YYW”Y b xoblem 
1x1 

a conf’erence with -_- ~- -- - .___--- -- 
was very discoura~ Khanh 
from under the q. 

,ed and ex$ressed -the de&e--io get out 
xgmire of an imossible situation. He 

stated . fla 
not ca .us e 
SimQ\Yj . He n 
the pe lople 
with d .iffi 
retain his 
and to not 

t1y t 
them 
0 ion 

toge 
CUb,v 

POSi 
acce 

hat air operations alone agains-t 
to halt their support of insurgen 
ger seem-d confident of’ his abifi 
ther or evea of his own ability, 

“i;kxt Ambassador Taylor pursuaded 
than as Premier at least-for the 
pt neutralism. 

rt is now 1200 on 25 May. 

---- -m- 

NVN would 
cy within . 
ty to hold 

It was 
Khanh to 

time being 
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ShmT NOFORN MESSAGE NO. 1 

FROM BLUE TO CONTROL 

REFERENCE 

MOVE NO. MOVE III 

DTG 17 Sept 1964 

BLUE 

SPECIFIC COURSES QF ACTION 

(Note: The Blue Team didnot finalize their action pro- 
posals during'tke short period available because of the 
complexity, of the-problem facing them. The following is a 
resume of 'their discussions,.) 

,  I’ 

POLITICAL 

South Vietnam: In view of the possible collapse of the 
Kham the team discussed US desires in that re- 
spect. They seemed to feel that Khanh, as an individual, 
should be 'retained in power since replacement of him would 
further destroy any political stability that might be 
building up. *Also, the government should be completely 
responsive to USdirection. 'To further US objectives, 
Khanh should be.persuaded to immediately invite the US to ' 
assume mili,ta'ry command in South Vietnam at the top levels. 
The US did not want to assume open political control at 
this time, although this might become necessary at a later 
date. US milkary forces still would not be committed to 
combat until, such time as organized PAVN units were in open 

' contact with ARVN units. 
MILITARY - 

Assessment of the situation in North Vietnam indicated 
the Communist government was still in full control of the 
country, the PAVN was still intact and retained approxi- 
mately 59% of their former capability for conventional 
warfare in netghboring countries. The basic economy 
(primarily agricultural) remained intact even though the 
eight primary industrial targets (5-10% of the total worth 
of the country) had been destroyed. 

The Chinese Communists were moving sizeable forces (2 
divisions each) toward Burma, Laos and North Vietnam in 
addition to already having 2 division forces in northern 

T3tfMYEp NOFORN * F-47-B&e 
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Laos and 1 in North Vietnam. 

To counter the threat as now evaluated and to continue 
the efforts to achieve our objectives, 3 general courses 
of action were discussed. 

1. The first general course of action: To accept the 
DeGaulle proposal for an international conference. How- 
ever, the US had no strong points to bargain with and thus 
could not gain&ything towards her objectives in the area. 
(This course of action was not recommended.) 

2, The second general course of action: Continue moves 
which had been initiated earlier. This course of action 
does not contemplate military operations directly against 
Chicom forces. Specific actions are: 

a. Continue force deployments and secure the Mekong 
line, relying on Thai forces to protect Northwest Thailand 
from the Chicom threat there. 

b. Increase the tempo and scope of raids and patrols 
by ground and air units in the Laotian panhandle. up to 
the equivalent of two divisions (US/Thai) would be used in 
this effort, however, extreme care will be taken to ensure 
that the combat units do not get pinned down in a fixed 
defensive position within Pathet Lao-held territory. 

c. Increase maritime control measures in the Gulf of 
Tonkin and off Cacnzau peninsula. (The purnose of b and c 
above is to deny to the Vie-b Gong the flow of supplies and 
personnel from North Vietnam by land and sea.) 

d. Continue air strikes on North Vietnam. 
. 

e. Consider, 
course of action, 

as the nextmajor step within this 
an amphibious landing of a division at 

Vinh which could be started in approximately 72 hours, 
and/or landing (amphibious and airborne) a corps plus in ' 
the Haiphong/Hanoi area starting in about six days. 

3. The third general course of action: This course of 
action contemplates direct military operations 
Chicom forces and against the Chinese mainland.. 

against 

a, Moving US forces north in Laos, or let Chicom ' 
forces move south to extend their LOC before engaging them. 

b. Concurrently, to bomb selected military and 

SE-- NOFORN F-48-Blue 
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industrial targets in China, with or without nuclear wea- 
pons. 

c, Attack the Chicom nuclear facilities with or with- 
out nuclear weapons. 

d. Another action within this course of .action would be 
to execute a general nuclear attack against China. 

One of the problems bothering the Blue Team was whether 
the Reds, i.e. Chicoms had seen enough of the BT - - lue signals 
as yet to correctly evaluate and interpret their meaning. 
They didn't believe the Chicoms deliberately wanted war 
with the US, still Chicom forces were moving in a manner 
interpreted to be aggressive. This was being'done in the 
face of US mobilization and deployment of major forces in- 
to SEA whil.e the US was repeatedly restating its objec- 

-.. tives in that part of the world. I. NW 

-ET - NOFORN F-@-Blue 
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B- NOFORN MESSAGE NO. 2 

FROM CONTROL TO RED MOVE NO. I 

Initial Scenario 
REFERENCE (Additional Info.) DTG 8 September 1964 i 

1. a. During Fall 1964, 15 air strikes against NVN were 
flown by US/RVN. The three most successful were: 

(1) HAMRONG and railroad bridge north of Vinh 
Out of service for three weeks. 

. 

(2) VU GIA PASS military camp near NVN/Laos border 
(170 40'; 105 461~). Ten bldgs destroyed with some 
personnel casualties and three trucks. 

(3) Tchepone Complex - Damage to outside storage, 
personnel and eight vehicles. . 

b. During the Winter there were 18 strikes against 
targets in NVN and Laos by RVN and US marked aircraft. 
Principal successes were achieved at: 

(1) Xuan Mai (20° 53'N; 1050 35'E) 338th Inf Bde 
200 bldgs numerous personnel casualties. 

(2) Six air attacks at night against troop loca- 
tions in NVN. 

(3) Sorties against targets of opportunity sup- 
porting PAVN brigades engaged in SVN north of HUE. 

- (4) Aircraft continued periodic strikes against 
troop and communications targets in Laos with poor to 
negligible effect. Three aircraft lost. k- 

2. MIG air defense was relatively ineffective. 1 RVN . . 
aircraft was destroyed over NVN, three were damaged 

c 
severely by ground fire. Two MIGs were damaged by US 
aircraft. No US losses. 

3. The US and RVN announced that certain of the attacks 
were in retaliation for terrorism and sabotage by VC/DRV 
in SVN. 

W NOFORN F-l-Red 
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NOFORN MESSAGE NO. 5 

‘I 
‘, . 
i 

, ‘ 
‘, 

i 

gCiOM CONTROL TO RED MOVE NO. I. ' . i 

REFERENCE . Ik33.21 Scenario DTG 9 September 1964 

Reference Page E-T-Red, paragraph 5, line 7, which reads: 
"At the same time additional US antiaircraft yits were 
introduced into South Vietnam and Laos, . . . Please . 
delete LAOS and substitute TJZiAILAND therefor. 

- .- 
SECRET - NOFORN 

!  
.  I  - .  .  

s 1 
1 

.  - -  -  __L. .  .  -  .  - ._  -  -  .  ._ - . . _ . -  _ , . -  -  

iMESSAGE NO. 7 ' 

1. The aFr OB of NVN is as listed on page E-5 of the 
Fact Book with augmentation as shown below: 3 

Aug’icst 1961; - 36 MIG 15s at PHUC YEN 

Wincer 196&5 - 36 IMIG 17s a t CAT Bi Airfield 't I 
at HA1 PHONG 

2. All airfield listed on the North Vietnam Terrain and ” 
Transportation Map (285&T CIA k-60) are being used by the 
GVN plus the new field at PHUC YEN. The fields at PHUC . 
YEN and HAI PHONG are the major fields that have been used 
by NVN up to'1 April. , 

* : %’ 

I , 
, I 

3. Prior to 1 April the CHICOivis deployed sufficient TOKEN i 
and ROCK CAKE radars to NVN to provide for minimal require- 

i 
merits. The GCI Control equipment at PHUC YEN is adequate . 
for tactical operations. 

WOFORN 
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Thailand, possibl-;lr 
inducements, designed 

70 Covertly increase pow.LL 7-r agitation and disorders 
againsJG the Gov$zw.ment 03 5klaysia as a means of minimizing 
UK militaxy 2nd diplomatic support for the US in Southeast 
asia * 

0 , * Tai<;c gecessa r;' cefensive precautions opposite the -USSR 
ai:d p repare to conciuc~ holding iperations against Korea and 
opposite Tab~ran. 

II. Noun-i an ints:M.ve diplomatic and propaganda campaign 
designed to: 

a. Mobilize i:lternational opinion against the US and - T 1. A? favor of the Liberation struggles in Southeast Asia. 

b . Convince i2te rnational opinion of the WC% desire 
p 0 r peace. 

cI Facilitate reconvening of the 1754 Geneva Con- 
ference at a time 2CtV2iXltELg~OUS t0 US. 

r t'ne support of all socialist states 
the imperialists from Southeast Asia 

ens which :tJould unnecessarily aggravat 
USE!, but at the same time do not base 
ctation of' any substantial. or reliable 

i-n the 
and 
e our 

our 

Soviet support.- 
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. . . . 
. . 

MESSAGE NO, 3 

RED 
SPECIFIC COURSES OF ACTION 

1, OTC AIX~..~ Is-i;, 
ed -i;he Mi-&i;ry of 

the CPR National Defense Council direct- 
@J-j -SiOL 

National Defense to move one (1) infantry 
7'n r-l-) t s i&o 

three (3j AAA regiments and tr;.ro (2) fighter ye@.- 
-.*u- _ Tnl-I~ by kpril 10 * 
aye to '0~ &iez.?"ced fey Thxe (3) additional divisions 

I possible movement to K!W, The CPR 
3mbassy in Hanoi has 'oeen directed to make appropriate 
arrmgements v~ith the DRV a? 
forth in paragriph 2 below y 

cc delivering the message se-i; 

REAS ON : 
cation, 

To ii3Zmidate the US, 
and prepare for 

protect lines of cormiuni- 
possible operations into SW, 

a+ Tine time has come for a final, in-kensified drive to 
eliminate imperialis- influe,n,ce il'l SVNr', 

units 
c, We therefwe propose to move certain ground and air 
into EVN to mgment your defenses and pepare for 

combined o~eratioca, 

edy-i7 3 
d, The P?G should be established as a government in 

-r-\-r ii? %inOlll Pei-iiz by April 150 *This ac-kLon will have the 
useful side-effec-b of worsening relations between the RKG 
and -L,ie GiN. OUY Exbassy in Phnom Penh will be instructed 
-Lo make appropriate arrangements xith the RKG, 

e. As VC strength is augmented: 

(1) Eattaiion-sized attacks on GVX Porce~ should be 
stepped I$,- 

(2 ) GVN 
and, 

movements of POT, by road should be stopped a 

. 
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. . 

' (4) vc should be prepared, on order, to conduct 
six?cltaneous ~ortar/zecoklless rifle attacks on all main air-, -- 
fields in Sm with the object of destroying the maximum 
Ixxnber of aircraft parked thereon. .L 

' : 

, ' , 
(5) Operations along.the border of Cambodia should 3 

be increased to provoke EKG-GVI4 clashes, 

(6) A particular effort should be made to expand 
VC ccilt~ol over the TWO most northern provinces of SVN, in 
order to provide a secure territorial base in which the PPG 
should be estabIL,ishec~ as soon as possible. 

t 

P, ConciXrently, the.NWSV should be directed to con- s 
tL-nue and intensify religious and other disorders and demon- 
strations 3 exgghasizing agitation for peace, peutralization 
of SW and wfthdra~?al of US forces, 

ga Pathet I&o forces, with appropri.ate DRV support, 
should take th, r=, immediate offensive with the objective of 
taking the following localfties by not la"cer than April 15: 

(1) ALL of the territory gained by the rightist h 
operation Triangle in 1964 and 

(2) .!Lttojjeu, Saravane, and Seno. 

3+ ml?e Mixd.s-try of For&n ATFairs has instructed the CPR . I,- . 
Einbassy in Rangoon -to press the GOB to agree to the es-tab- , 
lishxzr-t of a Chinese military mission in Burma by April 15. , 

I$ 
by tie 

The Xtinistry of Foreign Affairs has been instructed 
Prime Xinister to ac% promptly to: 

a, 0 Issue through appropriate public and private 
channels express5ons of concern over the activities of the 
mm ir-regulars in the Burmese aidi Thai border areas; and 

b, Initiate frank private talks with the Thai authori- 
tj,es on the developing situation in Southeast Asia and its 
il;?plications for Thailxfid, The.dangers of continued coopera- 
tion wit'n the US should part&cularly be emphasized. 

5,, A-mmopriate CPG zfid DRV authorities have begun to 
s-&jr up-iimited S,nsu.rgency in NE Thailand. 

t 
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b, US/USSR COilSUl.t~tiOi2!3, 

9* The CFG Prime Minisskei: has directed appropriate orgam 
to mount a 'b-road diplomatic 
-i;o : arrd propaganda campaign clesi@ed 

a,, Mobilize internatio~2al opiiQ.on ag-ainst -khe US Eti?d 
in favor o? 
up the at-- 

the Iibera;Lion struggles in Scutheast Asia, playtilg 
~ccities com.W-L-Ied by the US imxr~er6alis-k against the 

Asian people 0 

b. Cofivince interns-kional opiiQon UP the CPG's desire 
for peace p 

c, q -L. a time 
l?acilita-ke reccmieni-ng of the 1954 Geneva Conference 

adva.ntageous -Lo us 
&an:ized 'ch,rroughou-i; the 

Supporting rall$es are to be 

Pz.ll of 1350, 
C!I?E"on. a* scale exceeding that in -i;he 

a, Alert forces opposik 'c'r?,e USSR and prepare tc don- 
duct holdii-;,s o~e~~a-"ior?s ag=-:* ti.xz& Korea and opFosi.te Taiwan. 

- N OF \oRN e.. F-12-Red 
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contiirlue on more widely 

H-IEtinzc would participate 

F-13-Red 
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, 
deployed in strength to SEA. 

On 2 April, intelligence confirmed -Lha"i; two AmerZcan air- 
borne a-nd *I;~Jo infantry divisions had been alerted in the 
EnLted States and that the 25th Infantry Division in Hawaii ' 
1’3223 already,being moved by air k~i;o Thailand, 

In private discussions between CPR and US represenk-Lives 
in kmsaw on 3-6 April "i&e America% made a thinly veiled 
threat saging thak -khe mounting exchaznge betxeen -i;he DRV and 
US/GVN might soon lead to a vlar involving the Chinese main- 
lend and the possibility that the US "might have to use all 
t?eapons to counter aggression." 

Indirect US diplomatic contacts with Hanoi threatened 
that the level of air attacks 
rise $0 include 

against the DRV would indeed 
support of the 

LndustriaL targets unless "the DRV ceases 
forces fr 

ihsurgency in Laos and SVH and withdra\Ax its 
om these countries." 

Zn the face of these provocations plans already se-l; in 
moCio% by Peking were having their effect, Even as Com- munis -L ?a:.?: . . 2s 
Of -b& ~rorld 

aided by front organizakions in most countries 
began a clamor. again& US bru-kalit~ a full 

division of DRV "iroops began to Infiltrate northern provinces 
of South Vie-L-nam, raisfng DRV st-rength there to ace and one- 
halt-f divisions by 15 April, By 1 May a total of two full 
divisions will have been infiltrated; the VC a:nd Pathe-i Lao jJ-jj-;ri&;ed a rash of raids, attacks, probing at-lions and 
sabotage in 
forces 

Lzos aitd South Vietnam ?qhich had government 
reeling by the 5th of April, 

Between 5 and 15 A-x51 a division of the PLA moved in-Lo 
widely dispersed locakions northeast of Hanoi. 

Pathet Lao, supported by P-AI78 regulars, launched care- 
fully planned and coordinated 
tlhe -territory seized by the 

a'~tacks aimed at cagturiilg 
rightists in Opera-Lion Triangle 

as well as A-tLopeu, Sara-vane and Seno, 
were pouring mortar 

Concurrently the VC 
US/RVK POT 

and recoilless shells into vulnerable 
a storage at Saigon Interdicting the movement of 

civilian as well. as military POL transnort (which heretofore 
had been permitted free mbvemen"c -t;hrou& VC threatened 
areas ) a It xas estimated -Lha-L over 257; of available stocks 
viere destroyed 
by 507;. 

z:?d that dis-IIribu%ion capabilities were cut 
. 

One RVH battalLon in th 3 
by the VC on 5 Apll, 

Delta regi.on TQas severely mauled 
losing over 100 ICI.3 ar,d 3.50 weapons. 

F-15-Red 
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On 9 Jpi1 the VC &mxk a coordinated b3,ow a-i; airfields 
in SVE using mortars and i9ecollless weapons. Attacking %rortl 
positions set up several thousand yards out 0x1 the peripheiny 
of the fields the suddeiz b my-age st~u& cyop,rded rumaa~~s and 
sernce areas wi-khout warzing c . ausing an es"Gimated 20 aircraft 
destroy eb -r 4 md numerous casualties mong maintenance a-nd se- 
curity persoxt2el e Reac-kion by US/RVPi securd-t;y forces was 
hampered by the ~ac-~ that fire was received r'rom several 
dir&tions and VC loss es were compzra-Lively li@d . One 
Q-.2" mortar was lost, 
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1% was evident by this tii~e that French and Pakistani 
reaction Lo the US initiative was less than enthusiastic 
that fears were rampant in Western Europe either that thg US 
was rushl~~g into a confrontation ii2 Asia which would leave 
Europe exposed or that it was adopting a course calculated "~0 tr-&ge-y a 'Gl2ird lqoyld lvay o 

1-n Asia the effect of 
Tlze aggressive US moves was predictable. 

Thai Position was stif'fened'tio a goin?~ v&we private con- 
versa-tio& xith CPR representatives w&e abrupt and achieved 
nothing l Sihanouk becam exceedingly difficult to pin down 
on the matter of setting up the PPG in Phnom Penh citing the 
i'mminent danger of the RVN cutt%ng off Mekong RWer traffic 
into his country. 

The Indians and French were 
immediate 

foremost in calling for an 
the stage 

cease f3.re and forcIgn ministers* meeting setting 
for a conference on SEA. 

Intelligence reports from 2 April forward have indicated 
FXT forces on Taiwan have been alerted and that amphibious 
ship-ping is being assembled. There are indications that there 
wil,l. be a step-up of KNT raids against the mainland but there 
is doubt xA7hethe-r this plan is known or approved by the Ameri- 
cans. 

Communist factLons in Japan began demonstrations before a? 7 7; *.‘ xlli%ary and naval facilities in that country on 
yip;;1 2s &f-i;i st members of the Diet began debates aimed 
a-i; forcing complete US withdrawal from Japan,, A. strike call 
for WO%ke%S in US installations was only partially successful 
but P-i; was apparent by15 April that the government was seek- 
ing public US assurances that existing treaties would not be 
violated in order to support the war in SEA, This would 
presenk the Americans with problems of Logis-Ucs. 

on 7 April another major US air strike xqas conducted 
against primary POL installatZons at Hanoi and Hai Phong with 
disastrous results, Approximately 75% of stocks in those 
locations was destroyed, 

Folloving the earlier attacks against airfields in ;i;he DRV 
all l4TGs were dispersed to f&lds in *southern China and the 
movement of Chinese air regiments suspended. Later American 
attacks have only been opposed by antiaircraft weapons. Ne- 
suits have been good ~~rith seven American planes destroyed and 
several damaged. 

F-I&Red 
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It is eviddent _ that ‘the Americans are making a feverish 
eff'o;lt i;o exD2*nd ~~ie-jr air znci seaij.ft cqabili-lies in the 
Paztf"Bc bu-f; she heavy equipment of -Lheix txmy ad marine 
-anits presents serious logistics r.. d-t-oblems. I-t is also evi- 
dent that combat ux3.t~ being deploy& lack many heavy items _.-_- _- - ---I - 
ol̂  aTJiiliery al?,d me&ha:qized equiDmcLlt x0-d are'no?; accompgied 
by the usual numbers Of service *iU~~Oi?$ L.?L 1 its so vital to 
them in extended combat, 

F-.18--Red 
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Soviet aid Bloc -.C shinqii2g continues to arrTve at ntdrth Viet- 
mmese ports vith vitally needed supplies and ecruj.pment. A 
second Polish ship was damaged by a mine off Haiphong but 
minesweeping operations ii? which four small craft have been 
lost have been accelera-ted. 
operations in SVX along roads The VC has continued mining 

and railroads with good effect; 
The Soviets have not convoyed Bloc merchant ships and 

appear 
msrines 

to be avoiding involvement in the SEA mea with sub- 
Or aircraft. . 

TIhe hst Germans are understood to be taking measures 
aimed at worrying the Americans 
blockages, about possible autobahn 

. 
US warnings to all goveri~~ents that recognition of the PPG (NLF Front Governmel~t) would result in the severance of 

d-iplomatic relati'ons and nossible fu--"' 
in a storm of criticisin z mei- action has resulted 

?om US allied as well. as neu-i;ral 
nations over this high-handed American attitude although it 
is apparent that ill0S-i of 
of reco@.zing the PPG. 

these countries have, no intention 

012 34 April US 
plant at Hanoi 

air attacks were directed against the X)OXE~ 

daw.ge 
a=d the ammw...ition de7so-t at _Phu Van causi& 

estimated . were shot down, 
at 6076 and 255% respectively. Seven a&aft 

I:n the DRV 
v?orst is 

the population has stoicaLly assumed that the 
s-till to come and con%iFrlues to improve and expand 

passLive air defense 
ganda agwcies make 

facilities and organfzation while propa- 
reports 

the most out of photographs, eye witness 
and editorials on barbaric imperialist air strikes. 

Xuch or" this is bei.no* b picked up in the neutral and western 
press Yjith some impact but RVN/Uilited States propaganda 
s-bressing the DRV link 
counter-effect. 

to the war in S~I-N is having -marked 

It is obvious -We .!!:merLccan leadership 2-s determined to 
push the conflict in SEA to hi~i;her levels but now the SW 
marls OOil wi.13. soon close on Thailand, Laos and V.ietnam a-nd 
seriously degrade road n-1ovemi2-t capabilities. This will make it extremely difficult for hLghly euuipped imperialist forces 
to advance aild to support themselve& 
months Furthermore 2-t will be 
nition, 

before they can buf3.d up the suppLies of POI,, ammu- 
equipment which they require, or to deploy the hordes 

of logistical support forces needed to keep the roads open, 
maintain eqiipment, care for sZck 
c0mn-uaicat i0i2s y 

and wounded or assure vital 

F-lg-Red 
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b7ith a crisis brer~ing in Xest Gerkany, US concern over 
a possible outbrea~c in Korea, and the Tact that the USSR is 
-pUbliClY 
zr,ust be 

s~quorting the liberation struggle In SEA the lights 
burn&g In the White Kouse "tonight. 

Ground and air elenlez-ks of the Peoples Liberation Army 
(PM) have begun des-;loynients to Dositions in rmoximity to 
the Bumes e, Laotian and DRV borders in acco&ance with . 
contingency plans ICOT rapidly ovemunnfng these countzries. 

Headau~ --'- 
Chang; tiq 

Cl Ler,s of the Fifty-fourth Army 5s located a-i; Yung 
Fo-dy-ceen*i;h Amy is at Szemao and *heir six 

divis5-,ons ai e pyepq-~ &-ed I'or Lrm-mediate movemert, 
Amy is located at KaihwafE 373th _ _ The Thirteenth 
enter the DRV CZI order, -kWee divisions prepared -Lo 

It is now 3.290 hours l.5 April 1965. 
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MESSAGE ISO. "2. 

“.” -__-- .” .--.-” -. . .--.- .w--- m.--. .- -- 

1. The VC during the period l-15 April conducted a 
numb e r of small raids and am'oushes within SVN but 
very close to the Ca-mbodian border. On two occasions . &J-rug the period SVN forces in "hot pursuit" of the 
VC crossed the Cambodian border and were intercepted 
by Cariocdia-i? fOrCeS I) Each instance resulted in a fire 
fig&; betwee:n RIiG and GVN forces with casualties on 
both sides. Sihanouk lodged bitter protests with the 
pJi\J ()'i.T'tsj? -&?,e incide:nts and hinted at reprisals if they 
c ont Fnued 0 

2, Efforts to obtain acceptance of a CPR military 
mission to Burma have not 'oeen successful. However, 
talks are continuing. it appears that the US deploy- 
iTi.5 nt S have given the krmese second thoughts and they 
are ateeI-2ptii-g to maintain appearances of strict 
neutrality. 

3. Expressions of concern issued by the CPR regarding 
the KI’J? irregulars in the Burmese and Thai border areas 
have been overshadowed in the world press by the more 
serious events that have occurred with regard to SEA.. 
The increased VC action within SW, the renewed activity 
of the PL, the US declarations and actions and information 
regarding the possible backing of the CPR by the USSR has: 

. 
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14ESSAGE NO * 3 (ccnt’d) 

I 
u T-ha deployize;?i; 0-f US f * . ---v orces 

zo inhibit inSu.rcQ 
LO the Mekong tended 

+ncy actions in EE Thailand. 
so!-!1e minor actio2s of 

However, 
harassment have taken place. 

iload~ have been s’i,re:~?:‘n with nails, some sabotage has 
been accomplished in supply dumps supporting US and Thai 
forces 02 the 
la;l7--i ;q 

NAcong and plans have been made for en- 
e--w s the activity. L 

h-;-ave 
As of 15 Api?il chit actions taken 

had iittle apparent effect on events in the area. 
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c: The VC should direct most oi” i.its military efforti 
agaL3s-k ti;he AF?JX, hut should seize o~por-kwities to attack 
si?lZll isOl2ted Aizkerican IXitS~ qlJ?e h~~ican base at Da Nang 
should be harassed, not a-btaclced-i iI -- fox e o 

2, On 3-5 April the P3xi.m~ t Xinister of ‘the CPR sent tihe 
m!!loYiilg separate message to the Prime Ninfster of’ the 
DRV on ope-/lation in Laos: 

a The PL forces,, su-o:~lenented as necessary by - 
cover’s, bXV cadpee a=d orgak?.zed wits, should extend their 
con-k01 over the lqemaii?,der of Laos, 

RE.!4SOlt t: 
before 

To increase Communist territorial holdings 
a co-f-G%renc e to xx~ll the 

Thafland a&d away f&m -Vie-i;naq 
Ame rican forces toward 

on Thailand, 
slcind to increase pressure 

F-23-Red 
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dra2-t animals and cax%s xheye gasoline 
be e:mployed, 
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73WQy- NOFORN . 

This proposal was endorsed by U Tkmk and by principal 
zeu-kralis-t; leaders, 
‘LO;” 

In Washing-ton a ~romiinezk US legisla- 
rose in the Congess and aade a2irl. impassioned plea for 

negotiations befoye the United States fowd itself em- 
byoiled in a niasszve gromd ~a;2 in ZZL!!.+onfronf;ing a 
billion Orientals Who xere determined to free *heir 
countries of Wes-kern in2luence. 

The situation in Gemany renaim unchanged, 
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SIGMA n-.-64 

SENIOR CRITIQUE 

. 

DIRECTOR: Gentlemen, I think we have a quorum at the big 
table. To save you from reading the Scenario Projections 
1'11 give you just a thumbnail sketch of what has happen- 
ed. The Action Teams met for about an hour and a half 
this afternoon and decided on courses of action available 
to both Red and Blue at the end of this projection. 
Basically the Blue deployments were carried out as plan- 
ned; the forces are either in place or closing at the 
times that were indicated. The bombings of North Vietnam 
continued. Blue was successful in destroying the selected 
targets including the cement plants, machine tool factories, 
the unfinished steel mill, and in fact, all of the 94 tar- 
gets on the list. 
hard to find. 

Profitable targets are now becoming 
The mining has been successful. There are 

now about 4,000 short tons of supplies reaching North 
Vietnam daily from China. Antiaircraft fire continues 
during the strikes, the plane losses have mounted, but 
over-all are moderate. Aircraft from South China fields 
and Hainan, bearing DRV markings, have been met sporadi- 
cally in an air defense role over North Vietnam. 
they have been ineffective. 

Basically, 
There have been some SAM sites 

under construction. These have been successfully bombed 
by Blue and effectively taken out. 
South Vietnam has continued. 

Viet Cong activity in 
The ARVN units have been 

repeatedly hit. There is an obvious Vie-t Cong campaign 
to get all local administrators possible and to disrupt 
transport. US units have only been heckled-with no actual 
organized attacks against them. Chinese Communists have 
secured an agreement with Burma and have moved a military 
mission there --two hundred men initially. 

The Pathet Lao have opened attacks in Laos. They are 
gaining ground lost in the Plain de Jars and other areas 
that were lost last fall. 
in Northwest Thailand, 

There have been some uprisings 
obviously Communist inspired. This 

has caused the deployment of a Thai regiment into the 
northwestern area. The cross-Mekong operations of Thai 
and US forces have generally been successful. Yesterday 
game time, which is 24 May, a battalion of US troops, 
about ten miles west of Tchepone ran into astrong ambush 
and were badly chewed up, with 350 killed. The reaction 
to the US Thai cross-border operations was the introduc- 
tion into North Laos of two Chicom light divisions. These 
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threatened toward Vientiane, but they are under orders not 
to engage US troops face-to-face. There is disaffection 
within the South Vietnamese leadership. General Khanh is 
discouraged and ready to quit in an impossible situation, 
and other generals are seeking diplomatic posts abroad. 
There is a movement, a confirmed movement of 6 Chicom 
divisions toward the Burma-Laos, South Vietnamese borders, 
and other unconfirmed movements in the same direction. 
None of these arein position to immediately cross. Yes- 
terday, game time, the French Foreign Office announced the 
call of an International Conference to convene in Paris on 
5 June. In this, France is acting at the request of the 
USSR, Chinese Peoples Republic, the DRV, Cambodia, Burma 
and Poland. They hope that the United States, Canada, and 
the UK and 'India will join to find some solution for the 
problems of Southeast Asia. Now, may I ask the Blue Action 
Team to present a short resume of the courses of action 
the Blue Team considered? i 
BLUE: I would like to start out by repeating part of the 
objectives agreed upon by the Senior Team at the start of 
the game. The first,one was to maintain the independence 
and the security of the Allied and the neutral nations in 
the Southeast Asia area, to prevent a Communist take-over, 
and specifically with respect to South Vietnam, to estab- 
lish and to maintain the authority and the effectiveness 
of the government in Saigon to help the territories south 
of the 17th parallel. Specifically, within South Vietnam, 
based upon the situation that has been roughed out for 
you here, and in light of a very possible RVN collapse, 
the Blue Staff came up with several recommendations. We 
concluded, one, that we do need and we have a continuing 
need for a strong viable government in South Vietnam; we 
don% have that at this time. We also need a South Viet- 
namese government that is completely responsive to US 
direction. The head of the South Vietnamese government 
must be amenable to US control. Specifically, we are in 
a situation right now where the head of the South Vietna- 
mese government must invite t*he United States to take over 
active control of the military operations. We do not con- 
sider it appropriate at this time for the United States to 
take over complete control of political operations. Fur- 
ther, we do not believe that this is within our capability 
at this time. 'This is a capability that must be developed. 
On use of US combat forces in South Vietnam, we hold to 
the 'same recommendation we made heretofore, that we only 
use them in combat in South Vietnam when the Viet Cong 
forces supported as they are by PAVN come into open contact 
in combat with the South Vietnamese regular forces. With 
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regard to military actions and other actions outside of 
South Vietnam, I'd like to point out that the staff had 
only an hour and a half to consider and come up with 
specific recommendations. We are unable to come up with 
a single recommendation. We have ten people on the staff 
and right now we have ten solutions. I think the best way 
to present this is to give you the three basic courses of 
action which were discussed by the staff. 

The first one is to accept the proposal made by Presi- 
dent de Gaulle to participate in a conference which has as 
its objective the cessation of hostilities in Southeast 
Asia. We did have general agreement that we would go 
this conference with empty hands and empty pockets- and into 
come out with nothing that would further our aims in South- 
east Asia or on this part of the world. 

The second course of action which we might call the 
middle course of action does not have confrontation or con- 
tact with Chinese forces at this time. We would continue 
the deployments which have already been planned. We would 
rely upon the regular Thai forces (four divisions) we have 
at this time to maintain order in Northwest Thailand. We 
have already deployed one Thai regiment up there and we 
must continue to depend upon them for this border. We 
would secure the line of the Mekong in Thailand along the ' north shoulder and on the east side of Thailand with US 
and Thai forces as they come in. We're going to increase 
the intensity and the number of the raids and the patrols 
and mobile operations that we are now conducting in the 
Panhandle with the object of denying this as a means of 
support from North Vietnam into South Vietnam. We're going to increase the maritime control measures off the south 
coast of the Camau Peninsula and in the Gulf of Tonkin. 
We are going to continue the air attacks on North Vietnam. ,'; ) 
You may recall that the.94 target list has been expended. 
W+z*will consider the next major-step.within this general s 
course of action which is no contact with the Chinese Com- 
munists. There are two aspects of this which we would ' propose at this time. And this is a major change in the 

type of pressure that we are putting on North Vietnam. 
The first one is the landing in the Vinh area, with a Ma- 
rine element or an amphibious element of up to one division, 
and using appropriate airborne elements as necessary. The other type of pressure is a corps or larger attack in the 
Haiphong-Hanoi area using our amphibious and our airborne 
capability. The first one we considered can be done with- 
in 72 hours after the decision is made and the second one 
in approximately double this time. This is the second 
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then, of the three general courses of action'and within it 
I've given one step or two steps which would increase the 
pressure but would avoid confrontation with the Chinese 
Communists. 

The third general course of action is to enter into con- 
tact with the two Chinese Communist light divisions in 
northern Laos either by moving north from the Mekong or 

e letting them come south to meet us. We favor letting them 
meet us because they're stretching out their limited capa- 
bility to support their forces as they do this. Concurrently 
with confrontation3 to bomb, selected industrial and' 
military targets in China. And there are two options that 
were discussed here: one to bomb with conventional 
ordnance and the other to bomb with nuclear ordnance. 
The third phase of this third general course of action 
(confrontation with the Chinese Communists) is to attack 
the Chinese Communistsfnuclear facilities. Again, we have 
two choices here. One is to do it with conventional 
weapons and the other is to make this same attack using 
nuclear weapons. And the last step in this general course 
of action is to execute a general nuclear attack against 
principal targets in Communist China. I point out Sir, 
that we had ten people to work on this and in the time 
allotted we did not reach a consensus. After hearing the 
Red proposals at the Action Critique, we realized there 
were certain changes that we might make in this. 

In summary, I believe that each one of us as individuals 
were too preoccupied and too concerned with the total 
force, political and military, that we might have some 
time 'in the future rather than the usable power we pre- 
sented to the North Vietnamese and to the Chinese Com- 
munists. Secondly, I feel that the Red Team understood 
most of the things that we did and when we tried to com- 
municate something to them, they read our communication 
and interpreted it exactly the way we wanted them to in- 
terpret it. I would present for your consideration how- 
ever, they all speak English. They went to the same 
schools that we went to. They have the same background 
that we have, and the same pressures on them. But I do 
question whether we have gone far enough into this. This 
is a concern of mine, whether we have gone far enough 
when we say we are going to make a certain action and hope 
that they will take, draw this conclusion from it, have we 
gone into this far enough at this time to assure ourselves 
that this could happen. 

DIRECTOR: Thank you. Red Team, would you present your 
resume? 
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RED: I believe that the speaker for Blue has completely 
undermined our credibility by pointing out that we were 
really no better than the Blue Team. Our general strategy 
throughout the game had been to cave in South Vietnam under 
the American feet, and to exert pressure 'on Thailand which 
is so important to the Americans. Along with this, to move 
so as to avoid provoking an American nuclear attack against 
the Chinese mainland. Of course the situation that Control 
helped us create was quite favorable in carrying out this 
strategy. We are not sure about the American intentions, 
we think they are not quite ready to come to the conference 
table and so we must push their tottering house a bit more. 
But in South Vietnam we will continue almost the same 
efforts. 

I am a little confused about your feelings that we had 
not been attacking the ARVN forces as that is what we 
thought we were doing. We would also arrange for a defec- 
tion by certain leaders of the South Vietnamese Army to 
coincide with an uprising in Saigon about the 10th of June. 
In Laos, we would continue the southward advance of our two 
light divisions in the direction of Vientiane, but as the 
Director indicated we have no intention of coming into con- 
tact with American forces. In the south, we would have the 
Pathet Lao-DRV forces retire before the US-Thai advance and 
harass the flanks of the US-Thai forces. We would increase 
our pressures on Thailand by moving two Chinese divisions 
and an army headquarters into Northern Burma. 
the Burmese Government to invite this move. 

We would get 
We have no 

doubt this can be done. The Army headquarters, of course, 
will suggest that there is more of this to come. We would 
not cross the border into Thailand with regular forces 
but we would conduct covert operations into both northwest 
and northeast Thailand and we would attempt to sabotage the 
rail lines supporting the US-Thai forces in Laos. We 
would reopen the talks that we unsuccessfully tried to have 
with the Thais earlier in the Spring and point out the folly 
of their continued support of US aggression. We feel that 
in the developing situation they would be more receptive 
to our position. We would arrange with Sihanouk to receive 
more MIGs in Cambodia. These MIGs are not much good for 
fighting but we could display a few. At Warsaw, we would 
approach the US and explain our sincere desire to negotiate 
a settlement in Southeast Asia. We would explain in gen- 
eral terms the nature of the settlement that we would 
accept. We would contemplate neutralization of the entire 
area and, as a footnote to head off a question, this would 
not include North Vietnam. Neutralization would be guar- 
anteed by all the conferees at the conference convened by 
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the French. The conference should also produce the with- 
drawal of all foreign forces from the area, an immediate 
cease-fire, and the freezing of present areas of admin- 
istrative control. Additional courses of action would be 
to try to head off any Gulf of Tonkin-like episode by deny- 
ing that the ~~-28 which was shot down by a US destroyer 
l-ad been. ona bomuingr-ti.8 W2 tiould of course .i:ntensify * 
our world-wide propaganda campaign against US aggression. 
And we would prepare as best we could for the possibility 
of US air attacks against military and transportation tar- 
gets in Southeast China and against nuclear materials pro- 
duction facilities. We feel that these moves would rapidly 
bring the game to a close. 

DIRECTOR: Thank you, Sir. It is obvious from the two op- 
posing evaluations of the situation that we are not likely 
to have time enough to decide what is to be done either 
way here. This just presents what the teams thought of 
this last scenario projection. Going back to the reasons 
for having the game--the game purposes--one of them was to 
look at possible USSR and Chicom reactions to a US de- 
cision to commit substantial forces to the area. There- 
fore, we had to start with an initial scenario which would 
get the forces in motion. And we had to take the liberty 
of announcing the Presidential decision that they were on 
the way. We recognize that the rationale for such a de- 
cision is sketchy and that it probably could be refuted. 
However, it does bring up the question that we talked about 
in the game and in Control as to whether or not the United 
States must have specific acts of provocation to put such . 
a movement in force, or will a generally deteriorating 
situation have to be turned into cause for a power play. 
It was our consensus in Control that Blue moves in this 
were'basically a huge power play designed to force the hand 
of the Reds in a way that would -still not get our US ground 
forces committed over there, The question that I would 
like for someone to discuss is will we ever be in a position 
where a decision would be made to get this many US forces 
going over there without a-direct act on the part of the 
other side-.where we could' say, "All right, you crossed the 
border with X number of divisions--here we come." In other 
words, was our initial scenario completely beyond belief? 

BLUE: ‘Or something like the Gulf of Tonkin again? 

DIRECTOR: Yes, a Gulf of Tonkin incident can be parlayed 
intosomething that would require a'national reaction. 

RED: Would there be a move to impeach the President for 
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taking action of 
the absence of a 
gress not... 

this sort from the Secretary of Defense in 
declaration of war? And the row in Con& 

BLUE: I would think under the Joint Resolution you can go 
a long way. That is my own feeling. Undoubtedly the President would probably want to go back to the Congress 
again but I think that with the Joint Resolution and with 
sufficient provocation, he could start to move everything 
that the Blue Team has moved here. 

SECOND BLUE: - and more. 

DIRECTOR: Yes, but the type or degree of provocation is 
the thing that gets us. In other words, the Red strategy, which we have no reason to doubt, is in line with intelli- 
gence estimates and everything. The last thing they want is to provoke the United States by any act, which would 
cause a massive deployment into the area. One of the things we wanted to do here was to find out if our plans 
were reasonable. Can we get the forces moving that we have 
written down and studied. The group of forces that Blue 
deployed here is not actually in plans, but in magnitude is 
very close to the magnitude of the-deployment that is 
planned. Now, it has been determined that it will take a 
declaration of national emergency c)r its equivalent to 
generate all the forces that would let this thing be done. 
The question is, "What is going to have to happen--how 
bad is the situation going tc have to be, to justify such 
a thing?" 

RED: I would suggest two things. I would suggest that 
you are not going to have a single stage operation. I would suggest that we would have to have a minimum of two 
stages of operation. Stage one would be a clearly defen- 
sive deployment designed to dry up or dhop the lines of 
communications into South Vietnam. 
counter blow. 

Stage two would be a 
This would be the progression that I think 

would be more likely. But I think it is unlikely that you 
are going to get a political acceptance or a public senti- 
ment acceptance of either stage. 
get the opposite view 

I think that you would 
--we're not doing so well, so why not 

just let it die on the vine and pull out of there? 

BLUE: I don% know. 
one engagement. 

We had 350 troops killed yesterday in 
That's asizeable fracas. Multiplied by four, then the whole damn battalion would have been wiped 

out. 
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RED: Now what I suggest is that precisely this 350 troop 
killing is exactly the kind of thing that would trigger the 
next step. 

BLUE: Right. 

RED: You're there, you're committed. Your honor is at 
stake, now you've got to do something. ' * . 
DIRECTOR: It is evident that-the Reds' all along kept their 
eye very closely on the situation inSouth Vietnam and were 
trying to pull the rug out from under the US so there would- 
n't be anything for the United States to support. We could 

*not go into all of the US actions that go into the support 
of the GVN. These are long range actions and this is the 
fallacy of a game like this. If these long range actions 
are successful, we wouldn% have to have the military 
actions that follow on. Recognizing this, we wondered 
whether or not sticking to South Vietnam, taking military or 
other actions there would be more productive than trying 
to stabilize the situation in South Vietnam by taking ac- 
tion everywhere else but within South Vietnam. Of course 
we did go in there, but the fact remains that the Reds con- 
sidered that they'd be quite successful in keeping the 
situation in South Vietnam where it would not get any 
better regardless of the deployment of US troops. 

RED: I'd like to point out that the battalion that was 
slaughtered was slaughtered by Vie-t; Cong forces in South 
Vietnam--North Vietnam had no regular units in there overt- 
lY* The US was put in the position of being in there with 
regular units, but with no regular units to combat. And 
in the eyes of the world, the US would be branded the 
aggressor for using regular units to fight the people of 
Vietnam. 

BLUE: I would say that if you believe,'if you want to be- 
. me regardless of what we do against North Vietnam, that 

the North Vietnamese would continue to penetrate, and act, 
, ' : and resupply, and ambush, and win engagements, and go all 

over South Vietnam-- if you believe that this is possible-- 
then the obvious conclusionis that there's no use in doing - it. *But I don% happen to -believe that this would be true 
in real life. I think that the kinds of things that we 
have been planning to do, and in real life plan to do, will 
in fact seriously disrupt the capability of the North Viet- \ 
namese to do all the things that they are doing-now or that 
they plan to do. And I think that they would stop. If we 
do not dry them up completely we will just create so many 
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problems for them that they will have to really reduce their 
activities in South Vietnam instead of intensifying them. 
This is my personal opinion. 
our class. 

Otherwise we really are out of 
I don't think they're really that kind. 

DIRECTOR: Well, this came up in the critique of the last 
game. As 
sides. 

I remember it, we had almost equally divided 
About half felt the DRV would throw up their hands 

and stop, and the others said they wouldn't stop. I don? know that we have the answer to that one yet. Since that game was played, reconnaissance has given greater know- 
ledge of what's to be hit and there are some appraisals of 
what such hits would do. 
are no two ways about it. 

And it would hurt them, there 
It gets down now to a value-,-l'L- T.&j s 

judgment of how much does this affect the leadership. It 
is recognized, I believe that 88 percent of the people up 
there are out in the boondocks and probably would not be 
affected too much by this. But the leadership certainly 
will be, and it is a value of judgment as to whether or - 
not they are going to stop support of the people down south. 

BLUE: I would say, "How does it affect the individual North 
Vietnamese soldiers who are trying to go to South Vietnam 
while their families are being killed and their whole 
country is being devastated up north?" I think this is the 
guy who is going to lose his desire rather than his leader. 

RED: You don% understand the Red side. We operate on the proposition that whereignorance is bliss, it?s folly to be 
wise. We just don? tell them. 

DIRECTOR: Well, I'll admit that I don't know the answer to 
this one. 

BLUE: That's the great unknown. 
DIRECTOR: We did have another interesting situation. It 
was that the Red Team in general didn't seem to be too 
worried about the troop commitment of the United States in 
Southeast Asia. What they were really worried about was 
whether Blue was going to come up and start clobbering 
China. And their movements of troops and everything else 
were designed not to provoke this. Had the bombing of North Vietnam been carried out as laid< out in the plan, without 
the deployment of-ground forces, it apparently wouldn't 
have'made much difference in the action the Red Team took. 
I would like to know from the Red Seniors, "Is this the 
feeling?" 
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RED: I guess that's a fair statement. 

DIRECTOR: Well then;. would we say, putting on our Blue hats 
again, that we can initiate such a campaign without a build- 
up of ground forces before we start? 

BLUE: Red, what did you figure they were there for? 

RED: Defense. I And we weren't sending anything against 
them. We operated on the principal, I would say, to give 
them nothing but feathers to confront. 

BLUE: What would have happened if they hadn't been there? 
Let's say if there were a deployment of considerable air 
strength just across the Mekong River, US and so on, would 
this present a lucrative guerrilla target? Would you still 
have gone down and tried to chew up the rail lines and so 
on. In other words, suppose that some ground forces were 
not there to provide some protection against guerrilla ac- 
tion. Would:you have then withdrawn from airfields for 
example? 

RED: Well, I am not sure that I can speak for the group. 
But I think that there was on each day a proposal to intro- 
duce larger numbers of troops into the South, both into 
Laos and into North Vietnam. There was also a proposal on 
the first day to introduce appreciable Chinese into North 
Vietnam. We cut that back to a division infiltrated and 
spread out. On each day the senior team diverted orcut 
back the force which was committed into the South. As very 
little rationale was discussed at the table, I couldn% say 
what was in the back of peoples' minds but basically we 
were reinforcing success. Does anyone have a different 
view on that? 

RED: I think that that is a fair summary. All I would ' 
add is that the projection of US ground forces did have a 
temporary stiffening effect in both South Vietnam and in 
Thailand. Particularly in Thailand as it temporarily 
frustrated our pressure tactics. 

RED: I say we must bear the Blue Action Team's injunction 
inmind. We have all been Western trained. 

DIRECTOR: One of the things that we had as a written ob- 
jective was to take a look at the need for possible recom- 
mendations to the President on the use of tactical nuts. 
It seemed that on the part of the Reds that this is one of 
the things which certainly would have made a difference in 
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their actions --a real threat for the open use of them. We 
tried to throw in yesterday a situation where organized 
Chinese divisions did cross the border. We had two divi- 
sions coming into Laos. In discussion with the Blue Team 
today, it didn't seem that this force would be enough to 
cause Blue to make such a recommendation. 
wasn't discussed. 

However, this 
Which brings up the question, "Is this 

or is this not a good way to get around the threat of 
making a nuclear attack--just to send in a division at a 
time?" By sending in comparatively small size forces could 
the enemy deter the US Commander from recommending the 
use of nuclear weapons? 

BLUE: It was discussed, Sir. I did not cover it here. 
RED: Pm sorry I missed the second day of this, we had a 
crash order from the White House we had to take care of. 
However, it seems to me that the great fear on the Red 
side was that the US would attack China with nuclear 
weapons. You had to plan to avoid that and we would assume 
on the Blue side they would have been concerned about the 
Soviet Union backing up China in such an event. And if I 
had been there the other time I would have had a few 
thoughts to try to stimulate some concern about this. For 
example, I think our Chairman, Mao, might have proposed to 
the Soviets a meeting on the problem that the Chinese and 
Russians are, quarreling about-*-proposed a meeting to settle .G it in return for Soviet threats' to back them up, something 
of that sort. 

RED: We had a commitment from the Soviets that they were 
backing the socialist state. We had it publicly and we 
had it passed to us by way,of the British in a little bit 
stronger way. 

RED: This says their statement was weasel-worded. 

RED: Well, in the preceeding scenario, the Soviets gave a 
commitment in two different ways and we discussed at some 
length an increase in our propaganda campaign to take ad- 
vantage of their commitment. In other words,' reading more 
into it than they perhaps had actually meant. But it 
would put them in a position of hardly being able to back 
away once having stepped up along side of it. 

RED:-. This Scenario today backs away a little bit from what 
happeneddthe other day. 

BLUE: Were you concerned only about being hit with tactical 
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nuts or were you concerned about being hit with convention- 
al ordnance as well? 

RED: Well, any attack on China I think as far as that's 
concerned... 

BLUE: Then the crucial thing wasnlt tactical nuts or not, 
the crucial thing was hitting the Chinese troops. Or do I 
misread you? 

. 

RED: That's true. The important thing was hitting China < 
proper. 

BLUE: O.K., that's the next thing I wanted to get to-- 
eit troops or China proper? 

RED: No, I think it was bombing China, as far as I was con- 
cerned. 

DIRECTOR: Well, the team estimates that even though there 
was not a Red military plan to go down and overrun the 
whole area, the Action Team did consider this and came up 
with a military plan which Chairman Mao told them to pre- 
pare. In looking at the time and distance factors, it 
appeared that the US deployments would have made it to 
where there would have been a confrontation somewhere in 
mid-Thailand. The Reds considered that they could not get 
to Bangkok before the United States had a sufficient force 
on the ground to make a fight in Thailand. Red, what was 
your consideration on the move down through Laos and Cam- 
bodia? 

RED: According to the situation, the maximum troops we 
could employ were six divisions and we would also require 
according to our estimates, 90 days to get there. We could 
not support them in combat against American forces. And as 
was mentioned earlier we wanted to keep American forces out 
of South Vietnam. 

DIRECTOR: It does appear that a force of this size could 
be moved in in time to keep the whole area from being over- 
run, but if the US did so, it would be mixed up in a ,war.%hat 
we don't want to fight. From a military judgmentof 'the 
two forces, the time and distance factors would not permit 
the Chinese to get all the way down to the key points of 
Saigon and the Mekong area before they were met effective- 
lY* We recognized, but didn't try to solve the problem 
which we all know is with us today. And that is, if this 
is not done under SEATO auspices in accordance with the 
plans that are laid out under SEATO, some arrangements 
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would have to be made for bilateral agreements between-the 
countries involved and ourselves for command and control. 
We didn't try-- we didn't ask for and don't want really to 
try to address this problem, 
is a problem. 

except to recognize,that it 
This gets all the points that we,came up 

with in Control which we would like to have discussed and 
I would like to open it now for some comment, criticism or 
discussion. 

BLUE: I'd like to follow a previous Blue question to Red. 
Why weren't you concerned about the use of tactical nu- 
clear weapons against Chinese troops? 

RED: I didn't say we weren't concerned about it. I think z feeling was that if you've got to face the US with the 
business of fighting a war they.didn? want to fight, this 
would be added to the pressure of what we are trying to do 
in South Vietnam and might make them decide to cut their 
losses and get out. But we would certainly want to avoid 
nuclear engagement of any kind. 

RED: We started out with three important objectives: to 
Secure mainland China (which is to protect the homeland), 
eliminate US presence and influence in Southeast Asia, and 
avoid a US nuclear attack on mainland China. We attempted to keep the provocation low enough throughout so that we 
wouldn't get this kind:jof->.area&tion. 

BLUE: Red, did you mean an all-out nuclear attack when you 
said avoid "nuclear attack"? 

,RED: Any nuclear attack. , - 
BLUE: Any? 

RED: Any nuclear attack on mainland China. 

BLUE: Did you assume that the United States was going to 
come to the decision to use tactical nuclear weapons 
against the troops,, in fact come to the decision to use 
tactical nuclear weapons on the Chinese mainland? L 

RED: The Senior Team hasn't discussed it; Pm going to 
turn the question over to the Action Team. 

RED: We didn't think that we were providing a military 
target, but psychologically Blue might well have considered 
doing this. We had the general estimate of US policy that 
they would be reluctant to cross the nuclear threshold. We 
had quite a bit of room for maneuver. 
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DIRECTOR: There was some discussion as to whether or not 
all.of the Blue assets were used. One Blue Senior feels 
that we could have gotten some more action along the coast, 
blocked off everything that was going in to the Vie-t Cong 
and maybe chased those submarines that are up there down, 
to find out whose they are, and then done something about 
that. Were we looking too much at the ground action in 
thiscase? Were there other things that could have been 
done? 

BLUE: Well, our feeling on that was, as I recall it--we 
"cried to block off all access by mining all the ports. 
But for some reason or other this didn't seem to work so 
we had to do it a second time. But we thought we had done 
that insofar as North Vietnam was concerned. 

DIRECTOR: Well, this got the major traffic that was coming 
in. The question is what about all the rest of it? 

BLUE: Bridges...roads... 

BLUE: Well, we tried to take out traffic coming out of 
China by air and then mine it from the sea. 

BLUE: We did take it all out according to the scenario. 

BLUE: It didn't seem to have much effect. 

DIRECTOR: Well then, the real moot question we have raised 
here is/What will the effect be of knocking out all of those 
targets and mining the ports and really cutting the+ off 
from everything but a trickle from Communist China? 

BLUE: I agree with my Blue colleague. I would think it 
would have more effect than it had here. 

BLUE: IId like to find the secret of how you develop a 
force that can keep on fighting and advancing in spite of 
having no supplies, no ammunition, getting their rear 
devastated, their home country, so forth. 

RED: I think the answer to that is the eight year war 
against the French when the Vie-t Minh didn't control any 
of the cities or have the industrial, small industrial com- 
plex that they have now. They still proceeded to progress 
during the eight years and eventually win the war. 

BLUE: So the French didn't do very well. 
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RED: Buton the ground the French had a large force. 

BLUE: But they had no air and they had a whole population 
against them, they were the hated colonialists. I think this is really quite a different situation. In here we 
had a real powerful attack, by air, primarily by air, 
against the base of these people and it didn't seem to 
affect them. 

RED: The more you attack us the less we have to lose. And 
Et as you said now , you don't have anything left in the 
way of targets, really. 

BLUE: Well, perhaps then we have to go to China. This is why I think the effect is on the soldiers, the effect of 
this type campaign was largely on the individual soldiers 
that had to do the fighting. 

RED: Now we Reds have.written off Hanoi as a city in 
rubble. 
do? 

They've taken to the countryside; now what do you 

BLUE: I think you would consider very seriously, Course 
of Action Number Three or some variation of it, as recom- mended by the Blue Action Team. 

BLUE: You mean you have a ground attack? 

RED: No, you start making contact with the Chinese, and 
perhaps first you start with hitting their forces in Laos 
and so on. Gradually escalate. 

RED: I'm not surethe Chinese would respond. Our whole effort has been to try and stay out of this thing. 
no targets, present no Present 

excuse 
justification. 

, present no provocation or ' 
Without adequate justification, Blue actions 

have raised the international sound level and pressures for 
international conferences. And meanwhile the Sino-Soviet 
rift has been closing. 
internationally too. 

So you've been losing a great deal 
This we recognize as great assets 

from our viewpoint and are important as long term gains. 
Our general philosophy is that the situation in South 
Vietnam is totally rotten and it's going to collapse. I-t's going to fall into our lap like a ripe- plum,'toquote our 
Comrade Mao. And we don't have to do anything but keep up 
this kind of incidious pressure and present no target for 
you to go after. We think this strategy is going to win. 
This is what Red was trying to do, although Control some- 
time interfered a little bit. We were surprised that the 
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Americans were capable of committing such heinous crimes. 
Their persistence did cause us a little bit of worry, par- 
ticularly when the Americans on the second day were will- 
ing to go after our cities the way they did without any 
justification. *That did raise some concern that they might 
do this against China. This was the one thing that gtive 
us cause to worry. We were not concerned about nuclear 
war. 

RED: We were also concerned though that Mao might order 
Kto take actions we did not want to take. 

RED: Our concern about nuclear war was to get the Rus-* 
zns to make some kind of a thunderous declaration so 
that the Americans would realize that they would be struck 
by the socialist camp-- that they ,didrPt have an open op- 
portunity here to go after us without nuclear retaliation. 
That was our principal concern. We didn't see how the 
strategy we were trying to pursue, less Control% inter- 
ference, could ever justify any nuclear action against 
the Chinese. 

BLUE: Did you consider at anytime pressing for negotiations 
and making some concessions in order to save the rest of 
North Vietnam? 

RED: Oh yes, we'd be willing to, come to a negotiating 
-t;able because we've got all our people in place. 

BLUE: I said to make some concessions. 

RED: Oh yes, we'd make some concessions. I don't know 
at concessions you would have in mind, but we're always 
very reasonable in these matters. 

RED: We deliberately instigated action in Northwest Thai- 
land so that we would have something to trade at the con- 
ference table. This was the bag&c purpose for going in 
there. . 

BLUE: But I mean, did you consider trading the rest of 
the targets in North Vietnam at an earlier stage? 

RED: No, because by the time we got to the targets of 
North Vietnam they had all been struck, 

BLUE: I've got two questions here that I would like to 
-pose. I don't know ifnthere are any answers to them but 
I would like to ask Father Ho how stable his regime is now 
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that his country has been pretty well beat up--how re- 
sponsive and loyal his armed forces are. And, secondly, 
I would like to ask Father Ho whether he really believes . 
that the Soviet Union would risk the destruction of the 
Soviet Union in order to preserve Red China, North Vietnam 
or any other conceivable area that you could mention. 

RED: I think the first question is easier to answer-than 
the second. We develop pretty good techniques for making 
basically hostile people perform regardless of what% 
happening to them. The second question is more difficult 
to answer because Ho doesn't really control this thing any 
more. We've started moving Chinese divisions in there and 
I think he's pretty well our puppet. 

BLUE: This may be --but what I was really taiking about 
here though was in the sense of just how much support does 
the regime in North Vietnam now have from the people, 
which would include the armed forces? Now one of our in- 
dividuals has been sowing one-shot pistols all over North 
Vietnam. Have any of those been used to knock off leading 
citizens by the enraged populace who have seen their good 
life going away from them by the courtesy of the United 
States Air Force and Navy? 

RED: Well, the people's rage has been turned against the 
Erican murderers. Not against any of their own leaders. 
And as far as we leaders are concerned, of course, we're 
Mao--we're Chinese. And our whole life has been one of 
struggle, the days of the long march, and the fighting 
against theJapanese and the Chinese Nationalists. We've 
been outlaws in the international community--unrightfully 
of course --and so we're used to this sort of thing. This 
has been our life. We have brought all of China under one 
roof through this policy. This is the policy that is 
going to prevail. Our people understand this well. We're I . surprised you don't. 

BLUE: I wonder if they do understand it. This is the 
heart of my question you see. How stable is a police 
state when the police state is under heavy attack? And 
you can say that it could be reasonably stable--take Nazi 
Germany in World War II, where they took some rather 

. 
sizeable blows and heavy destruction. As we all know, 
they retained a remarkable cohesion very late in the game. 
That wasn't true in Italy. I don? know how you Chinese 
fit in between the Germans and the Italians. 

/ 

RED: We're twice as tough and elemental as even the 
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Germans were. 

RED: At the outbreak of the last war, the Soviets were 
quite concerned about this. Molotov told our Ambassador 
that he was very worried about defections. 

BLUE: And they had trouble too, didn't they? 

RED: They did until the Germans told the people that were 
on their side in Russiathat they'were an inferior race, 
then they began to turn... 

BLUE: I must admit the second question is a far more diffi- 
cult question to answer. But I always had the view--I 
certainly would be glad to hear my Blue colleague speak on 
this--that the Soviets. are anything but blue-eyed idealists. 
They are rather realistic and elemental in their approach 
to problems and the facts of life. And how much would 
they really risk, I wonder, to preserve the integrity of 
of a place like North Vietnam? And even laying aside the 
recent doctrinal differences> between themselves and the 
Chic'oms, how much would they really risk if they them- 
selves were safe and would continue to be safe, in order 

' to preserve Red China? 

RED: I don% think they give much of a damn about North 
Vietnam or South Vietnam, or any of that part of the world. 
X%%shchev, when the Laos thing first started said that 
th%s is no risk of -ours --we're not risking anything on 
this. We're going to get it anyway. It's just a question 
of a few years. We can wait. And I think that's his atti- 
tude. But on the question of whether or not they would 
lose Communist China, I think there is a far harder question. 
These people are still Communists. A lot of us who profess 
to know a little 'something 'about them don't all hold the 
same' view on this: But I am convinced that Khrushchev is 
a real believing Communist, and that China is important to 
him. The loss of China to Communism would be pretty tough 
on him. He once said that if Communism didn't prevail in 
the world, his life would have had no meaning. So when-it 
gets to the point where he feels he is responsible for China' ' 
being lost, I don't think that anyone knows how he would 
react. But on South Vietnam I think their whole attitude 
in a situation of this kind would be pressure for a con- 
ference andnot to have to face that dilemma. They would 
work very hard for that, on everybody. I was surprised at 
the,Blue Team's trouble over putting these as three rather 
separate courses of action. I wouldn't think that you 
would ever just accept a conference. You'd take some steps 
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such as this landing in North Vietnam at the same time that 
you accepted the conference, so that you would have some- 
thing in your pocket... 

BLUE: We tried to educate our people that this would not 
,be an acceptable course of action. We had to have some- 
thing to negotiate with. 

BLUE: If you're going to land some troops there's no use 
fooling around with Vinh, you rascal. Go into Haiphong 
and Hanoi. It% more comfortable. There is one observa- 
tion I would like to make if I may. It seems to me that 
Blue is just as justified in assuming that the effects of 
the actions taken by Blue would create a disintegration in 
the fabric of the Vie-t Cong and the Vie-t Minh as Red is in 
assuming that their actions will result in the collapse of 
the fabric of South Vietnam. Actually the situation that 
we have in South Vietnam is not as bad as one might think. 
After all we have had plenty of evidence that the armed 
forces of South Vietnam are rather reliable when organized. 
It is quite a different situation, say from the days of 
the French and the native armed forces. There is a history 
of quite a bit of resistance against the Vie-t Gong by the 
population whenever they could resist and get away without 
being subject to reprisals. I think the tremendous re- 

_ ligious feeling in part of the population of South Vietnam 
would prevent their defecting in any case. These factors 
lead me to believe that they would not be as susceptible 
to falling apart as Red might think. On the other hand, 
I think that there are some inherent weaknesses in the 
Vie-t Minh position and population which could probably in- 
dicate that they might be susceptible to collapsing under 
the kind of attack that the Blue have mounted on them. 
It is easy in real life to see the bad things around us 
and to magnify them. It is one of the things we do general- 
lY* We highlight all the problems we're having and we tend 
to forget that the enemy has the same problems just because 
we can? see them. They're not very obvious to us but I 
think we must recognize that they have the same kinds of 
problems that we do. 

RED: For example, 
"cion 

as I understand it, the economic posi- 
of North Vietnam a ye,ar ago was terrible. It didn't 

seem to affect their effort any. In fact they stepped it 
up. Our clients always seem to be in a bad economic con- 
dition. 

RED: Either that, or too many capitalists. 
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RED: One other comment on this bombing problem 
have thought that if we were going to undertake 
of China the first targets would be the nuclear 
tions, butthis... 

I 
'the 

would 
bombing 

ins talla- 

BLUE: That is precisely what I was going to say. 

RED: Much less reaction from the Russians. 

BLUE: Then you really get something worthwhile. 

BLUE: Yes. 

. . 

. 

, 

* 

RED: I think that ties in with my thought that the thing 
that really worried us was the tendency for the US to over- 
react, acting in a rather irrational way. As long as we 
could count on Blue acting the way we thought;they,would 
react without going too far, without doing something, this 
fitted right into our strategy. But to go after our nuclear 
facilities, for example, doesn't fit into that pattern. 
We've been working hard on this for years, and denied our 
people much to produce this. To have it knocked out is 
something that is so shattering that we might not even men- 
tion it to our own people. 

RED: As a member of the Red Team, may I make a comment? 
Ithought that the first question you put to the conferees 
was the most interesting one I've heard, that is, "Will a 
specific act or general deterioration be sufficient to trig- 
ger major US participation in this problem?" I was rather 
surprised, as one of the Comrades, to see the US so easily 
influenced into committing large troop units into this 
country. I don't recall whether Blue mobilized or not.. 
Did they--did they start mobilization? 

BLUE: Yes. 

RED: Well, looking at this problem from where I sit, in 
~unist China, it looks to me as if this war in Southeast 
Asia is going to be fought by the people of the US and my 
estimate of the situation was that the US didn't have any :, 
stomach for an all-out war in Southeast Asia--that any 
commitment of large troop units there which would involve 
mobilization and the giving up of things as they had to give 
them up in World War II and started to have to give up 
during the fighting in Korea would not be a very palatable 
dish unless there was some good reason, some major incident 
which would trigger a willingness on their part to send 
troops and to mobilize, I think that's one of the most 
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important auestions t'has' s' come up during this war game. 

i 

3LUE: Well then, you would disagree with your Red friend 
WI"_0 said you weren't impressed with the fact that we 
mobilized all these people and sent them over there. 

RED : I was surprised.* I mean 
evidence. 

that we have fairly good 
I would think that the situation today is a 

partial answer to your question. We certainly have a 
gelneral deterioration taking place in South Vietnam and 
we're committing our forces piecemeal up to a limited 
a!nount . 

x32 : I can't say we weren't impressed. 
because initially we took 

We were impressed, 
several courses of action. FirsT;, we didn't send anybody out of China except one division. 

&Id we sent it in piecemeal to diverse locations so that 
it couldrPt be iden"' bified as a division entity. Second, 
we took precautionary defensive moves opposite Taiwan and 
Korea in the event 
there. 

that something might be triggered 
But I would say we had a wait and see attitude. 

Whaf are we going 
moving? 

to do with these forces that you're 
When you began to come into Thailand, we said, 

"Well, they’re not going arqywhere. 
any cause to do anything.!' 

We just won? give them 

EIRXTCR: Well, I will try to summarize from t:he game 
standpoint that the United Stazes, if it wants to 
get its hands on the wherewithal manpower, supporE i:'st so 
forth--to deploy rather massive forces into SouTheast 
Asia in time to meet an aggression if it occiurs. In the 
absence of such aggression it appears auestionable to me 
whether such a massive deployment would be made. &qd if iT: 
were made, it probably would not be effectively used be- 
cause of a lack of a military threat to meet it. Xe have no consensus on what would happen if we initiated a bombing 
campaign on Ncrsh Vietnam. The situation in South Vietnam- 
seems to be a real tease and 'haI without an effor: that has 
some success in the distant future--the immediate future-- 
we have no reason to be supporting 
?oliticaily right&w, and 

the South Vietnamese. 
in -- 

here , the other side seems 70 
Jne situation as portrayed 
be in the driver's seat. 

They can ccntinue, under the cover that they now have and 
wnic1h is 
actions 

more or less accepted by the world, all of the 
that they are now doin* 

going to 
-6 and it is probably not 

get anybody but us upset. As is usual in these 
games, we do not come tc any specific conclugions. ??e ma!<e no definite recommendations. 
33r5 which 

There will be a game re- 
will summarize the moves that have been made and 

- .  
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the discussions of both the Action Teams and the Senior 
Teams. The report will be sent to you for whatever use 
that it may have. We hope that this has been an interest- 
ing and useful forum of discussion. Our shop is happy to 
be-at your service to put on such a show for the Chairman 
or for any of you that would like to have something looked 
into. We would try to be the fall guy who has to make up 
the interactions and to take the knocks from both sides. 
I think that the Chairman would be happy to support a re- 
quest from any outside agency for any sort of a game or a 
forum like this that you might think useful. It has been 
a great pleasure to be at your disposal for this. 

Y 
Of course I desire to thank all of the partici- 

pa ing agencies and individuals, and I certainly wish to 
thank the laborers in the vineyard who made this particular 
problem go. I must say that about three weeks ago I had 
grave doubts as to whether we should go ahead and have this 
particular game at this time. The events were moving so 
rapidly in South Vietnam and contiguous areas that I 
thought we might better spend our time figuring out what 
to do on the scene of battle rather than in the conference 
room. However, after listening to the Director and his 
troops explain what they were-trying--to do-,-the degree 
with which they were updating the material to be made 
available, 
I came, 

and the aspects of the problem to be considered, 

ahead. 
I think, to the proper decision that we should go 
I believe that --I offer this only as a thought, 

not as a decision or judgment on my Dart--that perhaps all 
players were influenced to a considerable degree on what 
happened here, by actual events. Pm not sure whether this 
is good or bad. I'm inclined to think it is good, because 
when you're playing one of these games concerning an area 
where there really is nothing at stake, players are inclined 
to be just a little bit casual as to the stakes they throw - 
on the table. In this particular case I noticed a very 
definite caution and thoughtfulness, at least on the Blue 
Team. I thitik I detected rather less caution on the Red 
side. Maybe that's an unfair comment. I noticed a very 
considerable degree of reflection and thought being given 
to the various moves proposed. The Zlue Senior Team on a 
couple of occasions restrained the Action Team and on a 
couple I believe the Seniors were more firey than the 
Juniors which I must say surprised me a little bit. All 
in all though, I have the feeling that this was a valuable 
exercise. I certainly have derived several questions which 
I want to go home and chew over a little bit, one of them 
being the one the Director first posed. 
fellow Blue Senior, 

I agree with my 
it's a very interesting question. And 
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the others are along the lines of the ones I posed myself 
as being pertinent. I agree with previous speakers, in- 
cluding the Director, that there appeared to be a wide 
variation in the judgment as to what would really be the 
effect on military operations of devastating air strikes 
on North Vietnam. I suspect, as is usually the case, that 
the truth lies somewhere in the middle. Several people 
here have cited what has happened in the past--with the 
French war and so on. I would think, as a military judg- 
ment, that strikes against military targets or even in- 
dustrial targetsare not going to cut off the Viet Cong 
activity suddenly. They will have too much in hand, too 
much in stock piles. Their needs are quite primitive in 
any event. They are too primitive for such strikes to 
have the same effect on their society and their armed 
forces that similar strikes would have on ours. We have 
gotten too sophisticated and we need too much, as the 
J-4 would be the first to testify, in order to exist and 
even more to operate. 

So, with no more of a speech, I will merely thank all 
of you for participating, for what you have lent by your 
presence and for your efforts to this war game. And I 
propose at an appropriate time to have other exercises 
of this kind. I am sure we will all benefit from them 
and perhaps next time we can come up with some hard and 

fast judgment that will guide our policymakers at the 
highest level. Thank you very much. 
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